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FOREWORD

The Often-cited quote "the future is not what it yged to be appears very
applicable to the area traditionally defined aS spe.cial education. Specialized
services' for.. the handicapped have been markedly altefed by influences from many
fronts: active.attentiod to due process and hull-lawghts; litigation and legislation
at the federal and state levels, and 'altered modelifor :_ierviee implementation.

1,,andmatk legislation .kich as P.L. 93-380sfeflects the need for at least Ininf7
mum compliance with requirements assuring not-only acceSs to programs but

''.effective education after entry. This recluires consideration of-issues regarding
.classification and 'identification, assessthent' and diagnostic procedures, and cri-
teria for specific placement, These concerns haVt been documented via a national
survey of State Pireclors of Special EducatiOn who prioritized nondiscriminatory
assesSment as the area of greatest interest and need:

Few issues are 'as trotVesome to coneerned professional and lay groups as the
identification of asksmenit procedures which offer assurance of not disvimi-
nadng unfairly on th,:, baSis or race or culture. Statistics..document the highly
disproportionate number's of blacks, Chicanos, and other minority children in
special education classis. Further, we are aware of the debilitating effects that
frequently acconipan.Y 1.a!-Yeling and placement in special classes. Assessment
procedures baseJ orf traditionat norm-referenced instruments may misrepresent
the abilities of inViority and/or bilingual youhgsters, thereby confounang the
problems inherent An classification and placement.

It is recognWl that nondiscriminatory assessinent may be considered pne
dimcirion of ti;i'e more general problem of valid assessment of any child. In
focushig on nondiScriminatory assessMent, this document serves primarily to
reflect the exanerated rieltative effect on ethnic or cultural minorities.

This docunient was developed to serve as the primary.input source to-a national
training conOrence entitled "With Bias Toward None, a national planning con-
ference on nbndiscriminatory assessment for handicapped .children.".

The docilment, the national conference, and the "ripple-effect" training kictivr
ities MIMI will follow constitate a major, training'effort of the Coordinating
Office .fo?: Regional Resource Centers. (CORRC). CORRC is responsible for
supporting-the training effofts of the 13 Regional Resource Centers as they.assist
their con'stituent states ii i. providing the best-possible diagnostic and-Prescriptive
services ifor handicapped children. The rcw and endorsement of the Regional
Re.sourei: Centers RRCs) have provided valuable assistance. in the development of
this doclument and in the eonference to,follow,

The iniaterials con taine&-herein 'represent the -collective thinking and experi-
ences .he individuals, recognized as leaders in assessMent 'procedures. Dr. Thomas
Oaklaiid (frOm The University of Texas, Austin) iS the,...editor pf the document
and- al 'major contributOr. Other majer contributors include .Dis: Ernest _Bernal
.(The/University of Texas, San Antonio),.Luis Laosa (University.of California, Los

..Angilles),.. Jane Mercer (University of,. California, Riverside), Paula Matuszek
(Ausitin Independent School District), James Tiicker (Texas Regional Resource.
Cen0r), and James Ysseldyke (Univei.Sity Of.Minneso\ ta).

\



A National Review Panel was cocstituted, consisting or individuals representing
major organizations whose constituency Woal be most affected by the manual
111111 the anticipated follow-up training. Members or the Panel are as follows:

Wayne Largent, Bureau or 1,itl Lica t ion ror the !handicapped
Slmryn Martin, Office of Civil Rights
William Parker, EducationalTesting Service
James Tucker, Texas.ROgional Resource Center
(herb Nash, State DepiIrrment of Special Education, Georgia
Robert McIntyre, Natióinil Training Conference Coordinator
Boris Bogatz, CORRC
Jerry Hill, National I ndiali Training and .Rescarch Center
l3ob Bureau olAndian Affairs
Ernest Bernal, The University of Texas
Leon Hall, Oakland Public Schools. .

a The Board carefully reviewed the st;ste-of-the-art document to assure that thc
internal consistency and integrity of the content were satisfactory and appropri
ate. This review was thorough and resulted in a number of changes in the content
and organiza',ion of the,drart document. The basic concern of the.Review Board
ways to reach consensus with resPect to issues identiried and procedures recom-

. mended in the arca of .nandiscriminatory assessment. Consensus was achieved on
all iSsues, but consensus.is not to be interpreted as unaniinous agreement. What
can be said is that the material contained herein is the bestavailable at.this point
in time; and in that sense-it is indeed a state-of-the-art. That the state-or-the-art
needs extensive refinement is also a reality. The practitioner usingthis document
is cautioned that it does. not represent official pblrey. of Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped and Office :of Civil Rights (BEH, OCR), or any other agenpY
which partli,pated in its development.

A major national conference based on the content of this document willfollow
its initial publication: Participants will come from all Regional Resburce Centers,
the 57 State Education Agencies, and the Office of Civil Right5. Participants will
be organized into state and/or regional teams committed 'to the provision of
follow-up training in their home setting. The input af these participants during
the conference and as a result of it represented the.final review or the manual
before its preparation lor formal printing and distribution,

The vigor and 'enthusiasm with which the contributors to this document
-approached its development were significant. Special appreciation is hereby noted.
for the effort put l'orth by Tom Oakland, the other- ccntributing authors, and the
members of the National Review Board. Sincere gratitude is also expressed to Jim
Tucker for rontributions to this doCument above and beyondthe call of duty.

Boris Bogatz, Conference Director and
Associate Director of COR RC

Melton C. Martinson, Director pf CORRC



PREFACE

Assessment practices should:be undertaken:with the intentions of 'improving
children's deVelopment- and helping persons make Wise and infornied decisions.
The chapters thioughout this hook hopefully reflect this attitude. ."
-.Too frequently assessment practices reflect quests to establish eligibility for

special services, to identify an appropriate diagnostic label, or to shunt a child off
to a lower track. These practices, o( course,.are antagonistic to this attitude,

It is perplexingdisturbingthat" Black and other minority children are over-
rePresented in-classes l'or the mentally retarded .while underrepresented in classes
for the physically handicapped. Many persons attribute this to diScriminatory
assessment practices and suggest that the Paws within assessment p'ractices are So
wklespread that' they. should be discontinued altogether (see Chap/ter 2).

The first five words- in this preface reflect this author's basic position; assess-
ment practices should be. undertaken...." The remaining pages address profes-

.,. sionali'legal, social, ethical and moral issues which must be/considered. whenever
assessment activities are undertaken. The notion that assessment practices, or-lee

.to lead to the improvement of childre's abilities and.skills is
naive. However, to adopt the notion that decisions//egarding children can be
improved. by 'negaiting assessment practices alsO.is naie

.The task befOre.,us, then, is two-fold. One is to identify-the practices and issues-
which should be considered in developing and pr'oinding 'diagnostic-intervention
services,. with minority. group.ehildren. This task/ConStitutes a major:portion of the
book. The second task is Rr you, your c011eagues, and members of your
community...to make informed decisions as' to what practices best -constityte
diagnoStic-intervention programs which may be effective in advancing children's
development .and which minimizes biases due to racial or ethnic characteristics.
Persons /.un familiar with your community, your .school, or your pupils cannot
make those decisions wisely for you.

The. contributions . made' by the following authOrs hopefully set4e to'help you
tow/ ard that goal. An acknowledgement of their contributions to thiS book cannot-
fully express my appreciation to them for their assistance in producing aolume
of this seope within a pet'iod ,of two to three nionthS. Their willingness to'assume
*portant .writing responsibilities and.the quality of the contributions, \in my

//judgment, reflects their.rstrong comrnitment to` seek professionally viable solutions
to difficult and.* portant Problems and issues.
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. . . There is a need for greater sensitivity to Cultural div4isity
Q and community expectations during all-phases of the diagnos-

tic-intervention process: . . .



Perspeaves on Nondiscriminatory Assessment

Ernest M. Bernal ,-Jr.

Laws, agency policies, and court decisions have made
professionali involved in the special.education of children-

, anxious- about ass-essrnent. techniques and placeMent "pro-
cedurcs Aware that extant testing and referral practices arc
fraught with legal dangers, and seeking to-comply With the
laW while continuing to meet the exigencies of delivering
special education servicescedueators have responded in
diverse mid npt _always . adaptive ways. Many -still believe
that there is nothing inherently deficient in the old way of
doing things, but.,,feel that 'they must find alternatives,
which might .be second best, onlyto avoid prosecutiOn; the
loss of certain-funds, or the embarrassing scrutiny' of some
agency. For other practitioners, the emphasis is only on
avoiding the misclassification of children; they hold that
the changes required concern only .the referral and assess-
ment of "special" populations, the nondominant ethnic. and
racial :groups,: Finally, golne; educators, sec in these legal
events the opportunity, to. reevaluate 'flue whole of special-

.. educationfrom the initial referral through the actual inter-
. vention to .fol low-up services a highly professional

manner. .

It is this laSt position winch we espouse. If our objective
were oneolHicre compliarice-mith theletter of-the lawof

, finding ways to stay out of troublewe whuld be reacting
to the vagaries' of our lot instead of respondifig"construc-
tively tp the needs which these developments indicate, So
let us introdoce the following chapters in the book by
making several qualifications and caveats.

First, this document-primarily addresses those aspectS of
assessment in.special education which we-might call psycho-
metric and ,_observational. Other types of tests, especially
those .used in the clinical diagnosis of sensory acuity or
severe retardation, are not discussed extensively. This does
not mean, hovever, that many of the limitations of the
former tests do not apply -to the latter;' perhaps at sonic
futiire 'time they should be formally reviewed;a1So:

.Second, the readerpight well distinguish betWeen test-
-ing and aSsessnieni. Testing-is to be done with assessment in

. mind,- but assessment does not necessarilY result in. a score.
The funetions of assessmUnt are classification and educa-

, tional programming, decision making, and intervention. The
limitations of t'esting and decision:: making based on ,test
scores discussed in this book'Should be read in this light, for
testing:is not equivalent "to assessmrnt, and assessment is
'MA an end in itself,

Third, there is a need fth gre- ater sensitivity to cultural
diversity and community expectations during ail phases of
the diagnostic-intervention process.. Parc,its, for example,'

. should be viewed as active' agents during the referral and
assessment phases and as partners in the intervention
process; they need' not be passive permission granters or
potential legal liabilities, Advice fiom an ethnic community
can help shape the edncational process and perhaps ensure
that many of the extra-school .facto-5 which impinge on a
child's life pre considered in'the development of an assess-
nient strategy or an educational plan.

.FinallY, the effort to ameliorate the problems of misclas-
.-,sification of children into exceptional categorieS through

inappropriate testing should not be faken as an implicit
endorsement of present practices in special education for
those minority children who do require specialized tryt-
ment. Instead, it is an effort to reduce the social illswhich
attend such ;misclassification. We arc painfully aware of
inadequacies in the extent of services provided to seVerely
handicapped minority children and of the potential incom-
patibilities between standard interventions and theneeds of
culturally and lingnistically different children. The question
of enhancing the efficacy of education treatments with
nondpminant ethnic populations is'yet another matter.

Specinl.:education. has not been noted for its.responsive-
ness to 'Cultural differences in student populations. Its
typical methods are those devised with and employsd on;
children from the dominant white population. DistinctionS
arc neither adequately, drawn in practice nor articulated in
the literature between the basic symptoms of exception-
ality -and ihe normal but often unfamiliar expressions of
cultural 1.),,,avior. One may speculate that many, initial
referrali to , speeial, education are made. because .some
teachers mistake divergent-, culturally based behavior with
'abnormal episodes, .or perhaps because they simply do not.
approve of a patiern .6f. activity which a par-ticular ethnic
group engenders. Hence, the' importance once again of
adequate, nondiscriminatory assesSment.

In any casespecial education has yet to learn h; ow to
discover and build upon the cultural strengthS of minority
-students,and as a result inadvertently risks estranging them
from their ethnic tics. It is unfortunate that many special

-education programs calmot functionally separate the teach-
ing of important skills and competencies from the inculca-
tion of a 'different way-of life (Bernal, Note 1). For-of,all
the student populations, exceptional children are ,the orieS-
who can least deal with such potential alienatiän from

. friends; and family. For this reason; special education pro-
grams may have to adapt '-and incorporate innovative
practices developed elsewhere, practices such as. multi-
chltural education and bilingual education.

, This document and the conference -during which it was-°
intrOduced`Vith Bias Toward None"should constitute
our first steps to go beyond compliance on nondiscrimina-
tory assessment. Professional efforts at improving the
quality of .assessment and educatiOnal prograinming by
expanding our purvidw to include 'cultirrally based behav-
ioral diversity ',should ultimately 'benefit all children in



sriecial educatiop hy teaching us how to-cope with 'their
_

Tealifies.

1211,ERFNCE-NOTES

P. M Jr. Curri,;ulum development .for the bilingual/

r.

bicultural exceptional child. Pam prepared for the ReOonal
Training Program to.,serve the Bilingual/13ieultural Exception'al
Child, Mental Eduôational AssoCiates, Sacramento, CA, February
1972.
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At the heart of the hsated controversy oVer assessment_
practice...77s the view that, because of the lower performance

... by ine;n hers of thinoritY groups, incorrect inferences will be
- inade-as to the abilities of these persons., .. '. , ..,e

,
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Historical Antecelnts and Current Issues in. Nondiscrim-
inatory Assesment of Children's Abilities

Luis M. Laosa

The origin of some current practices and concerns
regarding the assessmcht of human abilities can be traccess
far back as several thousand years ago. At !east sincelhe
year 2200 B.C., an elaborate system of competitive civil
service examinations was \wed iu China to select 'personnel
for government positions (flu Bois,4970).

In the United States, following the success olthe Army
Alpha Test doring World War 1, schools, colleges, and other
organizations ,during the early-1920s alse found standard-
ized testing useful and convenient. Intelligence testing was
followed, by. the development of achievement testing, and
by 1929 more than 5 million wits were being adminiStered
annually (flouts, 1975). Today, in schools within the
United States:alone, more than 250_million,standardized
tests of academic abilit9land achievement are administered'
each year (Briin, Glass, Neulinger, Firestone, & Lerner,
1969). As onc -prominent psychologist noted (Holtzman,
1971), it is a rare individual indeed, especially amOng
children and young adults in the United States, who has not
taken a standardized mental ability test.

While the testing industry; its products, and other
services have enjoyed a ,wide dewee of acceptance, public
and professional attitudes toward them are Changing. The
large-scale nonnative use of siandardized tests has ,poten-
daily serious* social consequences: The, value and assump=
dons underlying the uses of standardized tests fordiscrini-
Mating between persons and for rewarding selected indi-
viduals are being questioned increasingly: What are the
consequences of classifying' children and placIng them into
educational niches (and perhaps eventually into sodietal
ones) by means of performance on *standardized tests? Is it
mqre desirable to expose people to; rather than exclude
them frOm, a variety of educational experiences? Just how
fair are the Commonly used tests, not only to individuals
from ethnic or socioeconomic minorities, but also to the
bright unorthodox person or to those.Ahout prior experi-
ence in taking tests? Isn't the purpose of education to
nurture the variety' of hbman talents and abilities which
exist,. rather than to impose a strict and°, arbitrary .set of
nonnative' standards based on the typical or average perfor-

- mance? Doesn't education have .as a major responsibility to
respect, encourage, and draw.upon the ethnic; cultural, and
linguistic diversity so richly present in our society s well?
The answers' to -these and other questions have important
implications regarding test developenent and use.

As new trends in educational thought and practice-.
emerge, ncw..approaches to assessment need to bc devel-
oped. As the emphasis in education moves toward recogniz
ing and valuing differences in learning-styles-and, cultural"
and linguistic variability, and as the curriculum ..moves
toward further individualhation, new and ekciting
challenges aref orcing bótli professional educators and those
in the field _of assessment to work together towaod new and
creative solutions,.

This chapter presents, in historical perspective, sonic of
the more salient trends in the assessment of human abilities,

focusing particularly on . those conceptual, sociological,
iechnical, and ideological developments:that influence non-
discriminatory. assessment.

Individual Differences
An important principle underlying the concept of ability

..assessment is individual variability. Many physical differ-
enees .among human beings are readily observable: size;
weight; facial appearance; hair, eye, and skin color; and
voice quality, among others. People also differ markedly in
psychological characteristics and in sensory and perceptual
characteristics such as keenness of vision, hvring, and sense
:nf 'smell. Some are more able than others to remember sOch
things as colors, .sounds, and names, and .even among
persons having equal amounts of schooling Wide discrep-

Itncies exist in their knowledgeHnterests, and-likes and
dislikes.... Individual differences are not limited to the human
-Species..(Two examples of many in the realm of -.animal
behavior include the,frequently described pecking hierarchy

-of chickens and the acceptance' of certain indivaduals as
'leaders by herds of elephants, buffaloes, and similr gregar-
inns animals (Anastasi, 1958).

'Measurement of..IndiVidual Differences

'Francis Galton, an early ontributor to the measurernent-
of abilitien believed that quantitative measuremeht is the
mark of a full-grown* science. He 'obtained many ni-easures
of ability CM large numbers of individuals and Classified
persons along a continuum on these abilities. In dbing Otis
Galton noted an "enormous" range betWeen the "greateSt
and the least of , condIncled:,..There is a'

--continuity- of natural abilitY"reachingjibm one knows not
what height, and descending to one .can hardly say what-
-depth" (Galton, 1892, Chapter3). Galton's systein of clas-,,
sification constituted ',the fundamental step toward the
concepeof standardized scOres Orseraitn, 1967). .

Ga1t4n-obtained the ideas for his classification system
from Adolph Quetelet, who waS the first person to apply
Laplace and Gauss'. normal law of error to the distributfon
ot' human data: and who developed the doctrine'of
"l'homme moyen" (Bonng,,'1950), which translates intO
English:as "the, average man." According to this doctrine,
the average Man, is nature's ideal, and deviations from the.
average are the result of nature's mistakes. ..

Galton and vueteict originated the precursor of a salient
principle in the assessment of human characteristieS: the
concept of a norm. A norm iS a representative standard
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value expftssing the average performance of.a given group
against Which par'iicular individual's performance is coin-
pared. A related conctipt is standardi:ution , Standardization
of a test is the process of establisInng norms for a test by
administering it to 'a large and presumably_ representative
sample: it ako,involves the establishment of directions, time
limits, permissible variations in procedures, and the correct-
ness and points awarded . for various answers. Thus, in
standardiz.ed testing, all children via giyen age group taking
the test ;ire given exactly the same instructions, all admin.;
istration procedures Occur tinder similar conditions, and the:
responses7,are -scored in the same ways. The interpretation
uf dst udent's-scores on a norm-referenced standardized test
dependS on his/her standing relative to some norm group
The score on a norm-referenced standardized test typically
does not tell the teacher what the student:has achieved or/
how well she/he can perform on a particular task. It reveals

; /how high or how low his/her score was in companson to
those of the students that constitute 'the standitdizatiOn
grimp.

Alfred Binet and Victot Henry criticized the Galtonian-
type tests as being too .simple and as foeusing too
exclusively on ,simple sensory experience. Viey 1,Vere iii
favor Of 'measuring, more complex functions .sirch as
memory, imagination. and comprehension. hi 1904 Binet
was appointed by the'French Minister. of Public Instruction
to study the problem of mental .retardation among-school
children in .the schools of ParisVT. 1905 Binet, with his
colleague P. Simon, published' ta .1st scale for yielding an
overall index of intelligence (Hunt;..1961), pinet afso
.developed the corrcept of mental age: which 'permitted
comparison between children and also between normal and
ahnormal children. Teachers liked, the normative concept of
Mental age because they could compare each of their pupils
to The average :student. Similarly, some teachers reported
scor i. in terMs of reading rig`'e and spelling age,

Binet and his collaborators established intelligence test-
.,

ing in a 'format deeply rooted in the techniques of the
pSyAological latoratory: a well-trained examiner testing a

, single child. Billet's contribution principally was a cont ram-
Hon to measurement and appraisal; he was not concerned-
with the development of tileories of intelligence. HoweveT,

z hel did not coruend..,that intelligence was fixed, le., he
believed. that intellectu.al attainment could be modified by
environmental factors.

The use of tests was furthered in the United Stifles by a

student of Galton,- James Cat teH,., who' coined the term
"men tal test in a paper he wrote in 1800 '(Hnnt 1961).
Cattell strongly advocated that' tests be given in schools:And
was ,responsible for einstigating .nintal testing in America
(Boring, 1954. However, Henry -Goddt.rd brought, tlic'

...Binet-Sinion Scale td America,. translating it into English in
1908. Goddard. who used the test in his studies with t4

-mentally, retarded. ardently, believed in the uppermoil
importance of heredi tnfluencer on 'intelligence. His
experience with the mentally retarded had not cneouraged
much 'faith in their educability. He not only pr'eached the
doctrine. of ,fixed intelligence, but lie alsb provided leader-
ship for a eugenics movement (limit , 1960:

A major development in the interpretation of results, of
r

I

ileum] tests was made. by a German psychologist, William
Stern (1911); who suggested that mental age divided by
:chronological age be. regarded as a "mental quotient," a

'Imeasure,, which he found relatively constant during the
; period of mental growth. With various refinements the
1 mental quotient has become the intelligence ,quotient, or
1 IQ, of today. -,

.1 Of the various intelligenee tests developed in the.pnited
/ States during the early part of the century, including a

. / number of reVisions, translations, and adaptatiOnS of Me
1905 and 1908 Biriet scales, the one With the widest accek
tance was the Stanford 'version of the Bina-Simon Scale;'
published originally in 19.16 by Lewis W. Terman. This
publication supplanted earlier translations and ,revisions,
and with it intelligence testing became firmly established in
American schools and pSychological clinics (Du Bois;
1970). The 1916 scale was revised by Terman and Merfiltin
1937 and 1960 andwas renormed in 1972. .

Aithough the new measuring- devices were utilized
widely, their results were not necessarily dependable-whep
administered to children who_ were nonnative English

speakers, who were deaf, or who had speech defects. This
led to thc development of nonverbal and performance tests:

"The first --pCrformance test for clinical use hi the United
States was published by Pintner and Paterson in' 1917; it
included fOrm boards and wooderCpuzzle boards of various
typesc, some invelving completing or assembling parts to
form a picture or a human figure or a face (Du Bois, 1970).
These included such tests al the Porteus Maze Test
'(Porteus, 1915), the Kohs.T.,...k Design Tesi (Kohs, 1920),
and ,Goodenough's Draw-,' ".f , n Test (Goodenough,. 1926)
which was later revised by i larris (1963).

Developm /ent of Group Tests ,

4,1)it the beginning of World War f; the Atperican Psycho:
logical -Association formed various committees to be of
serVice' in the national effort. "One of these committees',
assembled in May 191.7, was for recruit exarinnations. After
discussing the:possible contributions of psychology to mili--
tary efficiency, the committee of sever, efninent psycholo-
gists 'decided that psYchological tests .offered the best
possibility, for practied service. Since, large numbers of
recruits had to be tested, the decision was made to develop
a group test of intelligence. From .the work of Ulf§ commit-
tee originaled the Army Alpha Test of Intelligence. The
ArnOeta, a nonverbal' group test designed for use with
illiterates and recruits speaking foreign langnages, also was
deyeloped. The Army testing program, under the direction
of psychologist Robert Yerkes; was the first large-sae use
of intelligence tests: more than oft million men Were tested
with one- of the five forms of the Army 'Alpha before the
end of the wirr. The development and publication of several
group.,tests followed the Army Alehti, and thee principleof
self-administering tests was introduced.

The Army testing program bad a great impact on
psychology. Before World War 1, psyclidlogy was largely an-
-academic discipline:. after, it became a profession that
inn:hided persons with applied interests. The success.of the



program engendeied confidence in moasuring new'variables
and applying the results not 9only in schools and child
guidance clinics but also in vocational eouuseling and in hie
seleCtion or industrial tiersonnel. Among the new develop-
uhmts stimulated by the widespread appreciation of the
Army Alpha were the early measures of academic achieve-
ment, special apfitudes, interests, and personality diftracter-
istics.'

In 191(r, the same -vear tInn the Stanford-Binet test was
puhlished. a ook by Daniel Starch was published vyhich
sununarized the state of the art of educational meaSure-

' mem. presenting a wideariety 6r instifirnents and pointing
tint potential uses, including the experimental evaluation of
difIcTent Mstructional methods: Thereafter. educational
.ineasurement .gathered momentum. AcIneVernent tests were
developed for most subjrct matter areas, and comprehen-

, sive batteries with a number or tests :standardized on the
sante population.became available*. Du -Bois (1.970)sets.the
1930s as the date for the end of the pioneering stage in
psychometrics. Since then :an' inereasing professionalism
both in the development or tests and their uses has
emerged..

Theories of Ptelligence
" Much of the early wor_k on intelligence was coneerned

with measurement and largelyipored theoretical develop-
ment. The work of three persons stands aS an exception to
this- tendency. Charles Spearman (1.904) developed an

'!elaborate and- significant theory or the' organfzation of
nian's .abilities..Exannning: the interrelationships ambng
tests.. of various abilities..through factos amilysis, he con-
cluded that, all intellectual ahilities have in common a single
general underlying .fiktor, k.; and a. number of specific
.factors, s, which were unique to each ability. Ile assumed
that performance "On each test was caused in part by a
factor, and in part"by some specific or s factors. lie found
that tfte tests most highly saturated with g were those
dealing with abstract relationships.- lle developed the by-
pothesi that g is a function of heredity and that S' repre-
sents' the acquisition of specific learning and:experience
(Fruchtr, 195,0.. Spearman's tWo-factor theory was the
basis. upon which certain other developnients occurred,,
part'cularlv tests which Ilse Ineasurement of specific abili-
..ties (Edwards, 1971) in contrast to those which employ
glolial score, such as 1Q.

Two other important pioneers were,li, L.Thorndik.e and
L. L: Thurstone. Thorndike based his approad to intelli-
gence MI the premise that intelligence is comprised 61 a
'multitude of separate elements, each representing,a distinct
'ability. lie believed that certain mental abilities have
elements in common and :'eombine to foria;clusters, of'
'Which he identified three: social intelligence (dealing with

coy)crete intelligence (dealing with things), and
tg)Stract intelligence (dealing with verbal and inathematical
symbol's). Thurstime.. ltke Spearinan, used factor-analytic
InethodS. but his res_rilts initially led hiM to conclusions that
were-divergent from those of Spearman., Thurstone
eluded from his research that there were seven primary
mental abilities (rather than a singles-factor as Spearnian

..had Coneludcd tr verbal meaning, number facility, inductive
,rea'somug. perceptual speed, spatial relations, tnemory, and

verbal fluency. I le developed tests tO measure each of these
abilHes, the Primary Mental Abilities 'Test. Later research
indicated ihurStime's primary mental altilities were inter:-
related , winch led to the postulation of a second-order
factor, 1-if sope; ordinate ability, whicli permeates the seyen
primary abilities; this superordinate ability is similar to
Spearman s g factor.

. ,
.

Views Regarding the Origin of Intelligence ,
llow to assess individual differences in .human iniellec-

tual abilities long has ,been of.central concern to psyeholo-
gists and ,educators. *Some very violent polemics have
center ned aroUnd the issue-of- interpreting data o iritelli-

.ge nce
. .

TwO traditional VieWs regarding intelligence existed prior
to 1900 and through World War 11; 'assumptions of fiXeci
intelligence and predeterniined development (Hunt, 1961).

. These two assumptions were-used to justify the ,notious
that intelligence Was. an 'innate dimension of personal
.capae0' and that, it increased at- a Avcd .rate tii 1.1 -level
predetermined at birth.

;

Fixed' intelhgenee apd predeteemined dolelopment
potentially have adverse effects on 'education 'because they,
enieoiiirage 'neglect -of intellectual development: 'The argu-
menu says that because intelligence .is predefermined, it .

Odes no good; to cultrvate it. The assumption that intelli-
',Nue. and otlier petSonal characteristies.are fixed also led to
an unwarranted emphasis_ott the mattertof personal selec-

:lion and a correspOndipg underemphasis on the matter of
persOnal training and,on personal growth (F-lunt,;-1961).

In 1859 Charle0arwinpublished his book Origin of the
..Spel.ies, in which he set forth the theory that species evolve

through a .proeeSs,.in -which chance..variations and gneti-
catty induced mutations-are transmitted, to offspring if
these.. characteristics enable the organism -to survive. A
decade:later Francis Galton published Hereditary Genius, in
which he reported a Study, of the ramify characteristics of
eininent persons.; in Great ,_13ritain. Results indicated that

, .-
111011 of great reputatiOn 'all came from a small number-Of

that.is.Ahat entinent men tended to have children
who also became eminent. Gahm, concluded from these-
rCst!Its: that ..genius is inherited. While people' reviewing
Qalton s work today 'realig :that he ignored the influence of
enviroinnental 'factors, his work helped to establish the
eugenics tnovenient, a movement based on the prerinw that
if luniian characteristics.are inherited one should be able to
breed better human beings through selective mating.

Much 'theoretical -.and philoSophical thinking about
individual differences still centers around the liereditY vs.
environMent, contioversy..Today itls important implica-
tions -regarding the interpretation14 test results and the
decisions based, on those results. 1.36th sides of the heredity-.
environment controversy '.I).ave supported their -positions
with a. collection CI evidence.

As Ana§tasi ( 065) pointed out,the most usable knowl-
edge one 'Can have regarding any psychological'xharacter-
istic is not the relative contributions. of heredity and



,.env:ronment to its makeup, but how amenable it is to
change and .under .what circumstances Ode 'can expect
-changes to occur. A coinnion misconception is that only
the innak characteristics are .fixed and uncluingeable, and
that environmentally produced traits are modifiable at will.
Neither part of :the generalization is title: hereditary ten-
dencies often ran be 'strikingly modified, and . environ-

,..nu2ntally produced traits are often so firmly fixed tliat they
cannot be altered significantly.

Group Oiffeienees in ested Intelligence
Upon reviewing more than 500 studies whi

.81 different tests of intellectual ability covering a period ta
\ 50 years, Shuey (1966) concluded that blacks average

about one 'standard deviation (i.e., 15 IQ points) below,
on tests that measure intellectual or academie

aptittide. Other 'Studies have ,shown that other minorities
: low-income Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans)

also score befow average,
in 1966 James ColeMari and others published the first_

inialYsis of the Equality olEducational Opportunity Survey
data. ReSults of that study suggested that the differences in
intellectual' tmd academic performance between blacks and

Tiontes7-were! affected more by home background than by
'eXisting differences in the educational environments of the
schools which children attended. The findings suggested
that Schools did not make-a difference in the intellectual or
academic performance or children. If the ca use of the
difference cglikl not be .found in the school environment,
then where else cotild it be? Some highly publicized papers
(Jensen, 1969; Ilerrnstein, 1971) suggeSted the possibility
that .persons* heredities and genetic -makeups, rather than

-their psychosocial environmental factors, weie the prepon-
derant determinants in.explaining the observed differences
-rut the ,average seores of children from white nod minority

:. group backgrounds.
Thus, the nature vs.- nurture cimtroversy again has

't become salient within the past decade.. Much of this
rcnewed interest originated from an article by Arthur
Jrisn in the winter.1969 issue of the Ilarvard Educatimial
Review,, In "I low.'much can we boost IQ and scholastic
achievement?" 'Jensen discussed the relative contribution of
genetic and environmental influences modeling 10. Ills eon-
elusions .were generally interpreted as running counter to
manY of .the assumptions on which educational programs

%that began in the '1960s (such as Head Start) have been
based. Ile reviewed a large body of previous research spg-
gesting that IQ is determined more by genetic than by
environmental influences. Many of Jensen'S critics inter-
meted -his argument to .be that observed differences in
cognitive performance are largely genetic in origin and that
cornparatively little can be done to reduce them through
Inacticable educational, and social reforms, and that the
reported--difference in average IQ between black and white
children in the United States probably has a large genetic
component.

A.' bitter controvefsy both in professional journals. and
the pOlic picss nnmediately ensued the publication of
'JenSen's aitcle. The lh'in'art/ hi/twat/ow/ -Review (spring
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1969) published a-large number of rebuttals by promic
psycholei4ists d geneticists;. the New York Times entc
the fray, as did Llffe and the New Republic. Segregation
seized on Jensen's work to justify their policies and, ace(
ing to press' reports, radical.suidehts at the. University
California forced. Jensen to hold his classes in private (G,
burg, 1972: Cronbach, 1975). This bitter controversy
has indirectly involved 'standardized tests, particularly,

'.iced on scores obtained by minority gti

of the heated controversy ov assessm
.cw that,-because of the lower perfortn

,:ers, of minority groups, incorrect inferences vvi:
made as to the abilities of these persons and that, in tt
their educalimial and vocational opportunities will
limited 'or even denied. Moreover, this position is,seer
indefensible in light' of strong allegations thal there
biases inherent in many standardized tests which pena'
inifairly persons from backgrounds other than middle cl
white, and English speaking, The Matter of test-bias and
relevancy and use of test .restilts has become a cen'
concern of the movement for civil rights and for eq
opportunity regardless of race, language, ornational ori

Criticisms of Testing Practices
Whereas the testing movement enjoyed a wide degree

public acceptance during the period from yorld_War Int
about -1955, in recent years a growing controversy iegard
the use of Mental tests has hlossothed (Black, 1963; Gala
1972; GroSs, 1963; Hoiman & Docter, 1972; Holtzm
1971; Martitiez, 1972.; MerCer, 1972; Laosa., 1973; Laos:
Oakland, 1974; Williams, 1971). The criticisms have ht
directed in part at the basic logic- of measurement of hurt
abilities and in 1.art at the effects that the measurem
procedures have had 'upon our society. Principal critieis
of standardized assessment practices include (Thorndike
Hagen, 1969; Laosa, 1973; Oakland, 1973; Newland, 19'
Lmsa & Oakland, 1974):

-1. Standardized tests are biased and unfair to persc
i; from 'cultural and sociOeconomic Minorities sit

most tests reflect mostly white, middle,class wait
and attitudes, and they do not reflect the experient
and thelinguistic, cognitive, and' other cultural sty
and values of minctrity'group persons.

2. Standardized measurement procedures have foster
undemocratic attitudes by their use to form hon
geneous classroom groups which severely limit edu .
tional, vocational, economic, and other socie
opportunities.

' 3. Sometimes assessments are. eonducted incompetenl
by persons who doonot understand the culture a
.language of minority group children.and thus who t
unable to elicit a level of performave which act
rately.reflects the child's underlying competence.

4. testing practices foster expectatiolis. that may
damaging by Contributing to the sell-folfilling pror
ecy which..ensureslow-level achievement for perso
who score low on tests.3



5 Standardized measurements 'rigidly shape school cur-
-ricula and restrict educational change,

6: Norm-referenced measures are not useful for instruc7
t ionApurposes.

7. The limited scopes of many szandardized tests zip-
pnise .only a part -of Ow change; in 'children that
schools should be interested in producing.

8. Standardized testing mctices foster a view uf human
beings as having only innate and fixed abilities and
clmracteristics.

9. Certain uses of tests represent an invasion of privacy.

New Trends in Assessment Practices .

Se%oral new trends in assessment practices are emerging
today: While several represent.direct attempts to respond to
the..criticisms voiced against testing practices by members
or .nlinority groups, the causes for thorn seem best ex-
plained by a combination of the following interrelated
factors:..(a) an increasingsecognition and acceptance:of the
wide variability-whicli exists in our society with respect to
cultural and .linguistic patternS, (b) evolving views with
regard to educational practices and philosophies, and (e)
attempts to respond to pressures by organized groups to
modify eidsting practices through litigation, legislation, and
action by professional organizations. -

Cultural and Linguistic Variability
Large and complex societies such as that of the United

States comprise not one but multiple cultural and linguistic
groups living side, by side; These subcultures, which'to-
golfer, cOmpose a larger society, coasist of a wide variety of
cultural, linguistic, and ideological coMmunities, each with
its-own characteristiclife-style, value system, and psycho-
logical addition...to their salient numifestation'S
are more frindamental and perhaps .less visiblecharacter-
istics such.as- cognitive, perceptual, and personality struc-
tures which just* the differing surrace Manifestations.

An alternative to the amalgamation of these subcoltures
into one large Melting pot is cultural pluralism, a movement.
whieh reflects a posithie recognitiOn of cultural and lin-
guistic differences and which views subcultuial variability as
a 'societal..'asset. Cultural pluralism rejects both assimilation
and separatism as ultimate goals, and it affirms the under-
standing and appreciation of differences that exist among
the na tion's citizens.

The American Association of .Colleges for Teacher Edu-
cation defines inulticul twat education as "education which
values cultural pluralism" and which "iiffirms that schools
should he oriented toward tlw atural enrichment of all
children aml youth through programs rooted in the preser-
vation and extension of cultural alternatives" (American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1973).

Even within ethnic groups there are large differences
among individuals, and soinetimes the differences within
the-groups are at least as large as those between groups.
There' iyalso a considerable overlap among groups in the
distributions of abilities and other chatacteristies. A recent
studY by the author (Laosa, 1975) concerning the con-

textual use of language by children and adults in families
from three Hispanic grc ups in the United StatesNew York,
Puerto .12iCans, Central Texas Mexican. Americans,. and
Miami Cuban America-ISrevealed differences among the
ethnic groups in the language patterns used in differen:
social situations or contexts; however, even within a partic-
ular ethnic comnmnity there was a considerable degree of
variability regarding the ac of language.

In addition to othnic group differences, American
society is stratified into different groups Which are .hierar-
chically organized according to -their level of income and
the status of tho:. ,ccapatiOn. Depending on the socio-
econol.,ie st.tats ot the family into which a child is'
born, the experionc, to which She/he is exposed will differ.
Just as the cult subculture will determine many of the
child's expericnces, so does socioe4onomic status determine
many of the .kinds of experiences of the child; and these
experiences in 'turn will influence his/her cognitive',:and
personality development.

It'isimportanttodistinguish_ktveen the effeets .of
subcultural .or ethnic group 'Membership aridfifraffe'ets-of
socioeconomic status level, hoWever. A now-classic research
study by Lesser; Fifer, and Clark (1965) examined the.
patterns amOng vaiious mental abilities in children from
different socialclass and subcultural backgrounds.Probably
the Most important finding of that study was that each
ethnic group Studied ..evidenced a different pattern of
mental abilities (for example; certain groups were relatively

:stronger ,in vocabulary- development, while 'others were
'better in spatial reasonfng ability, etc.), while social claSs
"status-affected the level of scores across .the mental ability
scales (that ,is, in all ethnic groups studied, on -all the
abilities measured, middle-class children were superior to
lower-class children). It seems, then; that each ethnic group
has-its own,strengths and weaknesses in relation to other
groups, but that regardless of ethnic group, loWer-class
children obtain loWer scores than middle-class children.

A prevalent view regarding the; source of ethnic and
social class differences in intellectual performance isthe
def icit-hypàtlwsis, Le,, the poor and members of ethnic..
minority grouris (and a disproportionate amount of the
poor ere member'e of 'ethnic minority groups) live in con-
ditions which result in -various forms of deficits (Cole &
Bruner; 1971), such as the symItolic, lingui-tiC, and affec-
tive aspects necessary for a child to develop tally to his or
her intellectual potential. (From this view grew the idea of
early stimulation, which undergirded many orthe early .
intervention programS,of the 1960i.) The environmental
deficits were'reflected in tbe.lower test scores and academic
performances among children from .poverty backgrounds.
Cole and Bruner.(1971) have reviewed a body of data and
theoly casting doubt on the.conclusion that a deficit exists
'in minority group children, 'Instead they propose a differ-
ence hypothesis. Their. argument basically questions
whether particular situations, such as smdardized tests and
other traditional assessment methods, elicit the actual po-
tential or underlying .competenee of minority group..chil-
dren, They also caution that in interpreting perfOrmatice
one must account for the significance of the particular,



saudtion 'with respeet to he person ability to, cope with
life in his own milieu.

Cole and Bruner- see the problem facing us as one of
being able to identify the ramw or capacities readily inani-
tested in different grottos and of interpreting po-formance
in terms of tile ext(nt to which it ts adequate to the
"indkidual's needs in Ins. 01 her particular eultural setting.
'.From thk point of -icw, "cultural ticiyiration represents a
special case of crOnral .ilifferoicc that mises when an
individual is laced .v.ith. demands to perfoi 01 in a manner-
in,i:onsistent with los past (cultufal) experience. In the
present social- c6ntext.of the United States, the great power
of the middle class has rendered differences into deficits
because middle class behavior is the yardstick or y.m

.(Cole & Bruner, 1971, p. 874)..
One evident trend in the dewlopment ol if

traditional assessment procedureS is the Ate'
tesb whose content is equally or "uni.,.
cot cul tural,groups. In contrast to eonventipnal
test, culture-lair tests' &emphasize those factors llelieved
to mitigate agairrst the performance of minothq group
children, specifically, speed, item L911tent, and stress On
verbal emit ent. These tests are presented prMiarily as non-

.

verbal, tasks not inv6Iving strict time limits and requirinu
o -tiller Wrifien.nor spoken language 6n-die-Part of ilte teSt
.taker. Items-are selected on the basis of the extent to winch
they s;mtple knowledge.. skills, and experiences which are
equally common or uncommon to .all groups. Various
writers.Ncrcer. 1973 De Avila,& Havassv, 1974; Sainuda,
1975) agree that culture-free or culture-lair tests are, at
best, very difficult to' construct. As Calle!! (1971)
indicated,,it also. is .important `to distinguislr between cul-
ture fairness, (i.e.,' the same test yields no significant differ-
ences among cultures) and susceptibility to test sof)hisiica-
'riot/ pc;isons show improvement in .performance with
repetitimi 1w beconnng more test wise).

Another_ resptmse to criticisms of . testing practices with
minority-group childreiTifiViites translating existing;intelli-
gene tests for non-English-speaking children. There are
numerous potential pitfalls. with this approach (cf. Dc
Avila', 1973; Sechrest, Fay, & Zaidi. 1972; &ininda,,1975).
Certainly direct .translations art- usually inappropriate. In
most instances, more than mere translation and superficial
adaPlation is.required t.o produce an appropriately equiv-
alent test.

Another major Nspone is the establishment of regional
and othnie norms. In sow cases this takes the form of
awarding bonus points to minority children to conipenOte
for their "deprived backgrounds." Ethnic norms usually
take Itt, tli:ctitillt of the- complex reasonS. why minority
children. on the ,average score tower than middlo-class
Auglos., and they arc potentially.dangerons because they
provide a Ilasis for invidiotis comparisons between different
ethnic or racial gionps, suwe the tendencyls to assume that
loWer scores arc indicative of lower potential (De ;Avila,
19731,

In contrast to tbe appto'ach which at tempts to establish
culture4air tests is 'the culture-specific movonent, which
involves developinyr undll-r,ence tests specifically designed
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for eaeli or the major subculttibl groups in American
society. ON, example is the Black Intelligena Test of
Culturd lioniogenvty (BITC11) for adolescents an-1 adults,
a vecabulary test" comprising 100 multiple-choice items that.
deal evelusively with the black experience (Williams, 1972).
Another example is the Enchilada Test (Criz' & Ball,
.1972), which consLts of 31 multiple-choice items that.deal
exclusively with knowledge about experiences common to a
child growing up in a.Mexican-Anierican barrio,

Pluralistic assessment procedures represent another
approach. This technique attempts to take into-account the
socioi:ultural characteriStics of the individual's background
when evaluating thc scores on tests o; intellectual aptitude
(Meic?e, 1971). Macer sets forth this model iii greater'
detail in Chapter 4,

Individualizing instruction to fit .?.ach particular learner's
unique characteristics is gaining inereased emphasis in
education. Following this concept, the curriculum consists
of strings of modules arranged according to an explicit
hierarchy of values that are in harmony with the future
goals of ilclividual deelopment (Holtzman, 1971). In many
cases, such instructional activities are- organized around
explicitly stated instructional goals. Related to this concept
is the view 'that in order to facilitate evaluation and provide
for accoutqabililvyith rqtard-t-o-the- ou tcomes oleduca-;
tion, instruCtional.objective.; slii'iiiltiliqjtesented-in.precise
behavioral terms that are amenable to' measurement.

Whereas most ;past and present test theor.es and prac-
tices are based on norm-referenced testing, anothermethod
or interpreting student achievement is emerging, This
.second method interprets achievement by describing in
behavioral (br performance) terms the students' .perform-
ances regarding a particular instructional objective without
reference to the jevel of peilormanee of other men.tbers of
the group. The level of performance 'accepte'd as Satisfac-
tory is usually predetermined or.even stated as part of each

.instructional objective. Thus, the specific criterion behavior
provides an absolow standard arlinst which to compare an
individual's achievement. Since a -criterion standard rather
than relative position in a norm group is,tiSed for describing
test performance, such interpretations are called criterion-
referenced , The design and construction of criterion-
referenced tests, then, arc directed toward obtaining
nicaSures of achievement that can be eKpressed directly in
terms or student performance .on clearly sPecified educa-
tional tasks (Glasser, 1971; Grounlund, 1973).

Criterion-referenced testing may be a:potentially viable
alternative , to traditional testing Pnictices for use with
minority group children., (Laosa, 1973; Martinez, 1972):
One 'Major attempt in this regard is the develOpment of -
5011FR-Espanol (Cornejo, 1974), a criterion-referenced
system designed to provide comprehensive evaluation for
Spanish reading,

Although criterion-referenced testing represents a signifi-
cant step toward the, systematic sequencing of learning
tasks leading to proficiency Or,mastery in any given.body of
knowledge of skills, the method is .by no means free4 of
problems. The development of a good eriteriomreferenced .

.1cM requires careful attention to certain essential questions.
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Arnow' these are: (a) Who determines the objectives? (b)
Who 3ets the beh.,Ai:.)rai criterion levels? (..c) Do test items
accurately reflect the behavioral criteria? J,d) What consti-
tutes a suffkient sample of criterion levels? (e) Do the test
scores obtained -deScribe an individual's response pattern?
(Bohem, 1973):

Other Alternatives to Conventional Testing Practices
,Among the .alternati.yes to tradition mal nor-ref,erenced

testing is an assessment model based op the work of,Jean
Piaget. De Avila and flavassy (1975).see the value of this
approali with minority group children in that results of
research seem ro indicate a similarity, in the cognitive
development of hildren from diverse cultural baekgroundS'
when assessed by performance on Piagetian tasks. Struthers
and 1,),,; Avila (1967) have developed the Caft ,'-ervrt-
tion Scales, a paper and pencil 2n thatI-

sbe adm eentsinistered on a L.,

..1,propriate as a measure ot I ,..,01:nicnt with regard to
several aspects of the. Piagetian concept of conservation.

At other approach thvolves moving away from the useof
global indicatdrs such as IQ.and instead utilizing an assess-
ment piocedurc that involves tapping the level of perfor-
mance of specific abilities. Somewhat related to this is the
approach which uses diagnostic tests. Diagnostic tests. are
designed to identify the specific weaknesses of the-learner
and accordingly to suggeSt appropriate areas for cOrrective
efforts.

Observation of the student'slactual behavior in the dass-
.ilhoin (Simon & Boyer,. 1967) constitutes another approach
to erimplemetrt other assessment procedures. Other 'recom-
mendations include .thoroughly familiarizing the .student
With .the testing procedure. making the testing-situation
compatible with the stiti.l.m:' ,!.,otivational style. a :d
utilizing test. administrators svli ,.sess language skills
sufficient awareness of cultura rerences to paint: ,och

-administrators to tructions effIctivel to,.
and understand the responSes-( and nonverbal) ol the
students to be tested.

One of the recommendatio: .,Ifered by 'the.U.S. Com-
'mission' on Civil Rights (Geir!, , 1073) involves du., forma-
tion and utilization of a composed, in part, of
parents of children attending the school district and
broadly representative of the ethnic makeup of, the student
body. This boaril is assigned the responsibility of reviewing
all decisions made it) the to test students Or todssign
them to classes' for the wentalb. , etarded,

Nontest al(ernatives to conventimnd assessment pretices
have also been reeonnitended. Thc'*thdlide establishits a
complete moratorium on :di :mg practices, random

of student..; I (...itegorical selection by
stieil as. prior ,,!(! ice. minit1rildilre51 inter-
and the use academie records for

sek%.1.) cmi and placenien mphreys, Kendrick,
WcItian. 1975).

Condi
The problems, as well. as mit solutions, surroUnding

psychological testing today arc complex ones itidee,d. Many
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techniques ploposed as rcplacements for traditional testing
procedures ate themselves fraught with limitations. NC'hile
new.' standards 'of' asSessment practice .may be needed it is
important that these not rigidify prematurely before we are
able,to determine through systematic research which alter-
natives 'provide the best solutions to help us redeh our
major goal:. to,provide environments in which childrenc..ean,
develop -maximally their full potential as human beings
regardless of their social class or racial-ethnic origin.
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. Professional, Legislative, andjuclieial Infhiences
on Psychoeducatidhal Assessment Practices in Schools'

-Thomas Oakland
Luis M. Laosa.

The design and implementation a nondiscrimination
.i.liagnostic-Mtervention programs laigely are .governed by

.. four broad factors: historical precedents:.current.standards
as set forth by professional assOciations, legislative action;
and judicial bodies; the technolOgy available to Its; and how
we conceptualize our service delivery. systems, HistPrical
factors were presented in the previous'ehapter. This chapter'
reviews professional, leOslative, and- judicial standards.
which influence oasSessrmint practices. with minority group
children. Subsequent chapters discuss technological iSsues-
and conceptual models which .should he considered. in

designing and implementing a -diagnostie-intervention
program.

Professional associations, through their participation in
professional tmining programs, private practice, Certifica-
tion .and licensing boards, and research and publicathin
activities, consistently influence psYchological and eddea-
tional assessment practices. This section reviews major
attempts by professional organizations to provide leader-
ship on issues regarding assessment generally and minority
group childreQ,

.T1i6 first organi..!.ation -to attempt to clarify issues, was
the Societx for the Study of Social Issues, Division. 9 of the
AMerican Psychological Association, In 1964 the' Society
published a inonogrhph which eniphasized -the importance
or dsing "tests with Minority group children in ways-that
will enable these children to attain the full proniise that
Anierica owes to all of its children" (Deutsch, Fishman,
.1<ogan, North, Whiteman, 1964, p. 129);_its purpose was
IP introduce is'sue.s important in the selection, use, and
interpretation, of psychological tests with minority group
children, The report emphasized the need to besensitive to;
whether tests differentiate reliably, haye predictive validity,
mid. are interpreted adequately when used with members of
minimity-groups.

black children in special classes and schools, (3) perpetuate'
inferior education iii blacks, :(4) assign black children to -.
educational ;racks, (5) deny black students higher eduea-
tiohal opportunities, and..(6) destroy positive growth and
development of black people (Williams, 1972). More

-*recently the association's chairman, G. D.4ackson (1975),
suggested that a .moratorium on testing is not sufficient;
rather, strict government intervention and legal sanction
-against existing testing practices-are needed.

During its Human Relations Coriference in 197.2,, the7
National Education ASsociation (NEA) Membership in
attendance approved *a resolution to establish a moratorium
on standardized tests (13osma,-1 973). Later. thai year the
NEA -policy-making Representative. Assembly passed the
following three resolutions; -(1) to encourage the eliMina-
tion of group standardized ,intelligence, aptittide, and
achievement tests *until completion of a critical appraisal,
review, and reilision of_ current testing .prograins; (2) to
direct the NEA to immediately call a national moratorium
on standardized testing and at the same time sefup a task
force on standardized testing to.-research the topic and ,

intike.. its findings. available .to. the 1975 Representative
Assembly for further actiOn; and (3) to reqUeSt the NEA --
task force on testing to report its preliminary:findings and
proposals at. the 1973 Representative-Assembly.

In its .1973 report *(NEA,---1-973), the NEAtask force--
called once more for a natiorfal Moratorium on standard
ized testing until 1975, when recoMthendations for canges
in testing would be made; the NEA. Representative
Assembly also renewed the moratorium resojution on
testing. In'sunimarizing its position the task force'stated:

.` The major use of tests should be for the improvement:
of instructionfor diagnosis -of learning difficultiCs
and for prescribing learning activities in response to
learning needs, They" must not be used in any. way
that will lead to labeling and,classifying of students,
for tracking into homogeneous groups .as the major
determinants to educational programs, to perpetuate.

. slitism, or to- maintain some groups .and. indivkluals
"in their place" near the bottom of the socio-
economic ladder. In short, tests must 'not.be used in a-
way that will deny any student full access to equal
educational dpportunity-(pp. 36-37).

The Senate of the Ameriean Personnel . and Guidance
Association (APGA) adopted a resolution during its 1970
annoal convention expressing concern over the effects of
testing minority grodlis. As a step toward implementing this
resolution. the Association fdr Measurement and Evaluation
in Guidance' (AMEG), a division of APGA, was charged

At the 1968 annual meeting of the American Esychom._ with...preparing a position statement oni-the use or tests.'
logical Association, the Association of Black Psychologists.- With ..the help of persons representing *other meaSurement
'presented. a manifesto calling for a moratorium on "the use associations, a paper (AMEG, APGA, & NCME; 197-2) was
pf psychOlogicar tests in schools with children from disad- prepared aitd,adopted -in 1972 as an official positiAtt of
vantaged backgrounds. The follOWing -year it prepared a APGA and (A- the 14,1tional 'Council on Measurement-1n
position statement supporting parents who refdsed to allow Educatim (NCME) by their respective boards-of directors.-
their children and theinselves to be subjected to achieve- This d,',..trnent. identities whether issues -Shoidd be-settled
men t, intelligence, aptitude; and performance tests which ,through judic:al or administrative branches of government
are used to (1) label black people as uneducable, (2) place vv, or' through professional -associations. It states that dial-
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lenges regarding the use of tests -should be condficted..
turmigh the courts, .boards of education, civil service coin-
missions, and other 'public bodies. because "profesional
assp.ciations, including the measurement societies, do not
have the authority to cont:ol intentiofial diScrimination
against particular poops, though individnal members
in accordance with their OWII.conscieM:es mayhring t, bear
such powers as their positions afford them" (p. 386), It

-dod-go oil tb state that measurement societies can take a
mine distinct' and activc rote.when there are misconceptions
about the role of testing and when tests' arc used..incono-
petently or without due regard for their techn'ological
strengths and limitations; attempts to alleviate misunder-
standings should occur through continuing .education and
publications. The report recognizes that testingis under-
taken for the benefit of those who are tested and not for
the institutions and.agencies doing the testing. A psyeholo-
gist abuses a test when it is used, for a purpose inappropriate
-to the characteristics and liMitations of the test. Also, one
Must recOgnize the limitations of the institutions' resources
:arid obtain inormation' which pertains to making decisions
which are within the realm of possibility-within the institu-
tion. The report Itirtherrecdhimends.the crea(ion of ", .. a
panel of qualified experts in educational and psychological
measurement to which plaintiffs and petitioners, defen-
dan,b;. and litigants in general may turn a§-.zi source of expert
Witnesses.---when --tests and thur Use -are:- the .focus-or an
Important- etc inen t ima cast" In. 3.88). The ac tion.of such a
panel siipplements the need to develop new instruments
and to continue research 0mm e 'sting ones.

The American Psychological Association recognized the
impot lance of setting- forth codes containing important
principles to assist its' members in governing their profes-
sional conduct. Two sets ,of standards exiSt which are both
highly regarded :itic1 have important implicatiob for our

in assessing minoriry, group children: Ethical
'Standards of Psychologists (American Psychological Assoc-
iation, 1972) and Standards for Edueational and Psycholo-
gical Tests (Davis. 1974). Both Sets of standards erect
safegnards pertainit:...7 to how tests should he developiid and
used.

The preamble to the Ethical Standard.: of Psychologists
(Appendix A) states.

- Psychologists believe in the..illgnity and, worth of the
TheY are committed to increasing knOwl-

edge of human behavior and people's understimding
of themselv.es ,and others. .. While demanding for
the,tuselves f'reL.doin of. inquiry and communication,
psychologists .I.ccept the responsibility this freedom
confers: uominetened, object ivity in the application 'cif
,S i I Is. and -con....rn for ft.' .best interests of clients,
colleagues, n,: ,...,eieFy in general.,

Specific prineipt..-
IN,l'Oto(,),Osts
responsibilities, co:.-
anil Standards :

interpretations, mm

. .

in the rattan ,s'unidards of
-!aose relating fo. the psychologist's

.!,21:r1ie, morals and legal stalidiirds.
confidentiality, test security. tet

:yst publications, The Ethical Sulu-

q/c/n/s of nychotogists emphasize the importance of re-
leasing test sew s only to persons.imahficd to interpret and
use them- proNrly and of offering tests for counnefeial'

;. publication only to publishers who present their tests in.*:1
professional way anti distribute them to qualified users. The...
psychologist should tespect the integrity and protect the
welfare of persons wi:h whom he works, When a conflict
arises among professional workers:the psychologist is more
concerned with the welfare of' Ids client (e.g., children) titan

- with the interests of his own professional.group.
The Standatds fbr- Educational and Psychological Tests.,

expand matters presented in Ethical Standards of Psycho-
kwists by providing more specitie guidelines -for test users
and Jest developers; they apply to any assessment proce.
durc which purports to acquire information for th,e purpose
of making'inferences, about the charaet7istics of people.
The desire to develop and nse different asses,. '111 10*-
niqués such as criterion-referenced inea.,

. .

observation schedules Should .not overlook;Ilie-needwf uior
ascertaining each -measure's psychometric cl\araeteristics
(e.g., reliability and validity),

The 1975 revision Of thc Standards for Educational and
Psychological Tests elects the professkAi's increased
concern about such problems as discrimination against
members of Minority., groups and invasfon -Of. privacy,
Libeling. Spanish.speaking children as mentally retarded on
Me basis of scores omtests_standardized un "the representn7

. tivc sample of Atneciean children" is reeoginzed-as a seriOus
misuse OlfestS., In respOiffe-to-growing concernsTof psycho--
logists and others regarding the use of assessment tech-
niques with minority group children, Standards for Educa-
tional and Psychological Tests states,in ifs introduction; ..

It is soinetime.s 'stiggested in response tii perceptions
of test abuse and unfair nses of tests that a moiato-
riufn on testing be observed, until better and more
appropriate- instralients art.f deveTifiFF"and' more
equitable procan cs caq be instituted. The
suggestion of such a t
ative of -the grbwing ,ensetuf fmstratiolt and indigna-

extrqie measure may be indic-

tion. felt' particularly by Sonic minority group
members who sense that' testine has had a dispropor-
.tionately negative impaet on their' opportnnities for..
equal access to success in education and employment.
This .Suggestion. although well intended, seems fthile
for se'veral reasons:

.

First, it fails to consider unfairness resulting from the :.

misu.Ses of tests', .If new and better test's were subject
to the same sorts Of misuse, they-might well produce
the same.sorts..of errors (or errors of (he same magni-
tudes) in the ilecisiors haseci.:im them...;

Secoml, it require. a corresponding but unlikely%
Moratorium on dee,..ons. Employers will continue to

- make employmeut decisions with or withont stall:.
darttii.ed tests. Colleges amd univerities will still select
students, some elementary pupils will 'Still he
rek!ommencled for special education, and boards .01
education will continue to evaluate the success ,of
:pecific programs, if those responSible for,..making



decisions do not use standardited i -seisment tech-.
niaues, they Will use lk.:;cs ,denondal;le methods of
assessment..

Third, teqs a.re Often useful for pui./ifig talent turt are
too often Used only as devices for rejecting those with
low scores; they ean also be used to discover potential'
for performance that might not otherwise 'be
observed. In this, way , the use of tests,may sometimes
iniprove .the prospects of minority group members
and: wom en't p. 2-31,

'Some of. lite "More important recoruniendations which
thirifie conditions importnt for accept'able testing practices
are presented in Appendix 13. The Ohical Standards of

.'' Psi chologists prcXent the most explicit widely regarded
-. applicable to testing iivaitattle from any professional

..? itur 3? !ant ras lowar&which prof,i.ts-
sit - invOlved in dcvelopmen; and test use -should

Tlms, thorough familiarity' with the full.set of Star,-
dards becomes. important:

.1-he American Psychological As,,ociation also addressed
iSsues regarding the idse of tests with minority group chil-
dren in a report entitled "Filueational Oses of Tests with
Disadvantaged Students" t.Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick,
Wesi-:an,..1975). The report stresses that,"the Sophisticated
aml fair use-01.,psychological tests does not..depend upon
resolurion.of the lier'edity-environment.problem" (p. 17)
Of greater importance is aseert-Jiining the kinds of inference .
which legitimately ean be drawn front test. data. Test nnstisc
eciruUy oecurs when examin.2rs do -not apply good jud-
Iwo!. or do not adhere to well-estabhshed prolessiomi
pr,....edures (e.g.. Standards for 1....ducational and Psycb

Tests) govern* the proper selecfion and adMinistra-
!ion of' tests. Problems encountered at this 'level.become
unauritlied when professionals erroneously assume that' I 1.)
intellute.nce is, a measure of capacity,. (2) intelligence is a
li-sed trait in a population, (3) test Scores reflect merely..
middle-class learning experiences,. or (4) pne measured
ahility sncr as intelligence represents the accumulaiion of
humim aspirations API. sociakitceds. Drawing -principally
upon the Standards for.::. rduca
Tests, the report-..,emphasi7,6'S the iniportance of evaluating a
test on t he basis pi three -types ot..validity.(content,,con-
stowt, and eriterion-r-elatedness) w order to determine its-
fairness. The report -further coit:-,1..Lers 'What viable alterna-
tives are aN;ailable iL.thc use of tests were eliminated

lot tern's icknowicdging prior edncationakeXperiences
such a; particiNtion in preschool programs or.the receipt-
of a lildf-Scb00 iiiplonu, selection or advancement based
on son: kind of -.tysteni 1.eyed_io iniportant demo-

. graphic ebaracteristw:.-the rise ..1 iiiisirnetured interview,
and lereis of recomniendluion. mr me:I:Ares of academic
achitivei-lent 1. .The .report einpliasi/es.th:t correct use ot
diagnt-ie and-master, tests to identify educationally 'vie-

/ vont tkiicienefes and sc ).1" the inforin;iion to plan inter-
- Venturi netivilies. . ,

Ahl AO the Asso,..iiitron Psyclunogists for La Oi-.a
. .

(MTN organi/at 1, in i'nf Chicano ps% 'nologists, does not-
have 'an official position on..tlie issue in. issessing minority

-tA)
.rat

children, its 1972-73 president answered an invitation to
respond to the APA. report on "Lducational Uses of Tests
with Disadvantaged Students" (Cleary, ei (Ir.' 1275). In
Bernal's (1975) judgment,imany' key criticisms regarding
testing and test ,development procedures with minority
group- children were nOt discussed in the APA :report,
recuMmendations for ieproving test development with and
for minorities were-not given, and the "blame for testing"
Was_ "shifted to the practitioners." He also notes the lack of
Irlaiik or Hispanic psychologists ori the APA conimitlee

'which wrote the report. 'According tb- BernaLproblems in
the use of tests with minority group children must be
shared jointly -by the testing industry and by 'applied
psychologists; test 'developers !urn; wg in failing it,

-label tests appr .ipplicability, to
control their dissemination, to guide their uSe and-interpre-
tation, and to develop new tests and techniques whieh
reflect inure adequately the abilities and characteristics of
minority 'children, He criticized applied' psyaologists for
insensitivitY regarding factors which bias test results (e.g.,
examiner bias., testing techniques, linguistic characteristics',
cross-language inferenet,...s., an,d testi:4'6'mnd1. stresSed the
need for basie research in this gen6lal.area

ln another. reply to the .APA repog(Cleary, et al., 1975)
by. tlw Association of Black Psyc4logistsi JaCkson (1975).
called the report "blatantly'racist;r andostated that gol:rerii-
ment intervention and strict-legal sanction against existing
testing practices are-needed now-Lnot merely a Moratorium.
on testing. .

Legislation
Policies affecting education, including educational ;Ind

psychological aSsessment practicn, are. influenced directly
by legislation. Leg4lation directed toward- shaping stan-
dards of practice differ, however.depending on Whether' the
specific laws, statutes', regulations, or -guidelines apply at
the national, state, or local levels,. Within the Onited-States,_
control over education is exercise& primarily at the inch-
vidual state level through powers claimed under the.Tenth,,
Amendment-2,-a the United States Constitution. While the
legal eOntrol of eduaition generally .resides at the statg

every state except Hawaii has transferred much of its
control of public education2to local school districts, Thus,
districts often are granted broad discretionary authority
over local practices, although the policies within each
district Must. conform generally to policies established at
the state and federal levels. The federal gaernment his-
torical has exercised relatively little direct authority over
psychological t and edticational asseSsinent practices in
sehOols. However, actions at the federal level Which have.a-..
direct influence on assesiment practices io education are.
becoming increasingly extensive.

'Legislation by the Federal Government, 'At the national
level, rights established. by..the United States Constitution
have air indirect bearing rm.-assessment pra,etices. Both the'
Fifth Ad Fourteenth Amendments of the United Stirtes
Constitution contain the important due.process provision'
which guarantees that any laW aPplied is reasonable and has
sufficient safeimards tOlinsure its fan upplicnttioni. Tlw Four-
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may constiture viglation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The inaor "portions ni this niemorAnduni arc pre,..ented
beloW. ,

.used herein, the term "special ctb!
'grams" refers to any class or inst:
operated by .a State or local .eC..lucatii);
the needs of children with any menial,
emotional exceptionality inelading, but nut linitte
to, .children who are .mentally retarded, gifted and
talented; 'emotionally- disturbed.....or.. socially ..tnal-
udjusted., hard of hearing, - deaf, speech-impaired,
visualy handicapped, orthopedicaPy handicapped; or
to etultkn With other health impairmentsor specific
learning disabilifies,
The dispropomonate over- or hnderinelusion of chil-
dren of race, color, national ofigin, or sex in any
special piograrn categOry may indicate possible non-
eiompliake with :Title VI or Title IX, In addition,
evideke or the utilization of criteria OF methods of
referral, placement' oi treatment of students in any.-,
special- edudation program/which have the effeet of
subjecling individuals .to discrimination' because of
race, color, national origin, or sex may also Constitute
-noncompliance with Title VI and Title IX. .

In developing its standards for .Title Vl andyTitle lX
compliance in the area. of .Special edueatiOn., the Or-
rice for Civil Rights has carefully reviewed Many of
the requirements for State plaris'contMned in Section
613 of the Education Amendments of .1974 (P.L.
93-380), which amended Part II of the Education of
the Handicapped Act...

Based on the above, any one.or more of the
practiees may esinstituto a violation of Title VI or'''.
Title.IX Where.. tht;.re an.adverse impact On.children.
of one or more racial or national origin.groups cr on
childrencof one sex: .'

A

.1 Failure. rO establkh and .implennAnt uniform
nondb-i'criminatory criteria for the referral of .
students for- possible placement in Special edtn .
cation progrdnis.

2. Failure to adOpt and implement unikirm pro-
cedures for. insuring that children, and their
parents or guardians ;fro-guaranteed 'procedural
safeeuards decisions regarding identification,
evalnation, ,and.: educational placement inelod.
Mg, but not limited .to the following:

'rior written add oral notice to parent;
guardians in their primary language
whener the local or State education
agency proposes to pange the educa.
tidnal placement of the ehikl,- including .1.
full :explanation of the naturt: and 0'11.7

plicatiOns of such proposeibehange,

b. an opportunity for !the parents or ;

guardians to obtain an impartial due
process licatitig, examine all relevant

records with respect to the classifieation
,of the- child, and obtain an independent

edu .ational evalulition of the child;

C. 'Ares to pioteci 'he rights- tif the
the par irdians are
unavailable, ii tli child is a

0; the 'State, including 'the assign-
ruont',of an individwit, who is not an

nployee of the '§tale or local educa-
tional agency-inyolved in, the education of
children,- tO----act -as -a surrogate" .for the
Parents or guardians;

d: provisions lo insure that the decisions_
rendered in the iMpartial due process
heatiti -referred, to in part(b) above shall
be binding on ,all parties; subleet only to
appropriate 'adminiStrative 'or judicial

e.

appeal; and

procedUres to insure that," to the
mum extent appropriate*, exceptional ---
children are educated with children who
'are not exceptional and that special
classes, separate schooling, or other
removal of eXceptional children from the
regular education environment occnr only
when the: nature or severity of the excel);
ticinality is such that edkatiori in regular
classes with tho use of supplementary

'aides and services cannot --be achieved
satisfactorily.

3.. Failure to j:itdopt aMI--implethent -procedures to
insure that. test materlaIS- and other assessment
deVices used to :identify: classify and place
exceptional.. elliklren are' Selected and admin4-:
il?re.kin:a manner which. is nondiscrpninatory in
its ini-Pact<on children of any race, :color, .
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national origih-Qr,Sex.
--

Such-. testing. and elialuation materials'and pro;
cedures --must equlilly...,,appropriate for
children of:all raciaTand ettini-gro.ups being
.considered. for Placement in pecial t:ducation
classes, In that regard procedures.and..tbsts
he used which measure and evaluate equally
well all significant factors related to thelearn-
ing Process, including but -iot liimirtd tO con-

,Of sensorimotor, Socio7..

cultural and intellectual development , as, well as;
adaptivt. behavior. Adaptive behavior is the
effectiveness or degree with which the individ-
ual meets the. standards of personul indePen-
dence and social responsibility expetited-of her
or his age and cultural-. group. Accordingly,
where present testing and evaluation materials
and procedures have an, advin.se. impact 'on
inembers of a particular race, national origin, Or
sex, additional or _substitute and pro- "
Yilure. which do not have ..ch an -adverse



o

impact must he eniployed before placing such
children in a speci:il education program.:

t
.4. Failure I. assess individually each -student's

needs anti' .assign fier or him to a program
designed to mcci thoseindividually.identified
needs.

5. ,Faiture to.adapt and implement uniform .pro-
Ledures with' respect to the comprehensive re-
-evaluation at. least 'once a year of students
parri,:ipating in special education programs.

O. VaL::re to: take steps to assure that special
edncation prOgrams Will be equally effeetiVe for
children of all' .cultural and linguistic
ba.,-,grounds.

school (.fficials should--examine current practices in
theiri districts to .assess compliance with the matters
'set forth. in this memorandum. A school, district
which de:_ermines that compliance problems'eurrently
exist in 7'hat district should iinmediately devise and
unpleinent a plan of remediation. Such a plan niiist

only include the redesign of a prosram or
P'rOgrams to confprm to the above outlined Praetic6,
`tiC;.:also the provision of.'neeessary reassessment or
procedural opportunities for those.students currently
assigned:.-to special education programs in a, way
.contrary 1.4.)-the practiceS outlined. All st6dents-who

----have _been inapnropriately 'placed in a special cduea-
skogram in. yiolation of Title VI Or Title IX

reqrdrenients mu.V be reasSigned tq an appropria:e
progra rn and provided with whatever assistance may
he necessarY-Jo .toster their performance in 'that
progra in, nchiding assista n cc; to' ...bmpensa te 'for the
detrimental effects of improper placentent.

some .of the practices which may const,itute 'a
violAron of, Title VI .or. Title IX rnay also.,0,14h!
Section 504 of.the-Rehabilitation Act of.1973,(P.L.
93-112), .i., amended by the Rehabilitation Ad. -of
1973 (PI_ 93-5I(i) which' prohibits discriminatiim on
the bais of handicap.; 'and 'other practices not
addressed .by this .mcmorandum and not 'currently

.prohibited-!t7y Title VI or Title IX maY be prohibited
by, that S.::tion. 'The Office- for Civil Rights\ is cur-.
rently formulating the regulation to impleinenfz
Section 504.

.

School di,a ni ets have a .,continuing responsibility to
abide by tins memorandum in .order to' remain iii

eompliame wi,th Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and Title IX c,r the Education Amendments of
1972.

RegiOations to implement the .Rehabilitation Act of
1973 are being finalized within OCR. These regulations,
once appioved and disseminated, will have far-reaching
implications im Isscssment practices with .handicapped
perSons' Who are f school age "(Le., .the age at which a
person can benetr-. from suitable educadOnal programs).
The minimum staLlarck are likely to provide for an initial
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evaluation of a person's primary home language, specific
educational needs, physical i:Onditions, sociocultural back-
ground, and adaptive behavior. P:ach student will be re,
evaluated'annually., The regulatitins also will contain strong
due-process provisions which must be followed before any
action is taken. School Systems will be required to provide
oral and watten notice detailing the proposed action and
justifying its necessity, Parents wills have the ifght .to
examine all data and to challenge their validity. The school
district must be able to prove all facts and the appropriate-...
ness of any educational placement,_denipl of placement, or
transfer. These ,due-process provisions generally are in
atxord with Public Law 93-380-and the proposed Privacy
Rightsof Parents andStudents [Federal Register, 1975, 40
(3), 1208-1216J which set forth -Statutesgoverning access
to, and release of, records Maintained by edtleationalinstil
anions.

The Office for Civil Rights also is eoncerned that many
vocationaleducation schools throughout the nation have,
not developed policies and practices which comply wiTh
Title VI of the CiVil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the
Educational Amendments (1972), 'The Office issued tlie
Guide to Compliance Enforcement iW 4r"ea Vocational-
Education Schools. (no date), Avhich enumerates fdur
gendral areas of possible discrimination due to a person's
race, ethnicity; or sex ;:admissions; recruiernent, job:place-
ment and apprentiCe training, ..arid: gerrymandering of
service areas. Persons interested in policies andpractices in
area vocational-education schools (AYES) af)theseeondary
level which. may be regarded as discriminaiory should
examine the guideline presented hi Appendix; E so as to

-.acquire an understanding of those conditionS which Consti-
tute compliance 07 noncompliance.

'Influence at the State and Local Levels
Primary contrbl over education has been held by the

\individual states through powers claimed through the Tenth
Amendment of the United States ConstihitiOn and vested
in state bdardt-of-educationi-pritiLchallenged in court or
altered bystatutes, regulations adopted.by...a sfate board-of
education have the force and effect of law. As the adminis,
trative agent of the tate boards of edudatiol the state:
education agencies carry out policies established by the
boards. tich policies, of course, must,be congrOent with
the state5s constitution and stiniates together Nith 'the
constitutional, statutory.; and other legal requirenients set
forth by the -federal government, .The state education
agencies generally arc responsible for identifying tlfe-cdoed-
tional needs of children and. for clesiguing, administering,
and evaluating both state and federally assisted Programs
toward meeting thoSe ne`qs. The agencies develop and
disseranate policy guidelines to the local school districts,
outlining ways to itnplement state and federal legislatiOn
which applies to education.'

Ultimate authority within stateS for establishing policies
regarding pS'Ychologital and 'educational assessment
practices in schools..gcnerally resides with the state boards
of education. Some state. boards (e:g., California, New
York) have chosen to cxercise_their authority by establish-,



ing.state testing programs: by specif Mg which tests.can hr
used by local districts and the frequency of their use; by
developing certification standards for school psychplogists,
.psychometrists, counscrors, 'and other assessment special-
ists; and bY compensating local districts for employing
these specialists. State hoards in other _states hav chosen
itot: to daelop extensive statewide plans affecting assess
Mem but permit local districts to establish. 'their own

Events during the last Oceade clearly indicate that Many
citizens are actively involv0 in efforts to effect change in
psycholOgical and educational assessment policies estab-
lished at the state and Jocal levels. Perhaps most salient.are
-criticisms from minority group parents, lawyers, human
'service professionals, and others wko, as outspoken advd-
. cates-or plaintiffs in court cases, haye attempted to reshape

broad polieitCs regarding assessnienOyhieh directly affect an
entire state and may Tildireetly Ifffeet`l'assicssmcnt practices
nttioiiully. For example, id the out-of-court resolution of
'Diana V. California State Boarctof Eclucation, the California
State, Department of Edueation agreed to redeSign assess-...
merit proc,2dures with respect to minority Tron.p children,
'As a result,.several "School codes applying io teSting prac-
tices have been changed and the State.toard is.cooperating
in developing tests and. norms which more closely'. meet

'adequacy criteria for use with minority .groups in
fornia. In addition, 10,900 stndents reportedly have been
returned to: regular classes from special education progrtims

guidelines governing assessment practices which have been
proposed as a result of litigation.

Thc 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Brown v.
Boar(' of Ethwatiou-signaled a new era in which the federal
coUrt system has been asked to consider dui legality of
'educational policies and practices which affect racial
balance, the allocation of ,resources among ajid within
school districts., and other issues relating to one's civil and
jonstitutional rights. Assessment practices -have entered
into the litigation process in at least three ways. Perhaps the
majority. of civil rights 'cases reviewed by federal courts
affecting.education have utilized tcst data to document the
effects of alleged disCriminatory practices. in these cases
test data.are entered as reliable and valid evidence. Another
group of cases; howevel', directly challenges the use of
certain psychological 'tests and assessment Practices with
minority group children as being discriminatory. The legal'
ity, for example, of classifying children, of assigning them'
to special education classes or low-ability groups or exclud-
ing them front certain educational programs, has been-con-
sidered, A third set of cases reviews the appropFiateness of
curricula tO advance minority studedts' language; acadernic,
social, and vocational developMent..,,While teiting' is not
directly an issue raised by the plaintiffs or-defendents, it
becomes an issue in the resolutio'n of one cases (e.g., Lau vl
Nichols).-

The case law currently available olT assessment practices
with minority group children is somewhat meager and by

(Burrello, DeYoung; & Lange, no date).. fitsel-rdops not provide sufficient pmcedents for judging the
In addition to seeking a redress of grievances through the,-:clilltiaipilateness of %.`arious.assessment practiees. Judge§ have

courts, parents have worked through the legislative systern ,......-e'xpressed strong reservations.regarding tle coUrts' coin-
to ;titer assessment practices. The Texas Legislature, fO,c-; petencies.to issue rulings in this arca,LSOinc. of the major
inshince, recently passed Senate Bill 464 requiring the
administration of intelligence tests. in the child's primary
home language as a prerequisite to being placed in a special
education class. This _action. was in response to concerns
expressed 'by Mexican-American parents and others who
sought 'more effective methOds to assess children's abilities.
The Legislature felt compelled to act when the State Board
and local school districts.were reluctant to take action in
this--arem

Parents were active at the local sehoadistrict level, tocr?;
as witnessed by their attempts in New York City, Detroit,
Chicago, Los Angeles, and elsewhere to gain more ideal
control over policies affe'cting education. Alterations to
assessment practices-typically ,involving less use of norm-
referciu,ted gtinip -tests .of academic:aptitude and achieve...
ment-within each of these cities have occurred-as a'result
ot: active parental involvement. ;

Litigation
VariOus court c:lses have, been initiated to define and

clarify appropriate assessment practices 'or to alterthose
practices alleged to be inappropriate. While 'Solite persons
work througb_professional 'associations or the adniinistra.
tive and legislative branches. of government, others seek a_
redress of their grievanCcs thrtingh legal channels. Through
a review of st5lected cases this section will identify some

lawsuits have been resolved through 6-.qh.of-court decisions,
thuslimiting their contribution to thellettlopment of case
law. Also, few cases have been adjudicafed by the Supreme
Court. Thus,,theid,Mtification of broad parameters pertain-
ing to the legality of, assessment practices with minority
group- children-as deferniined thrOtigh a covieW of cases
adjudicated. or pending-must be approached somewhat
cautiously at this time. .

Plaintiffs challenging .the use 'of tests with minority

issues as being in violation of their rightsguaranteed by the
1964 Civil Rights Act, thc U.S. or state constitutioR, or
various federal or state statutes (Oakland, 1975): (1) assess-
inent practices bre .(1-iseriminatory when children are not
tested in their doininant langitage or dialect.; (2) tests aro,
eulturally biased, since thcy primarily 'reflee.t.:1Anglo
middle-class values and abilities and therefore, cannot be
used justifiably with persOns of ethnically different. back-
grotmds; (3)' tests arc used .in a discriminatOry way as

. dot:MC.11W bY' the fact that disproportionately more
minority groin) Children are 'assigned and retained Within
speeial education classes and lower-ability groups, (4) tests
are administered by. persons'who..bre professionally ineom-.
petent or who.are not fully sensitive to subtle cultural-and
language variability in the testing situation, (S) the decision
to place a . child in a lower-ability-group Or special class
often is made on the basis of little information (e.g.,
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achievement and .n_uolli.;!ence ), (6) parental narticipa-
lion in the decisnrn-making: prktices tlrat affect their
childrehis itirt adequate.

hi .a loo.S desegregation case, ,'-ilc/tv. Sarwmalr-(7urt/ram
(..Hrrirtt hhic,itior. the- court considered the el:.
fects It testlite. toether with ot1 er school polkies \Ouch
allelgodl were used to maintain r. jally segregated schools.
In its decision the court found that:

;2.yidenck.. has been prenteds. . to j(1stify any
....)nt:husioll or assumption that children witb average
1.Q.'s can be equalized with children with f.(,)2?..
of tot), AU or the e`eidence porink to- injury to the
brighter children and psychological Shock to the.
slower childiOn. Those who would sacrifice or recider
Tiseless the talents of a nation in .a vain attempt to
aecomplisli tha linpossiblel should be. restrained by,
government and.not e,neouraged(p. 99).

The court's 'decree ordered the school system- to etiminate
segregation based .4)n children's race or color, differential
standards in hiring 'find. paying black and-white teachefsi.
and other policies based on distinctions of race ,or color.
The schiiiils, howeve-r, weie "required to maintain and
enforce digtinctions (among stuchints) based upori their age,
mental qualifications, intelligence, achievement, and other
aptitudes upon a uniformly administered program" (p. 99).

The widely 1967 case of Hobson y.11ansen
in17olqed a cla,,s action suit brought on beha1f of .blaek
schoSt.children in Washington,- D.C. -The plaintiffs fiLlleged
that homOgeneous-ability gronping,.and other racially dis-
criminatory practices deprivtid children of adequate educa-
tional oppor.tonnies. Judge Skelly Wright copeurred with
the plaintiffs' allegations, citingL seven principal facts
supPorting their:Position, two of which have implications
for fest use: (1) aptitude tests are used to assign elnldren to
varimis tracks and to Jelegate..black and disadvantaged
children to lower tracks' ti-nM wInclt.ther chanes to escape..
are remOte, and (2) educational prpgrams in the lower
.tracks prepare studentS essentially for blue-cullar jobs and
thus.de'ny-sflid'Onts equal opportunity to obtain white-collar
jobs available . t o .the white and more aifitreni children. M.
remedy 'the cling ordered the school system (1) to assign
it1liSiiLia way so'zis to eliminate (le jure segregafion
pract ices; (2) t hire, prominz..c-and-assign-tertcherslo ;1st°
facilitate faculty integration, and (3) to abolish the tracking
system. While Me .,uSe or tests-was itnportant to the delib-
eration of lite ease. Judge Wright's decrtee. provided no
recommendations regarding the use of tests in the Washing-
ton., D.C.- fichools. "It is regreitable,7 Wright added, "of'
contse, that in deciding thiscase this court must ;ICI in an
area sahceit to its expertise. h 'would- be for hotter indeed
cur these great social and political problems to be resolved

the political aren:i by oilier branches of government-
(2(101.,';upp. F;(19 )..'"

lir 144.05 plaintit fs for' II Mexican-Amelican public
scInfol children tiled .1 complaint, ,drrorIa v. Santa Ana

ratted/1(11 , in the Supelior Court, of orange
C.ounty. CalifOona, cchnig ;111.'00m:hon. ay.:Mist the eon-
timuation of special classes for the edlicable mentally

.refarded until the following reforms were institutcd: (1.) a
he.iring he provided before placement as required by the
di: !-p..ocess clause of: the Fourteenth Amendmeht to the
U.S. Constitution and Article 1, Section 13, of the Calhor-.
nia Constitution, (2) 1(,) tests,used to determine placement

. must; recounize cultural differences.. among students in.
.gencrial and the MextempAmerican plaintiffs in particular,
and (3) classes for thã menlally retarded provide an 6.duca-
tiol7tally meaningful curriculum and periodic testing (Ross,

.-'De\t'Oung, & Cohen, 1971).
,

, Plaeement of students. in special classes or other related
grottp is usually hased on criteria including psycho-
metriyally derived scores and teadter reports. Other infor-
mation relevant to a comprehensive valuatiorr (e.g., inedi-..
cal Ota, objective behavior observations by-trained indi.-
vidual!s 61- both _child 'and teacher-child interactions, hord'e .

envirdnntent variables, potential incOmpatibilities betVecn
the el;iild's home- background and the school, adaptive be-

],havioti, etc.) often is not exafnine.k1 Ahoroughly. A wjor
...thrust in ihrresola g its Clemand rbr parental participatiOn in
.,

the, deleision to pia& a child in a special class (Ross, et al,,
.1971)1. This important step, toward liaving more comprehen-
sive ekl.aluations subsequently has .reappeared in other pour(
caSes (e.g".S'tewart v..:Philitis) and is 'consonant with'the
OCR guideline's. . . .

....

Thtii plaintiffs in "the 1970 case of Spangler y. Pasadena
lioardlof Education alleged that the Pasadena, California,
eltooll system was deliberately maintaining racial segc..oga-
tiohtlirough a5signrnent ;tad transfer of students and fag-
Idly and through school-attendance boundarieS. They;.eon.
tended that the Eicial imhalance, in part: was due to using '

test re. ults.iii a discriminatory fashion. The conit's ruling in
favor eif the plaintiffs specified changes for assig'nment and
transf4 policies and for location andiconstructitui,of School'
bonnetdries. The court, however, sidestepped the, issue-a
using t'st data. for grouping practic s. The eotirl "noted
with {:1 ncern" the racial .effects of the district's interclass

f
i;roupil g policies and procedures. BeOuse.of the "delicate
educati mai nature or d*LIssiotls cioncerning 'grouping,"
bower:ye., the court did not .leem it appropriate at the.time
to ente ,an order in this regard, but urged the pe.ople.ol......
Pasaden .1 t o examine carefnlly the grOuping policies of their
district. '

.. I

-----." In th 1970 desegregation case U.S. Y. Sunflomy County
scho(1l )istrict.0 the school district corttested- an order
entered 1\iy a lower eOurt rescinding:the use o,Cachievement
test data for assigning students to ability groups. The U.S. .

Court oflAppe,als affirmed the lower, court order that test- ,

ing eould not be employed until a..unitary school system
was establ\\islied.

. .A case which has
. .

li:tel a significant impact on 'policies
regarding assessment of minority group children is (Nana ,y.
(.al/t;)ruia,Statc llowd of A(/ucation. As 1.111 (1970) notekl,
this suit's trini was not so_much to .proviele children with
;ippropriate prograrris that meet their rt\reds as it was to
keep children _from being misplaced into inappropriate pro-.
grams..In Dialler, the plaintiffs for the nine Mexican-
Anieriean piihlic chool students, ages B to 13, from pre;? .
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n a t 1 y Spanisli-spcakni.:; homes, claimed the% had been
improperly placed in for the n:-..ntally retardA in
Monterey County., Calitoilda, on the bas of inapproFiate
measures --IQ scores derived from the -Stanloid-liinet and
Wechsler Intelliv-nce Scale for Children. Results of !.!lese
tests revealed that thC. IQs ringed initially frOni 30 to 72
with a mean score of 63. After beiog retested bilingually.
seven of the nine stitdents no longet were within the re-
tarded range. The average pin-upon bilingual retesting was
15 IQ pointsl,Goldberg,,,1971), Thi, plaintiffs charged that
the testing proCedures utilized for placement wereodiscrim-
inatory and inappropriate, in. that' the test placed heavy
emphasis -on. Verbal skills requiring ,facility with the English
language, ignoring learning °abilities in Spanish; the ques-
tions were culturally bia,sed;and the .tests were standardized
on While', .native4?orn,.American children. Citing -the 1954
Brown v. 1.-3O,ard 1:ducation case, the Civil Rig13.s Act of
1964, and- Article 9'; Section. 5, of 1 :..California Constitu-

tiOn, the plaintiffs contended that the federal government
and, the state of...California shoulA guarantee every citizen
the right, to an eq\ual educational `O.-R-1-6-rtu.nify (Ross, et al.,
1Z)71).

An outof-court settlementio.-February 5, 1970, re-..
quircd theT011owing practices to be Observed in the fUture.
.A11 aildren whosy home 1.3nguage' is other than English
must be tested im both their primary language and English:.
interp,:eters may be used. when a bilingual- exmniner is not
available: Such children roust -be .tested only with tests or-

..,sectionS of tests that do not- depend on such things as
vocfabulary, general information and.other siti1arly unfair
verbal questions. MexicanAmerican and Chin,:se-American
children already in classes for die mentally retarded. must
be retested in their primary. language and must be-leevalu-
ated only as to their .achievement on nonverbal tests or
sections of tests. Each school district Was to submit twthe
state- in time- for the next school year a sununary ofretest-
ing.and reevaluation and a plan listing special sUpplemental
indivfdual training which would be provided tb help each
child back into the regular selmool,ciass. PSychologists in

J. California were to,develop norms for a new or revised IQ
test to retlee,t the abilities of Mexican-Americaftehildren on
the basis of Nlexican-Aincrican norms rather than on those

tlie population as a Whole. Any schOol district which has
a significant diSparity betweim the percentage of
American:students in its regidar 'classes and those for the
retardePr't submit ean explanation for -this disparitY
(Goldberg, d 971.; ROss, et al.. W71): .

Of great significance in the Diatut case was the agreement
among contesting parfies to effect changes on the local and
state levels tow;Ird mininti/ing the-occurrence of unfair and
inapproprizQe .uses of tests. Since. Diana, several school

"doces regulating resting practices have been changed in
,(;j1ifornia, and it was reported (-1Itirrello, DeYo,ung, & Lang,
no -date) that close to 10,0,00 studentshave,...been retirrned
to the regulat classroom. Also_there is a delrty in reviewing

._. other eases (e.g.. Gado-tibias and Arri.ola) whieh challenge.
.1 assessment practices until the state of California and local

sobool districts develop prOgrams.to implement.the prae-
liceS outlined in Diana. The resotution of, Diana was instru

mental in resolving a class action suit, Guadalupe v. Tempe
ldcwentatt Scho(J1 District , brought .on behalf of Nlexican-
American and Yaqui Indian children, which alleges that
they 'were misassigned to mentally rgtardcd classes on the
basis of intelligence tests written and administeted in En-
glish. An out-of-court solcment in January-of 1972 con-
tained many of the provisions agreed to in Diana: Subse- -

quent to the date, the U.S. District Court issued' a judgment,,
in May 1974' that the 123 califtirnia schdol districts retain-

a disproportionate number. of Chicano children in
classes for- the educabre mentally retarded should develop
plans, to reduce the nunibus so that by 1976 the percent.of
Chicanos placed qch year.will not 'exceed the percenLof
Chicanos.in the gene:Fal-district population.

- In 1970 a. significant expansion of the basic doncePts
and issues dealt with in the eases thus far reviewed began t.o
occur: suits began to 'include proVisions for.awarding dam-
ages to children allegedly Stuffering irreparable harm .:as ,a
resulf (if discriminatory testing praetiee,s.,The legal concept
of "damages" refers to nioney awarded by a court to 'a,
plaintiff Who has, been infured and Which nnist be paid by
the defendant responsible', for 'the injury. School systems
have become increasingly sensitive to this possibility-..

For example, the xase of Stewart .v. illed in the
Massachusetts Federal_ District Court irt:October 1970,
introduced the possibility of monetary.damage payments to
pupils found to have:been misplaced. and iniseducated in
addition to presaging ,a far-reaching revision of 'current, s.

testing methods; (Vaughan, 1973). The seven namedplain-
tiffs, found to be not retarded-by independent psycholog-
ical evaluations, had been'placed in retarded clasSes on the
basis of-a single IQ test. The suit alleged that ig:eparable
harm was caused by ihe stigma and by the nature of the
instruction. given (Friedman,' 1973). The plairtiffs, each

'sought S20000; in compensatory punitive damages and also
requested that IQ .;teSts be-Made sensitive to black culture
,and poverty influenc&. In addition, the plaintiffs asked
that no students be placed in special -classes until a "Corn-.
mission on Individual Needs" is established...This ComMis-
sion's membership would consist of individualsi`appointeg
by the 'Commisidner of Education, the. Commission& of
Mental Health, 'the President of the Massachusetts Psycho--
logical Association, and the, Mayor of 13oston, fts purpdse
would be to oversee the a'dministra lion of a battery of
psychological tests rationally.-reliited 'to an accurate deter-
mina don of a st udent's learning ability, to,. de-yisc educa-.;
.tional pl'ograms to,nieet individual needs,to iiiSi*that the
'tests are adndnistered by qualified ,psychologists', and to
establish consultatioit procedures by which parents might
'participate in the placement of their children (Ross,' et al.;
1971); This 'suit, though introduced in 1970, had not been
heard in court .four years latcr7 (Budoff, 1974). ,yet one
outcoMe of this suit has been a cessation of speeial class
eval'uation and placement mull the C'onunissidn on Individ-
ual Edueational Needs is established (Vaughan, '1973).

In February 1971, Cmarrubias. v: San Dicgo Uflified
School DistrUl w is filed ithm the Federarbistrict OMIT Of,,
the &Mihail District Or' CalNrnia orm behalf of 12 black 2
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and 5 Mexicah-Ainerican pupils in elastics for the educable
. inetally retarded The plaintiffs sought, money dantay,W

arguing under the Civil RikditS Act of 1871 that the defen-
! dant :.school district," BS' officers and 'agents, conspired, to

deprive 'plaintiffs of equal protection of the..lay. In
lion, based on Diana's, attack on the culture' b?,9s of the

.

Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler Intelli&ndc Scale. for Chil-
.dren ,and riWtant tcnial of thc right to an equal editcation,-

...: plaintiffs i p Cohtrrulders songht tui injunction\ to prohibit
the sonlinuation of special education cl,asses in San Diego.

.until Valid testing methods arc devised and .correctly ad
'ministered (Ross; .0.. al ., 1911; Collings; 1973; Vaughan,
1973);

In November. 1971,- another Major class action sat,
Lirtry P.' v. Mks, was 'Filed on behalf of several elementary
*hoot black children in California 'who allegedly 'were
wrongly placed and retained in. class'es 'for the . mentally
retarded. The plaintiffs felt that lhe -placement procedure
violated the Civintights Act uf 1871 and the right t6 equal
protection as 'set forth in the California Constitution and
the Fourteenth .Ampdment of the U.S. Constitution., The
pk!intiffs .'charged that -they had been wrongly placed-1n

--classes for the mentallr,retarded 'as a. resUlt of festing
procedures which failed to recogniie their unfaMiliarity
with the white;-middle-class culture and which ignored their

language apqtuaes-,anci experiences'. Furthermore, this im-
proper placement allegedly resulted in adverse stigmatizing
and a life 'sentence of illiteracy and public dependency.
(Friedman, 1973). .

Among other requeSts,- the.',plaintiffs in. Larry P. asked
. that the court grant thc,--following 'relief. 'The defendants
were not to perform PsyCholOgical evaluations or assess-
ments' of plaintiffs and othei black children by using group
or, individual ability. or intelligenvi tests which do hot
properly aecourq for the eultural background and eXArit
ence of the children-tested. The defendants also werenotto'..

place plaintiffs anc.,t oth&-blaek-ehildren in chNes for the
mentally retarded ',,on th..basis ''Of results of culturally; dis-
criminalory tests and testing procedures. tie children were.
not :to be identified individually bydata from individuator
grolip IQ tests; the data er e. not to be placed' in children's
school records arid reported to classroom teachers or to
other; faculty' or'. adthinistrators on the' school sites. The

..s0'endants were' to..recruit and employ a sufficient nurriLer
of black and other ' 'minority. psychologists and psy-

. chometrists in local school districts.,'On the admission and
planning committees orsuch districts,'and.as-consultants to

;such .districts. The-defendants,Were to make- a concerted
effoit to have, psycholot,jcar assessments of blaCk children
condncted and interpreted by persons adequately prepared,
to c.onsider tlic ctiltural background of the child, preferably
by a persoii. of a" similar- ethnic backgroUnd as the .child.

. teing evaluated. In selecting and authorizing tests 'to bet
trdititaisrered roselmol chiMffri--throughout The srate, tFie
State. Department of Education' was asked to Consider the

.. extent. to ,which the testing -Companies utilized perSonnel
with Minority ethnic baCkground and eXperience hi the

. .

. development of aplwrally Tlevant test. The plaintiffs also
asked the Court 'to-declare (pursuimt 'to, the, Fourteenth

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, and the Elementary`and Secondary Act and Regu-'
Mations). that the current asSignment of plaintiff's and other
blaCk students 'to California -meat:illy retarded classes; ret .

4 Sill ling in excessive segregationr'' unlaWful and'uneonstitit,
tional :Ind may not bc4justilled by administftthon., of the'
'currently availabl9 IQ tests, which-fail to accountin'Thp&l:e.':,
for ihe" cultural background and -experience of blaCk chil-
.dren (Friedthan,.1973),.

The defc.ndarits in Larry P. did pot deny that biases may,
be inheredt in .1Q 'tests. Instead,"they attempted to explain'
the racial imbalance' in special classes as the 'result of the

//location of educable mentally retarded classes in" predoM-
< Mandy black schools prior to desegregation of the San

FranciScO ,Pnified School bistrict and th'e placement of
mpre yhite mentally retarded children in private schools by

.

their parents. They also attempted to 'justify the 'use of
conventional. IQ tests by Citing the lack, of appropriate
afternative tAhniques. The court found these arglimpnts
unpersuasive; stating that ."the ,absence of any rational
means of identifying children in need of such treatment can
hardly render acceptable'an otherwise concededly irrational

..' means, such as thelQ test as it iS presently. administereeto
black students." The coml, however, was "not inclined to
grant any of the specific forms of, relief....." (p. 1314)
soughti.by the plaintiff's; a prelimintny injunction was.grant-

.

ed "as to future testing and .future re-evaluation only."'
Thus, black students currently in classes for the 'educable
mentally retarded could be retained there, "but their yearly
re-evaluations,' muSt be conducted by means which do not
deprive them of, the equal protection of the, lay/S." No
injunctiOn was issned requiring defendants' to take affirma-
tive action to comperisate black-students wrongfully placed

..educhble Mentally retarded classes' at some time in the
past. The court was "unwilllng to be 'more sPecitIc in
ordering relief -because,. i lielieveS that several alternative
.ptans .eould be adopted by the defendants, all Of Which
would. be consistent wifh the coprt's general directive." The
court' was particularly .war'y of an ethnic ratio (quota)
sVstem .for special classes proposed by the plaintiffs, for"it, leaveg rulfillment cif the needs of retarded black'children at
the mercy of white.parents- MI6 may.decline to consent to-
placement of their . 6wn'. retarded children in edUcable-
mentally- retarded class:s and thereby reduce the:number of
retarded black children' who may be pla-ced in them"
131-5). .

The comt oldered that the sehool district should not .

assign black, students in classes for the educable mentally
retarded. on the basis of criteria. which place primary re-

. Hance...on; thc results Of, IQ. teSts as they arc :currently, ,.

administered, if_ the consequence of such criteria is Social
imbalance' in the composition of such classes.tme. court
recently- reaffirMed'its position by'requesting'a moratorium
on ..tlieThSe. of Ahe Wechsler Intelligence Scale :for Children,
Reyisbe(WISC-R) and Stanford-Binef in the placement of

.

minority gionp children irito special education prograMs for
the educable mentally handicapped and learning. disabled.
Faced with this -..tuanclate, .the California. State Bdard bf
'Education chose to broaden the edict tkV, declaring a mora-

N t
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torium on the use of these two measures to include all
children being considered for placement into thesd pro-
grams. These actions resulted in a reduction in.the number
of children being .placed, in.thcse two programs and in the
increased use . of other tests (e.g.; the Peabody Picture
Vocabuiary Test and the Columbia Mental .Maturity' Scale)
and obServational techniques to ascertain children's intellec-
tual abilities.

. .

In another case involving the'San Francisco school sys-
tem, plaintiffs for Chinese students charged in Lau V.
Nichols that the school's failure : 3 provide special language
instruction to only one-half of the Chinese-speaking stu-
dents violated Section 601 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and
the, Fourteenth- Amendrnent'S equal protection clause. The
district court's ruling in favor of the defenda ns was af-.
firmed by the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of A peals. The
Supreme ,Court, however,- ruled, that the act ohs of the
school system violated the 1964 Civil Rights- Act. Justice
Douglas, in delivering the Court's opinion, acknOwledged
that. California supports bilingual education, requires stu-
dents to:attend school, and insists on mastery of English as
a desirable edu 'ional goal and as.a requirement for gradu-
atiön: 1.1nder t. ;se state-imposed standards there is no
equality of treatment inrerely by prOviding.students with
the same faiilities, textbooks-, teachers, and curriculum; for
students . who do not understand English are effectively
forclosed from any ineaningful education.". The Court eX:
pressed its reluctance to specify remedies to rectify the

A.

problem and instead assigned -those responsibilities to the
Board of Education, together with other interested parties.
While the; use of tests was not a central issue in the courts'
.deliberation of Lau,V. Nichols, the resolution of this suit
dLectly discusses assessment tcchnicittes; the, are sum-
marized.below.

.-.
':A task force .was created to- set forth procedures to

insure the prOper use of assessment techniques with
bilingual or non-English-speaking children. Their report, -
issued by OCR in the summer of 1975, is reproduced in full
in Appendix F. -

7*.

effectively. notify the students' parents of all aspects of the
program.

CONTENT FOOTNOTES

I Portions of this chapter are adapted from Social corarol in mental
health: Psychological asiessment and the schools, a paper by Luis -.
Loose and Thomas Oakland presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of
the American Orthopsychiairic AssOciation, ,San Francisco, April
1974. ThomaS Oakland's initial work on this paper was supported
partially by a research pant from the University Research Institute
of The Univeriity ofTexas.

2"The powers not delegated to the United Statei by thc Con-
stitution, nor prohibited' by it to the States,' are -reserved te- the
States respectively, or 'to the people" (Tenth Amendment of the
United States Constitution).

3Wisconsin and Illinois are the only states which do mit have state
boards of educhtion::

4 While the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
Guidelines (1970) have a direct influence on assessment practices
(e.g., see footnote 5), they are not directed toward school-age
children and thus will not be discussed here.

3

5The present paper does not attempt to review all court 'cases
involving testing. Specifically excluded are those eases which ex-
amine the use of tests in voter registration and with respect to
1nvasion of privacy. While cases examining test discrimination in
employment and job promotion will not.be reviewed in full, deci-
sions in two cases described below deserve attcntion as they address
issues which appear relevant to the use of tests in school,contexts.

(n Griggs, et al. v. Duke Power Company the Supreme Court
rejected reqUirements of a high school education or of .passing a
standardized general intelligence test as a condition for employment
or job transfer when neither condition relates ignificcntly with

.successful job perfor.mance but serves to disqualify black applicants
at a substantially -higher rate than white applicants. The Supreme
Court held that "Nothing in the (Civil Rights) Act (of 1964, Title
VII) precludes the use of testing or measuring procedure..; obviously
they are useful. What Congess has forbidden is giving these devices
and mechanisms controlling force unless the; are demonstrably a
reasonable meicsure of fob performance. Congress has hot com-

. . .

Under these guidelines a student is held tO have a pri- rnanded that the less qualified be preferred over the better,qualified

mat'y. or home language other than. English if either .the .
simply because of minonty ofigins. Fax from disparaging job qualifi-

stugent'sfirsLacquired language is other than English or if

-

cations as such, Congress has made such qualifleations the. contral-

-th

`e-

language most Often spoken by the studenCor those .

ling factor, so that race, 'religion, nationality,. and sex become
. irrelvaM".(italics added). Tests and. other standards can be used
within' bis home is other than English. -The schoordistrict. is provided their validitY is dernonstraled and their use doeinot.serve.,

to maintain previous discriminatory employment practices.
The decision harided doWn-itwo years.later by the U.S. Court of

Appeals in U.S. V. Georgia Power Comitany helps to ieselve the
question .of what evidence a company 'must have in order 'to prove
that its testing program is nondiscriminatory. The court rejected th-.

respasible for assessing each student's linguistic ability so
as to 'Categorize :the student as .being (1) a non-English
Monolingual speaker; (2) predominantly non-English speak-

.- ing, but . somewhat capable -of speaking English; .(3)
bilingual; .(4) predominantly English speaking,. but some-

: what caPable -Of sneaking anatheLlallgbaf.;e; of- ("5) amono-
/ lingual-English speaker. The OCR guidelines further outlinc

procedures to determine', implement, and eiialuate the di-.
--:agnosti6liniscriptive-prOg,rams-for-each-chilth-The-programs

also- must be free. ef discrimination in terms of cOurse, . .

content and enrollment, and cannot be racially or ethnical-
idehlifirable, The instruCtional personnel are required to

be lingtilsfically and culturally familiar, with the students' .

backgroudds. Districts .also arc to develop policies which period of work experience for both minority and nonminority,_

,

Use of 'concurrent validation ,techniques in favor of minimum-stan-
dardssctforth-1*--theEqualEmphaymzirtOffratifMi y
mission's Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (1970) and
those of the AM (Standards, ;1966) 'and Task :Force on EmploY-
ment Testing of Minority Groups
Predictive validation is preferred wherein job applicants are tested'
under properly controlled:conditions and hired without regard to ,
their test performance; the relationships between test performance.,
and job performance must be determined after an appropriate
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groups wherever technically feasible.. A significance level of .05
slmuld not be applied rigidly, but serves as a desirable goal. ,
f' In 19.69 the Hobson V. Hansel, decision was reviewed and upheld
tty the Cirenit Court of AppealS for the District of Columbia in
Smock v, Hobson , 'This Court's divided opinion also 'failed to
recommend reforms needed in assesinnent practices. In his dissenting
opinion Judge Berner 'stated that the "Ilobson doctrine ... can be
criticized, for its unclear basis in precedent, its potentially enormous
scope, mid its imposition of responsibility which may straib the
resources and endanger (he prestige of the judiciary" (pp. 196-197).

fAlso see Budoft's (1994) discussion orthe legal, social; political,
and; Utica tional processes involved in affecting changes in special
educational services in MaSS-aehuSetts an'd which have a direct bear-
ing on Stewart v.
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-e /mist be 'selnatiVe to the fact' that important differ-

ist with respect' to child-rearing practices, c-oecta-

J aspirations. langnac e. experiences, arailah, ry of
Irement iii infOrmal and formal learning e.vper !Ices

these and oll 'r .111-1(`!.s' resuli aceulln

Using Tests in Nondiscrn;,.. rry AssessMent

Thomas 0-J.1...
Paula Mate -!:.c

. Standardized tests, used for pr,' iction, diagnosis, evalua-
tfon and dissemination and reportnig of data, have served
two .broad and important functions in public. edueation.
One. function is that Of classifying children, often for the
'purpose of determining their eligibility fOr placement in
special programs. The original purpose of intelligence.test-
ing was to assess low-achieving children in order to, differ-
entiate between those with normal and subnorm'al intelli-
gencP. Thus, Binet and Simon developed th- intelligence
tests to identify' children who would not benefit from
regular public school educ-ation, who'Woidd not easily fit
into the behavioral mold demanded by the school.; and who
should be placed.in .speeinh-schools (Binet & Simon, 1905):
Thus, tests were used. to exclnde children 'front school
entirely or to 'Place them in special institutions. While these
practices,may have benefited institutions, all too freqtrently

'they-have not been beneficial to the individual (Reynolds,_
1975). Most of the legislation and-jUdicial action reviewed
in the previdus chapter focuses'ori this isslIQ (i.e,, classifica-
tion). .

Another important function of- assessMeiit is that of
acquiring" information relevant to planning and evaluating
interventions. This function -has more of an educational
focUs because 'it, emphasizes the use of measurement tech--
nol6gy as an integral part of the teaching-learning 'process..
Glaser's (197:3) position that tests should become an in-
tegral 'part of the educational- process itself characterizes.

. .

-this viewpoint. 'Tests are used primarily for instructional
purposes: to ,provide information both to students and
teachers regarding the student s progress and to acquire
information u.sed to decide appropsiate methods for in-

_Atruction. ,Rather than *emphasize the need to categorize,
label, and sort stutlentS. information frOm assessment-
prattWes is used t,o further tbe development and evalUation
of eduCational programs ror students.

Both' funetions ,continue to be importanf. Prioritizing
them uSUally is difficult and hazardoni. This chapter con-
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[..nable: . .

skiers various issues which
using testsand other asse-
jective of developing a n(
gram. This chapter also ser.
and evaluation .of various
presented in chapfer four.

mportair sAecting and
techniques7given thepb-

.iminatory assessment pro-
L , as a prelude to the discussion.

diagnostic-intervemion Models

Itasic Assumptions Underlying-Assessment
Our profession, like. others,.has toOls available to assist

us in perforiiiing our responsibilities. Tests constitute po-
tentially useful devices sO long as we recognize: their
strengths and wealenesses. When we choose to use tests or
other assessment devices we also shOuld acknowledge cer-
tain basic assumptions 'underlying their use. (Newland,
1963,1973). . .

First, We assUme that the examiner is skilled and knowl-
edgeablein establishing and maintaining rapport, in.admin-
istering.and scoring the tests, in analyzing the results, and in
performing other features important to that role. Problems
in-any one of these areas adve-rsely affect the accuracy.and
'usefulness of the test's results.

We also need to insure that the sample of behaviors
being observed is both adequate in amount and representa-
tive of the domain being assessed. While we can't sample
every behavior, we can identify those which are most:cote-
vanf and observe as. many as -possible. The accuracy of our
judgments is increased by using :assessment techniques
which permit us to observe a large number of behaviors
which are relevant to the'domain being assessed. Observing
:a child over many days in a variety of,.settings ii better than
.,a single.observation. Likewise, we 'can have more con-
Tidence in a Jest which, has 50 suitable items ttian in' one
witli only 10.items. Also, if the results from similar assess-
ment techniques yield.similar results; we can have greater-
Confidence that the data are accurate. .

ErrOrs exist "ti any measurement-. For.soi ssne aessment
devices the errors. re large, While for others the errors are
small. We assume w..?'-ale able to estimate thc magnitude of
errors in _using a partictilar instrument by properly acknowl-
edging a measure's reliability and validity, and thereby we
increase our confidence that appropriate statistical inter-
pretations are justifiable. The 'use of such techniques as thc



standard-Crn *of measureinem and t
this regard. While, their nse .ult1

One must remember II;tt tft. ma. .
errors 'is only estintato. for Ar-

4 isatown.
A related issue: ns on: .1cting

future behaviors-. Many o] us are =asting
child's future behavior: iTtiven a aviors

and test .scores, we may be askt: Lihood
.that a child will remain in school an,'.
socially. or'scinotionallya result ol 'tit:mkt--
intervention progr:ains. 'Juan has, bee: forimitH.
cant!), below average academically fa-. ace and is
likely to continue to do so 'unles... ;:is
nervoiis arid withdtawn since the_ firs, 1; s!ie .
probably will continue to dispky .aviors
unless. .... We may have the opportt- how
previous factors are influencing the p or. but
we cannot forecast future events. v..- The
accuracy of our prognosti4titins is dii .a:-;,a,n.r., how
thoroughly we understand the child h nipartant
elements of his environment, and to in--- we
have over the chileand environmental

,

Also important is _the length of time ov-, -zzpitedic:.
- tionare being maigt. Predictions regar ".. future

should be made with great -caution and -.tit,-
'flatly if they involve projections over tv; years.

Another assumption' is that the chili -iested has
been exposed to comparable, but ndt identical,
accultnration patterns relative.-- to tii -:.:dardization
sample. The more similar the . child is to 1-,o lldren in-
cluded in the standardization sample. c'eatero con-
fidence we haye that the test was approp
ized and validated for our uses.

We, often work.witli children who have -.,cert raised in a
highly restricted- or different physical k ecocultural
setting .Which'proyides Opportunities for +wth and 'de-
velopment which are significantly diffcre:--- t':-om Mose
Most children receive. Compared, to -the accattitaiion pat-
terns afforded most children within this those
provided for severely physically and percepriali3i.i..its,ibled,
those raised in ,cxtreme isolation, or those raLIA.::-:17 o reign
comitries (Alen are different..
, The acculturation pattbrns.governing thy of

party aildrcn from racial-cthnic minority groups or from
lower socioeconomic homes also may be sufficiently differ-

.- ent to warrant our judgment that the .test is inappropriate.
We must ayoid thc notion that all Minority or. lower socio-
economic ,children are, by' definition, significant ly different.
from those in, the standardization sample. This .2ositiOn is
prejudicial and ainw,arranted. lloweyer, we =last he sensitive
ttithe fact Ajiat important different:es cxtit with --izspeeeto
child-rearing practices, expectatl'ons and aspirations. lan-
Page experiences; and availability of-ant imulvement in
informal aiid formal learning experience... and that these

C

and other factors -may result in accu tion patterns
.Vhich are not directly-comparable ta thc Wi:: i are, more
typical 'in the United States. The deeisid. -ts . .whether a
child's-acculturation patterns are 'similar to t ft generally

telpful in

.--r is never ,

reflected in the test' standardization sample can be made
individually and only' after a thorough knowledge of the
child's backgrouni. School systems should consWr using
localized and *phi hot, iorms as-one means of wvefoming

associat.. n 'dissimilar acculturatom 1-,;aterns.

Nation: .md Localized-Norms.
A test's norms st id provide a meaningtfu:. 1;-.a5is on

which to interpret a test shores. To be it,,t,:iingftil,
the, norms must be re..:vant; that is, the norms for a.test
should be-developed i:om -a sufficiently-large tzmd---ctlea-rly---
ideutillable group or groups-of persons with whii:: the test .

is to be used. If the purpose of administering tot i.est is to
carnpare the student's perfOrmance with. other ..thildren
nationally, then the test's standardization samP1: should
inelude a large nUmbf.": of children drawn from thtoughout
the United States. should be stratified on thc basis of

-relevant-variables (._...-4.,--ageT,sex,...socioeconomic.
ethnic, and.geographL L.Judged on these .criteria, the norm's':
for some tests (including most group achievement batteries
and' aptitude tests, the .1972 Stanford-Binet,,and WISC-R)
are fairly adequate, while those_for others [c.g:,:lllinois Test
of Psycholinguistic 'Abilities (ITPA), PeabodY Picture Vo-
cabulary Tek (PPVT), and" Leiter, International Perfor-.
mance Scale] clearly are inadequate.. Kn'owing the- precise

'characteristics of a- test's standardization sample is highly
important to interpret p.-.child!s test score with confidence.
The larger and more clearly identifiable the standardization
sample, the greater confidence we, have in assuming that a
test's norms reflect the abilities and-characteristics of U.S.
childten gentralfy.

General national norms often are not ,always the most
. ,

appropriate standard against which tct. compare' a child's
performance. For many decisions.localizednorms should.15c,.
used. These can be developed for, a region, state, commu
nity (district), or campus; culture-specific nimnis-(e.g., those
only on black children).also may be an appropriate stan-
daid. When the characteristics of children withiria geo-
graphic-area. are sufficiently difterent front thbse in the
standardization sample on such characteristics-as scholastic
aptitude .and achievement or educational, social, arid
tura! .experiences, the use of one or more sets of localized
.norms may.-be more appropriate_ Localized norms also are
highly desisSble when the results Will. be--used for purposes'
of screen*, inStructional.arrangemeAts and grouping prac-
tices, and lnther programmatic fcaiures 'somewhat indi-
gcnous to school. district.:

The aveibility of both national and localized norms,
particularly-Zheri rcpcnted by various social classand racial-
çtl'nic groupS, p-rovides for -greater' accuracy and elarity in
.interpreting test scose,s. The set or sets of-norms to be used
should be detcrmined from the nature of the questions, .

being asked ofthe data; -

Cri terio n -Re ferenced Measures

It -is mit alwa)4i necessary to evaluate a child's behayjor
with -reference to the performance of a norm group. Assess-
ment may focus on fairly. precise' criterion behaviors as
references. The abilities to tic one's'shoes, to bathe; tti eat
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unassisted.. to name )mmon h objects, and to
count change represe- ,nly a small. number of desirible
behaYiors for all pers.... Knowing that a person ranks in-
the fifth percentile of a norm group is less telling ,Lian
kilowing that he, is unable to .:tvrforin onc or more o: :he
above behaviors.

Criterion-refereneed ineasu:-.in are a potentially useful--
resource provided they meaNtne specific and relevant
behaviors and arc directly interprcfable in terms of specific
perfOrmancc. standards. most norm-referenecd
measOres which Sinn* broadli. from a domain; a criterion-
referenced measure should ..amcentrate on thoroughly
assessing- a lirone.d number highly .specific behaviors.
Their use should permit acquire nuire exadt infor-
mation as to what- Children know and don't know (or what
they ban and cannot do), to increase our precision in
establiShing appropriate instructional levels, and to monitor
the 'fate at which chifdren progress toward acquiring im-

-portantiiehaviors.
Criterion-referenced measores 'are not restrieted onlyto

educationA- set tings'::" Their use is increaSing-in,yocatiOnal
settings, too. Vocational aptitude -ind'ability tests arc being
constructed which 1;ermit a more direct assessment of a
person's actual ability and desire to perfornr-.effectively
certain jobs than is available throtigh paper and pencil
instruntents. The-use of these work sample assessinent: tech7
niques with Minority adults is_generally judged by.,Backer
(1972) to'be quite effectiye:

While critcrion-refereneed measures clearly are a poten-
tially usCful resource, they too are-not iMmune to misose.
Potential problems exist ht ascertaining their reliability and
validity and in eltminating 'cultural biases. The tendency to
usc 'these tests .to establish standards'of excellence or desir-
able instructional goals should- be vigorously avoided.
Recognition of these andother :problems (Drew,' 1973;
Ebel, 1915) hopefully will result in...an appropriate use of
these measures in a non,discriminatory assessment program.

,

Reliability and Validiuty
The term "assessment" often implies the use of.a rela-

tively narrow range of tests, suchas stiandard ized academic
aptitude and acriievement measurcs./This narrowness alSo
preyails in the .types of tests typically used -in assessilfg
children tor many special education_progranis: the WISC-R,
the Wiucltari:-.7c AchievemetdTest.the Bender;Gestalt, and
perhaps. an 1TPA, Draw-A-Person, Or one or more per-
ceptual nica...ires.

.Our.desi,rriing a nondiscriminatory assessment progrion
will be enharcictid bibroadening.our outlook on assessment:
We need to ,:onsider the yast array of' assessmatt techniques:
available'imd to.sclect those whidi are most apprOpriate'.

. Thc. techniqlteS which are'.selected and tuicd', however,
must be scrutinized . with respect to their psychometric'
soUndncss (see Standards for Educational and Psychological
TM-, Appendix B). This 'will require research to determine
each ineasurc's reliability and validity,. Estimates' of reii-

_ ability must be sufficiently high to enable us to insure that
our data are stahle and' consistent. Content and empirical

(coneurrew and predictive) v.:
ascertain the accuracy of the -
the data (Bersoff, 1973).

.ability and validity, is prereqta''
nondiscriminatory asSessment
high standards for all assessm

:vied to
;L:,..es and made of

.!f the
devel.ment of a

;. The ar:::'-ication of
help to

insure a better program in this in
. The statement. th:rt standarL:, tt..-IS are bi..,..3::.against

racial-ethnie minority children LT.:ty inply lilLe test's
concurreni or predictive validit loAk,pr that bias exists
due to .item selection procedo; . . ekaminer ...tharaeter-
istics, or. .to'language factors. .:,;y:,Lzure reictiant 'to time--

latter three potential Sources w below.
item Bias. Tests are construch: -iclectingh!rns which

have certain psychometric chard Given a pool of
items which appear to ineastae L:alr.;,uately a particular

-content_\afea or construct, individt.L.,....:tems are chosen if
they corkelate well (e.g., have 'a co;tela-
*tion) witi total score, if they ha autable difficulty leyel
(e.g., are-passed by approximatei. 4i440% of the cliirr:iren),
arid if they, effectiVely" differentia t e etween high--azd
perforang-lildren.',The possihnit ,..1..dsts that duriji,g the7,,
stana process' the item sekcted for La te.st may
evidence diffel-ent psyclidmetric characteristies foT children
.frorn different-cconomic or racial-ethnic groups.

More than .25 years ago Davis (1-948) and his colleagues
kiwi(' that significant numbers -of items from existingapti-
tude test& did ...differentially discriminate betweerr Angl
children from low and' middle social classes.. For examp e,
on two tests, the Terman-McNemar and Thurstone Re. op;
ing, lower-class children scored lower than middlc-clasVehil-
dren on'100% of the items. One .outcome of their w .,".k was
the publication-of a test, the.Davis-Eells Games, int ded to
eliminate this typo of biasa goal that Was not acljXevcd.

Jensen (1975) examined data from. black /rind Anglo
children on a nuMber of aptitude.tests (the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary. Test,..Ravens' ,Progressive Matrices, the Stan-
ford-Binet; -and. WISC-R)- in an .attempt to identify possible
item biases in these instruments. The generally loWerper-
formance of blaCk children on these.measUres attests tothe

!, fact that' the'. items .are more difficult 'for them than for
white children of, the Sante age. Jensen goes beyond that

Tonit examine whether differences exist on other.
:

psychometric viiriables: internal contistenc-, the vink.-order,
of item difficulty, the relative difficultj; n adia;;:ent items,
and item' correlations with total.score. Ile krtind that these

-`' indicators are, basically the .same for body groups and that
nonc shows any significant indication of bias. .

- Perhaps the most complete study Lo date .cAamining
possible Rent .biases on achievement ticests Is rciported. by
Green (no date). Given a,pool of items from- Lan existing
achievement battery (California Achievement Test, 19.70
edition),11w. study attempted to detcnniLte- if the resufts
'from three 'subgroupsnorthern urban 'oinks, southern
rural blacks, and southwestern MexiCan-Americans-Lwould
leaddto the selection of different items for the u:.t.S than
would, oceUr from.the reSults of Anglo children_

The prop'ortion of items.evidencing bias .frain.gavvarious
tests ranged from, 15% to 10%, with larger diffe=scesrioted.
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phase. So long as th is.dra
to reflect the Fopo .4 equal to those in
iyinerit ;:»nifier or aoinoril.
group ..hildrcrCwill by

For example, the clnldren included in the
standardization saw or WISC-R are 330 nonwhite
children,. of, whom 3G.T ire f...Ick. Nonwhite Children consti-
titte 15% Of the samp. a py,:portion siiilar to the percent

nonwhite persons in th: total population. While the
.ampling procedures :re a,:,.:niate, the practical effect oi

'including so:few mino.-;ty.children is that their performance
haS a small influence to the norms. The performance of the
majorit.9..group clearly dominates.

Kvaminer Charactcristic.s. The question "Do examiner
characteriStics make a diSferencc in children's test perfor-
mance?" must be asked somewhat rhetorically: The assess-
ment process involves a .cOn1plex interaction, between the
examinee, the examiner;aud situational variablqs. An ex-
aminer do6 not haVe totally benign ii.iqfliuence on a chikl's
perforniance. The. mi_iiner in whi.:h rappr.-..rt is established
and u-::tiatained, how he examiner responds to children's
attitue, and feeling: the types of behaviors reinforced,
and ot:':r feat urqs ot ed.yadic relationship have a bearing
on hou.. suce:essful ve arc in" attempting to elicit a child's
*hest eiiirts. Persons who don't enjoy working with chit-

ifeose who .are :c:_Ad- and unresponSive, or have strong
biases ti favor a or against certain types of children often

ill releet these characteristics in their behavior 'while
administering, scoring, or interpreting the test.

The examincr's.gender or numb::r of years'of profession-
al experience typically arc unrelated to children's test per-
formances, More central is the-issue of the exanuner'S race,

.A number of writers have sriggested that black or other.
*minority children evidence fears. suspicions, or appriThen-
sinus when: tested by white examiners. The preLmce bra

. white examiner is said en:znd,:r feelings of inisccpritY,
self-degradation, and self-eems,aousness, and that :hese and
other factors adve, -ect.tileir test perfOrmat.:e.

fThe majority of-rese,uch examining the in..thraTee of the
examiner's -race on us.' ;;Ierformance ;o.f. bliL jtialdren
veals no general tenderu:.v for blaek'ehildren
pr lower when tested an Anc.',) or a black ex_tminer on

testsiSattler]..1973
and (b); SluicY., 1966. Sundstrom, &

. -Allaying childa.i, .irTrehensions and motivat.
them to do their best. ..vhile :7r-related, to the examine-iTs
race, seems More dire.77..!,.. asi.,..,iiated with the examiners
abilitY to evidence a A.krit in, responsive, receptive, but firm
style. Thus,'a inilicy,to pair i;.ixannners and 'examinees or the_
same racial,:ohnic. groui) seems unwarranted,
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-,ei,..r, evidence is also avaiaole .hat late adolescent
. At -,lacks often tend to prefer To work with black

(.., -ans,:ore, .trid psychologists rather thr_a Afiglos 'With sim-
ila7 rariiiiii (Sattler, .1970). We 11:.ed t be extremely ',5en-
slzive -, l'ius posSibility even when ki,i king with younger
p,.--;011],_. SHuations do exist when .i,:.-!: --:.iiring is clearly in
tli ..-,..i ..nterests of the child or L.: i.ints. Good judg-
tu...'i add be used in deciding -;-:,i......:- what conditions

c'....-niner. and examinees -, . -. >anie race should

..z.ieii_tec 13/as.. The majority of :::.;::,-i .used to 'assess
in:.:i 1-,iri i --i aptitudes_aucLachic_vertnt ::!,: inrcaecept ivnd
ep-r2-ssive langua e abilities. .Tht purpo,:e of some lests .

(e:.::._ FIFA) is to a sess directly a ...thild's :angtiage skills. On
oLier tesi..7: language use constitutes 'a corr.icnient and effect-
iv. means of transmitting information hetween the ex-
aminer and examinee; receptive and expressive language
clareacteristies, per se, are to be utilized, but not directly ,

assessed. . . .

We have long recognized the need to use nonverbal
assessment techri;ques to assess intellectual aptitudes of'
children Who evidence, language-or:auditory problem's. We
are yet on the threshold of diScovering how other assesS-
went- techniqu8s should be tailored .t., meet the needs of
children evidencing,languatte differmxn .

The assesstnent of intellectual :Lirrititutt, of non-English-
speaking children- is most valid when done in their native.
1:Inv:cage. AsseSsment procedures with bilingual children,
however, require different strategics. By definition, bilin-
gual..children'have some command of twolanguagesPne of
our first responsibilities is to determine the degree .of so-
phiL--tication. in.both languages. (See the,discussion of/du! in
chapter 3-and Appendix:F.) Information fromthe child's
teazher- and parents, the use of languatie dominance mea-
sures .(Appendix 1-0, together. with 'the emminer's informal
appraisal can help in deciding the extent, to which a lan-
guage other than English Must be used'. The basic goal is to
use a language7style. which 'maximizes the, child's oppOr-
=fly to understand what is-required of him and to be.able
to respond freely and c.omfortably by uSing _his' best lan-
guage aNlities'. , ... . .

Some standardized tests have, developed parallel forms
for us:- with Spanish-speaking children. Other °tests have
been17-anslated into Spanish or otherlanguaggs..While
instniments add to the,:repertoire.of techniques pcitentral
useful to us, we must insure that the..laneuage .character-
istics used in these instruments are consonant With those
each child we: assess. Translating a test from- English 71
SpaniSh may, not remove lanitiffge biases; it may serve :n
Mere:1.1;c them. . .

Po:cntial languaze biases also may be eneountere-t.-in
assesimg black children who manifest clement of :-
standatr_d dialects. Many tests i.ise larmage, styles Whiel':::ire .

signiELantly different Cram tiitose marlifested by blticksiriad
other ri=nori ties _whose language parcrns 'also are ordercd.
rule .gmcrned, and effectiv&;, exprnsive (Bartel GfilL &
Bryen. 1973; Gay & Abrahams, 1977,.. ...

__

- Wilda respect tO possible lammage biases in assessing
bk0:5 and other, minorities, the number of potentialprob-
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Culfure-Fair Tests and Matlea . for ilising.Tests Fairly
tests emerged from a practical need for

rliasures suitabin for use wich per:,ats from diSsimilar cul-
ture,. Tests yore developed P.- minlatizelanauage, reading
abilitieS, speed, and' other ftstors which were culture 'spe-
cific.; and to minimize cultural differences affecting test
content- and :tesWaking behaviors. Some of the 'better-
known ex-ample., of culture,fair tests include the Leiter
International PertOrmance Scale, Caatell's Culture-Fair-:
Intelligence Tests, and Raven's Progressive Matrices.

Interest in developing culture-fai -. tests is' declining.
Psychologists generally agree that one test cannot be univer-
sally applicable and fair to persons rcim all cultures and
still assess important psyclicioLncal ,-._:baracteristics. So long
as human development is-viewed as a process invtiktig_the
interaction of inberiten i envimnmental izetors; ade7
quate consideration mast -1:directed towart: assessing 'the
extent to which pennri. acquire broad ;rub important
characteristics .from then-: environments. 71.e. apparmr
inability. of eulture'-faat :,csts to yield simIL-r Means ari.ci
standard deViations fo, .t..renonsfrom differetri
groups and social clas;TerT:: :or:: to yield levei
concurrent and predici;t,:e validity contribute:L.:to tiara, as-

More reeent y sow:, 1.4.--som urged- that. :tmfairness ljes
not so much tes- -..r*.self...an the way thT. testisused.
'Several differe;-,:- tests more fairby
proposed. All deal wits usint test; to
predict sorrft aictievementtil roni some ore-
diefor (e.g....TIQ). for twa groups,.

The_sinr7iest model .. ca. fairness is a Tuota.mtidel-
Usine this model, person- he selected ix. 1-217re

proportion: as they are ful=d the populatizn...7iim. if a
school sysmn has 25'.."-T-Iiii:sauted 75.:70'Anglios.,one tiack
will be selected for e-ery-three Anglos. Wlienselection is
carried 'Out on the ba,sis.w some predictor 'measure, two
separate cutoffs are set to allo.w: this ratio of selection.

A second model of fairn2ss is the mote traditional
psychometric Model, often reirrred to as the Cleary (1968)
huidel..This*,model states thattthe tcst is being used fairly if
-the: prediction equation-used is the best possible for each

gi. ,tp. A test is unfair if one group does better or worse on
-the average, titan would bc expected from its predictor-

res. For instance, if aiest of academic aptitude :is used
:aredict achievement, and the same prediction. equation is

used for Anglos and blacks, the blacks will probably achieve
Tneaer than predicted by the test. In this example the use of

test's data would be unfair to Anglos. Any test ciifi be
OH d .fairly by this definition simply by using differemfl

etliction equations for each group involved. The_ ent_off__
:ire for each group is set to yield the same predicted

c !':.terion score for each group.
A third model has been proposed by Thorndike (1971).

.-x-noted---thlft-although-a--test-thatis-fair by the:TCleary.
'.efinition will predicr equally well for both groups on the
scrag, in practice it still may have some results that seem.
infair. Using the Cleary model the persons who afe pre-
dcted- to score highest .on the eriteilon variable will be
elected. However, if tWo groups'differ.more on the predie-
:or than they do on- the criterion (i.e., fhe distributions Of
he two groups oh the .criteriOn.scoreS Overlap more than
:heir distributions on. the predictor scores), and if the
--n-ediction is not perfect,-then different proPortions Of the
Two groups will be selected than could actually be expected
to succeed. For instance, suppose for One year a school
admits all Students who apply. It finds that 85% of the
students from group A make passing grades and 70% of the
students from group B make passing grades. To., use an
admissions ..test fairly in future years;. separate cutoffs
would be set:on the test, so that 85% of the students- in
group A and 70% of the students in group B were admitted.
If that .many.. students could not be admitted, the cutoff
would be set so as to admit the same-ratio of students:from
the two grOups'. This Model:assumes that some level of the
criteriOn can be defined'which.represents acceptable-perfor-
mance or sticcess, and that it is less important...to score as
high as -possible, on the criterion than simply to pass the..
minimum level. This is nOt an unreasonable assuMption in
most educational applications.

A fourth 'model, the correctud criteridn;model; Was
proposed by Darlington. (l971). 'Be-noted that the choicc
among the abwie Models, and,z:nong:the others which were
proposed, cannot be made on.purely-psychoMetric groUnds..
A choice depends- on the: relative 'importance attributed to
selecting persons who score ldghest and to giving members
of minority groups a better opportimity.. He suggests atat a
specific decision:must weigh the importance given to pro7',
viding opportunities for one group znd that a value (e.g..;
bonus points) corresponding to..that importance must bc
added to ,the .predicted. critelion for that -group.. This
tnethod is used in the ciifservice exams when extra points
are awarded to a vetetan's scoreS. Using Darlington% model,
.arty of the above mkels can be diiplicated; any other
lefinitions fnade in -terms- of cutoff scores Or ratiO's of
selection also carrbe produced. -... , .

If a 'single success level on- the criterion can be defined-
:for instance, a minimum 'passing grade "point aVerage), the
models.-discussed can be .defined in another way. We, begiq
by dividing the applicants into groups in two.ways: those
adniitted versus Chose rejected, and those who -emild sttc-
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ceed crsus those Wi 1;0 would 'fail. This gives. four ..:roups
refIcL;ed in the-following table here c-cutoff : presen::
the iniinum sudeess level on the Criterion ami p-cutu

the cutoff on'the -Predictor used for selection.

icceed NI

mom..

N4r N3

P-cutu

reject accept

Predie+or

N,1 represents those persons who would succeed and are
incorrectly rejected. N2 :represents those persons wl-o,
would succeed and are correctly aCCepted...N3' reTtesentz:-
those persons who woU fail but are incorrectly accepted.
Finally; N4 represents those persons who would faiLand.are
correctly rejected.

The quota model states that the same proportion of
children from groups A and B will be admitted_ The total
number of persons is represented by Nl+N2:1-N3+N4. The
number of persons accepted is represented j N2+1\13.
Therefore, according to the ;quota model, the tetri is being
used-fairly when, the cutoffs Mr the two groups:7741e set so
that the .ratio'.(N2+N.3)(Nl+N2+N3+N4) is tl,e, Qme for
both groups. In other worL, the t),eceent of ,pplicants
admitted from cach group errho same.

, Thorndike's mbdel states ruat applicants mr.t ac-
cepted in the same ratio as they would be err te
succeed. The applicants accepted are represented I, N:+N3
and the -applicants' who .t...ould be expected to so, i.oedby
NI +N2; :For the test to ihe used fairly hy
model., the ratio of (N1-+N2i)1N2+N3) mus- ',.)t the saiuie
both grOups.

The Cleary model, which' stales:if= fior =eh gr up the
scores are. neither *over- no: under-prui, 'red, car also be
expreSsed in ternis_of frequencies. Wh.ai :,zores, arc being
used', fairly by the Cleary model studerr admitted com-
pared to the number of stotionts who ane admitted and
successful will be the same number for noth groups. In
other words, the test _is being faith: used if N2(N2+N3) is
the'same for hoth groups. . .

Finally, the 'Darlington model could result in any 6f."the
aboVe-Acquirements for fairness, or-in a number, of others.

An 'example of the effect of,teese models on setting
cutoff:Scores. fi presented below...-

Assurnd that a state which ha t previtmsly supported
.SPecial classes has just passed -a ridint emch support.
The laW specifies that :It who could be
expected. Oil the basis o, t, .icat least two years,
below grade lever oft scitieveinc77 test by the end ot

diird gra& :thould be placed in a special class. The, law also
specifies that cutoffs for special-class placement shall be set
so that minority group students are not treated Unfairly,
and that this requirement must take priorAy over the first
requirement if necessary. Smalltowil has been gathering
information to help it set its cutoffs, but it isn't sure what
to do with its data; it has requested our help.

Smalhown has established the following informatiori.
The average IQ for Anglos at the beginning of first

grade is 100.
The averagi.: IQ for blacks at the beginning of first
--grade

The !aurada.t.d deviation of ,Q scdres 'for liOthgroups'is
15,

The .averaqe achievementzrt-the end of third grade for
Anglos is 4.0grade equivalent units.(GE).

The average achievement for,blaaks al the end of
third grade' is 3.0 GE.

The- standard deviation of GE for both groups is 2.

GE.
The ratio of Anglo students to black students.is

lit addition, :it has_established that the best .prediction
equation for both groups is GE--,-(1Q-40)/1.5 and -that 'the

standard detation of thepredicted achievement scOres.,is
one GE for ":.roth groups.":The'predicied'achievementimeans,
of course,-twitidentical-to the actual means for b oth. groups.
One final 'hit of inforMation may be useful: the- state
education altency,woulthconsider any procedure unfair if itN.
denied spedaal help to..children who may need it.

Assuming that bath TQ and achiewment scores ai:ave a
normal' distribution, the cutoffs indicated bY ':::ach model
can be established. Because the Anglos constitute 907r, 'Of
the population, the IQ curoff will be determined by their
scores., and the cutoff score Mr: black children 'Will be
'adjusted to fiteach model-

' The .average of the prtedicted gquivalent scor for An:-
glos is .4.0, watula a standErd deviation of "1:0.

\students 'predicted to fall at least two years belaw wade
'level will be at ,litast two, stanriard deviatims beio4,4 the
--rfean: This propo-r±lon of.a.normalcrave indndes..2.1-670 of
:Me total.populavlaniZThe.M.cutfff therefore must be set to
'recommend special classes.ior_T.2.31 5.7c.cri the Anglos-or two
standard deviations below. the :mean also. Since th- mean
and standard deviation _of -the .1Q test are 100_and i 5, the
cutoff for Anglos will be'set at 7G.

'The quota system .statet: that the S'afile proportiOn of
Anglos and blacks must b.:: -Placed in., special classes to
eniure fairness. Thus., we ais need to set the' black cutoff
at two standard deviationshelow the mean for black .chil-
drenor at 55.

The Cleary In.rdel states that,..since:the be.s/ 'prediction
equation is the same for both group's, the cutoff...drauldbe.

.,set in thd_ same place. In otc-r words, IL: bt pr,e4ticlion
that can 'be made about alahieve-nent sugge=qs .rb,Itt both
Anglos and blacks withan 'fQ Of-70 will, on the.:a.Verage,
achieve tam years below grade .ievel at the end. .of 'third
made. Thus, the cutoff:Wcarld'remain at 70, for both...groups.

The cutoff for the Thr77.-dike----rodel is somewhat .more
complicated to calculate.ne .act...il mean achievemz-zt'f6r
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Anglos at the end of thirl.P.grade is-4.0, with a standard
deviation of 2.0. Therefore, the proportion that fails is that
proportion which lies more than one standard deviation
'below the mean, or 15.8%. The. actual mean achievement
for blacics at the end of third grade is 3.0,with a standard
deviation of 2.0. Therefore for blacks the prop rtion that
fails includes all those who- he more than one-bah a

standard deviation below the mean, o'r 30.85%. Thus, the
success ratio a Anglos to blacks is approximately

i.and students should be retaided in the regular class in the
. same. ratio. Since 97.7% of Anglos ae retained in -regular
classes.. 80.2% of blacks must .ber so retained..This can b::
achieved by setting the. IQ cutoff approximatelS, start-
dard'&viatious below the,black-mean, or at 72.25._

The following table summarizes the cutoff scores
-each-modclthe...petcent (->f each group placed in a spe;..TA
class, and the relative makeup of the special classes:

Model IQ cutoff Percent of
population
in special
claSs-

Itatio of Am..
to blacks in
special clas

Quota
Anglo 70 2.3 9:1
Black 55 2.3

Cleary -

Anglo 70 1.3:1
Black

ke
70 15.9.

Angio -0 2.3 1.02: 1
Black 72.25 .19.8

Darlington's inOd:.1 could emulate Imy of the above simph;
by adding 15 points to each black's score fol the quota
model or by.subtracting 2.25 IQ points-from each blac
ScOre for Thorndike's model. Then a cutoff of 70 would-be
used for both gro.ups. If noi changes were made in the 10
score: ,Darlington's model would correspond to. Cleary'-:
model. ,
In terms of the success-failtire model presented above, the
followirte tables might bc obtained:

' '

2.0

yst of all
tUodels with.
Anglo children

2,z 8

Use of Quota
model with
biack children .

Use of Cleary
model with
blaek children

Usc of ThoTtniikv
moth, oith

0 09',T . ' 68.52 3n.

2.3'7, 28.7'..r . I .5': .15.5% to.s-

.110 .55
IQ IQ . 1Q

. St

IQ

As -can be seen, the Cleary mod'el results in the sinallost:j,
Perittnt of children being misplaced. The quota rnt':.del re;L
sults.in the 'smallest muirber of -children wrongly put. in a

special elm:: but at the same time denies service to more
children vim ne:..1 it. Conversely, thc Thoindike model

- reduces the numhpr of children receiving no speilial services,
but a perctfnt Of childten are placed in special classes
who do ni bel eg there..I1 placing fewer students/than
should be ir ,pec:121 classes is considorA unfair, then corn-.
pared to the Maly model, the quota model is unfair' to.
black StudeMs the Thorndike model is 'unfair to the
Anglo .studer.r.:.. .

The decis'..an as to which model to use,must,consider the
iniportance .tivem to admitting children' to a special educa-
tion prograp ..vlitu may nOt.need it and excluding children
who may. Sipco the legislature has specified that fninciiitY
saidents should-riot be treated unfairly, and since Unfair is
takehto trieati tf,e denial-of-serviees, the Thorntlikemodel
probably 'is the most useful in ,this setting. HoWever; if
unfair is taken mean placement in special set:Vices' and
programs, the cf.f.ota model would be chosen:One' MUSt
remember,'hower, that there is no pne best way to define
test fairness .and that different models may be appropriate
at`'.varioUs times. The model .chosen should be that most
appropriate to th:: given circumstances.
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Designing Diagnostic-Intervention Programs

Jane R..Mercer
-lames Ysseldyke

Assessment is not a goal unto itself. It should be.seen as
major component within a process that involves at least

one other major c9mponent: interyention. The combina-
[kin of diagnostic assessmetn practices with intervention
practices fuses the two into a unita diagnostic,interven-
don processand encourdges us to seek direct, relationships
between the activities which occur in bah componentS.

FOnr Components of a Diagnostic-Intervention Process
The analY'sis .of diagnostie-intervention, activities pro-

yided by Cromwell, Blashfield, and Strauss (1975) helps to
clarify the nature of this process. Cromwell :and his col-

cjeagues define four features which distinguish diagnostic-
interyention activities; they label them A B C D. A is
historical-etiological information, :and B consists of cur-,
rently assessable. chasacteristics. The, usefulness of this in-

'. formation, for educational planning and prOgramming is
deterthibed by the extent to which C,gken treatmeills or
interventions,..leads to D., given levels of prognosis. Thus,
the diagnostic or askssment component consists .of A, B, or
AB, and the intervention component ..consists of C, D, or
CD. The cOmplete diagnosticTintervention process would
have. an A.BC D configuratiOn. .

There are two valid strategies to use for educational -
planning and piograniming. Fir*, those strategleS which
include C and D. data .(ACD, BCD, dr ABC15) have clearly
defined.intervention procedures and prognostic statements
CD strat4es are. a second 'type; they describe relations
between interventions and outcOrnes, in this case bide-
pendent of.. the diagnosis. Although lacking the AB com.
pofic ; this strategy is highly 'useful for_edilcational
ning. ,

A third strategy involves D without ,S (AD, BD, and
ABD). This provides _outcome predictions Which, arc in-
dependent of any: known :treatments for the condition.
While it is a valid diagnostic strategy, its use is limIted
mainly to. prognosis .and does not provide for edu ,. lona!,
interventiilins:'

. Four types of diagnostic processes have little or no value
for: the- educator: AB, AC, BC, and ABC. AB precesses
describe, the 'relationships between historical events and

,1
current behtryior (e.g., the. relationship between family
characteristics and academie peffórinance). While. such rc .
lationships aro bf interest for.researeli purpdscs, they arc of
little use tb the CduOlor because they do not Provide-for
interVentions with Isnown prognoses.

35

AC, BC, . and ABC processes also have limited use be-
cause they refer to intervention procedures Oat have no
known effect on outCome. An .example would be assigning
a child, diagnosed as mentally retarded, to a special educa-
tion' classroom in: which the effects of the treatnient on
outcome had not been established.

The most coMplete diagnostic-intervention model in-
(A) historical-deVelopmental data, (B) an asSessment

of current- performance along a variety of dimensions; (C)
specific interventions which produce (D) a particular prog,-.
nosis. "In general, the greater a diagnostic-intervention
model approximates an ABCD.process, tile more, valid end
useful it becomes to assist us in our work..

Five Conceptual Models
Five conceptual models should 'be considered in thir

gtempt to .design a nondiscriminatory program. Each
model has a different set of asSumptions, uses different
techniques and, .procedures, and is based on a different
definition of what is normal and what is abnormal. -;

Each of these. models, when appropriately used, should
result in a thagnostic4ntervenilon prOgram which is not
racially or culturally discriminatory. When used together
they provide the most comprehensive system-,that_ can be
used to create a Seri..9s'of.ABCD-type relationships. _

The Medical Model
. Definition of Normal-Abnoringl. The, medical model de-
fines abnormity in terms of bcological symPtoms which
are-interpreted as signs of some underlying biological path'.
ology. Normal thuds to be a residual category.. It consists of
persons who do not manifest any Symptoms of biological
pathology. .

Asswnptions. the medical model assumes that .the
'symptoms are caused by some biological conditionin the
organism. Conversely, it assumes that the sociocultural
characteristics of the person manifesting pathological signs
are irrelevcnt to diagnosis ,and"treatment. A diseased ap-,
pendix, for example, can be diagnosed and.treated without
reference to the' Person's racial or cultural backgtound. the,
sociocultural packgrdund, of the person only becomes rele-
vant in those circumstances where an AB relationship has .
beenzstablished, i.e-., background characteristics are found
to cause the symptoms. For example, poor maternal nutri-
tiOn resultinkfrom poverty may reSult in prematbre birth
.for the infant and a low birth weight villen there is no basis
for assumntg physiabgical change the organism as a
reSult of die . ef fects of sociocultural, environment, then the
medica' model is not appropriate. Thus, the medical model,
when, us,i-d appropriately, shoUld not yield raciallY or cul-
turally discriminatory results except to the ex*t that
poverty and socioeconomic depri;iation are assotiated with
particular grocips and elevate the -prevalence of poverty-
related organic pathologits in thosegrotips.

Characteristics:The model_ is not. culture bovd. It is
essentially a deficit inodel because it focuses on measitring
t.h.e symptoms of patholOgy.

Owractcristics of Appropriate Measures. Measurement
instruments riilesure biologically determined sOp toms. In
Practical terms, behavioral' measures within the medical.
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imidel' tend to 'ocus nm the number of errors made
-performing a particular task or on the, number and intensity
or pathOlogical signs. The validity, of meaSures is deter-
mined bc -the extent to which scores correlate with other
biologic:11 data .,ibout the person. Performance has a- low.
corielatin 'with the sociocultural characteristics of die
persOn because the mokl is focusing on biologically deter.
in111,:d srriiN and behavior rather than on culturally deter-
nulled behavior and signs.

,In/cipretati(.al of Test Scores. Because S'Ymptonis_ are
hiolcouctlly determined; ihe individtial, interpreting the
nicaning'01- test scores based on thequedical model does not
need tO have_sociocultural information about-the individual
to interpret the meaning 61 a-particular score.

Nature.. f.)f TreatmMts or Interi:eiliions.--Interventions
within the medical model will involve, treatments .of the
biological-organism..

Exton of Racially-and Culturally Discriminatory Effect.
Wheirthe medical model is limited to the measurement 'and;
treatment of:biological conditions, the model should not

are.racially or:culturally discriminatory.
ihnveyer, if the medical model is 'Used inappropriately to
_interpret measures of learned behavior '(e.g., academic apti7
rude, or achievement), the results will be raciatly and cul.,
turidly discri mina t ory. . '

Examples,of Appropriatc. Measures:Nick:I (1975) lists
----la* number of screetiing.test. And-procedures for assessing

physical fa4ms--in early sere.ining. assessment, and inter-
vention. Artiong.,them are the Automated Multipliasic
Health Testing znid Services rocedures, amniocentesis, me-
tatiolic: measures, measures of nutritional status, on,
Apgar rating. hcaring,Screening, the:behavioral and ne,uro-
logial asstssinent scale, ai d so 'furth. Connor, Hoover,
I forton , Sands, Sternfeld, a id Wolinsky (1975), provide a
summary !of:current claSsi ieation systems 'and screening
PrOcedurei; for physical a td-'_sensory- handicaps such as

.hlfidness jand visual 'inipai Mont ,. deafness and hearing. im-
ptiirinent,t and physical and neurologiCal-handicaps. Such
incasnres.1togetlfer:with health histories-,ma developmental
instories, ;tn.e generally_Ap if.OpriatQ for the. Medical Model
because- ili'l.s..asSumption 'is that tte measures are sensitive to
organic conditi611S-...;'-'

The Social IDeiiance or So.:.H System ModeP,
'of ,Vonni 1-.41mor.inal..,.."rhe social _system

modl is deri:Ved 'from the social -cteviance perspective -in
.sociology:ornialbehavior is behaltior which conforms to
the ,,expeet.ittions,ollother rnemb6rs of tli. group,,d- ab-
normal or Itlivian't ,be.haviot is behaviorwhich.does not meet
the .expeciation.s of others: Groiip expettations.fOr social
role perforibance,will vary:from One grOup to anothe-rAnd
(ronr one role in the group to another...limns:, the deflation
ol-What cOnstitineS normatiVe behavior dcycnds upon the:.
particular group in .which the, person is Tunctioning-at 'the
time ol' assessment ma the particular role:(S)he is plaYing in
tlie group.

:Issuminh'il,1'. The social 'devianey. model iqisumes -that,
there are Multiple delinitins of Constitutes nornial
li`ehavir. and ft.'cOpiViTs that a cliild 'inay be ju,dged normal

'

in; one role and abnormal in another', 1 does not assume
biOlogical-causa tion. ., .,.., ...!,.

! Characteristics. The. model is both sooial system boUiid
aft& role bound:: One cannot describe lboorinality in a
general sense within a soCial devianeeAN:spective because
Ihe tiery definition bt' (ab)normality is1:60ed in tlic expec-
ations for role performance in a parqnkr role in a partic-

Par-social system. It is both a deficit .41,id an asset model-
/because it identifies both the role failttrand the superia--
I tive performers,

i Characteristics- of Appropriate Measures. Measurement
i instruments -focus on assessing sociAl 'competence in the.:

per fOrmance ,of social roles. Hence', Measure's must -be 'spe...;
chic concerning4he Particular role in the particular systerii-
which is being assessed. The- -validity ..of ''Measures'Icon-;
structed Within 'a social deviance perspective is Actermined

.by the extent to which they correspond and refleet the`
judgments made abOut the person's behavior bii others in
the group.

..

.. Interpretation of Test- scores. Test scores Tor measures
based On the social deviance'. model cannot be ieneralized
beyond the spedfic foie in the specifisocial system.being-
a'ssesSed. They are' both-role spe6i tic- and.systenf spec:ific.

Nature of Treatments and Interventions...Since rple'be-
haviors arc learned, the.-oSsumption within the social devi-
ance model, is that persons who fail to meet-the' expecta:.

- tions of" a social system,Such . as the school, have not . .

learned' llic neeetisary.rolebehaViors. This failure may result,'
from various sotirces, among them lack"of opportunity to
learn the neces ary skills and lack of motivation to learn
-because of insu Tieient reinforcement. Treatments focus on
'socializing or caching the child to perform the".socially
expected beha ors. .

Extent grIvacially and Culturally Discriminatory Lffect.
Children will \riary in the extent to which they have liad the

11

oPportunity t learn the role behaviors required for various
roles, _and this variation Will correlare .with sociocultural
backgrotind f tettirs to the extent thpt these factors relleCt
this different al opportunity. However, so long as the inter-e-Tretations o scores generated within a soelal deviance

.. model di:0, al propriately restricted to statements describing
'role perforn mice in particular social systems,they are de-.

scriptive -sta ements about circumscribed performace and -
can- serve as the,basis for de41oping edueational prpgrams .

for teaching the eltifd necessary role behaviors, ;In .this.
context the imeasures. arc useful' C6r providing the baseline..

'data needed for developing in tervention proceduresto assist
children to .learn ,the behaviors- and skills..needed for adc-:

.i .
-,, quate,performance in the particularl role being-Assessed:::

Examples;of Appropriate i1leasrcs.L-11c.gts 6 i scholastic-
aptitude :Jo academic achieveniett can_ be pereeived as

_ineastacs' of fthe chiltl,'s performanbe' in the role of a stu-
dent, They mire role srecifie and s stem--,sp'eeifie measures

- and can proiide useful information for identifying students
who will nded -stipplementary he p to acquire tbe 'skills
needed to,mret the exi?ectations.of the studentr-ole.-Other
measures :-ifoeiai eompetenee exist (Lanibert, yVileoX.': and
Gleason,. 1970 to assess the childi's roles in his family,
neighborhood \ peer.group. and- comtmity-.

136-
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Hobbs; 7 5) describes evological strategies in prc4:, ant
planning.for ii dividilal children which arebased on profiles.

.OF the assets and libbilitiesof the child in particular setTings.
this 'appri;ach the child is not the sole focus of LreSs-

Merit and intervention; the problem is seen as resid:.-z,, in
the ecologleal :-.;stem of ,.'vhich the child is an integra. ',art
(page 1 1 3 and illowin). Such ara-oa,:hes to assesinent
fit within a perspective because they rcLue
child's behavior to :.,/her social. :;etting. and trearment
strategies; include to -dug (he ecological ,,ystem to see
it might be modifie..

The P.sy.choeducatior.al Process Model
The -,psy,ThoeducaHonal -process model h IV also been

called the :117ilrty as;essinenL model, the process tranning
.and the ability training model. I .:,:icators ,trid

psychploinst-, long have 'observed difference i the wayts)
it`i which children learn and have attempted identify.the
most appl'opriate way(s) to teach children. I: is cliaCter-

tically believed that :different kinds of r.iciren profit
.-djfferentially from different instructional .:gies

ing specific instructional.. materials, teaJe techniqthis,-
methods.of content presentation, and rein tor.. Especial-.
ly, with. Ore .rise of the leariMig disabilities ]..]avement and

;increased efforts' to explain differences in
perfo rinance, we have witnessed an incTeaSedirifort,

to identify process or ability strengths rd .,...:!aknesses in
order to .presi.ribe inst'ructithi. These er.T::-. --re usually
accompliShed .idininistration 7;atteries
designiql to identify p!-.yehocducatiori_.. -7,;eess

Definition of Normul-Abnornud. ine
process model is a framework, within winch t t assess the
causes of 'academic ..pilure and to prescri.7.,:r. treatment de-
signed to alleviate or ameliorate tho,e ;:apses. Thus,. the
'model is a derivative of and' Similar to the medical :model
bni is applied sPecificall. to educaiionai settings. 'Within
the medical model, abnormal is defined as any- ofganie
conditnin that interferes with the physioHical- functioning
of the organism. Withip the psys.lioefreational-procc-ss
,rno el-raboormill is ,defined as the presence, of processor

dity deficits which interfere -with the acquisition of aca-
Ydernic skiDs. The develoinnent of aalt:quate cognitive., per,

ceptnal. zrid psycholinguistic processes or abilities is as-.
:spilled to he a necessary .prerequisite to i9se :adequate de-
velopMent of academic ski4, When- child n fail academi-
cally, efforts arc made to; identify the under causes of
fAilure: Underlying ,:auses are tesl-identified and est-named
psyhoeducational_. processes or ihihniCs. Deficits are de-

fined as'. negative differences-deviations from normal,
average, or mddal behavior.

.Within the -psychoeducational pra2.:.1 model, nornial is.
'defined as the absence of:process or .dbility deficits; it is'
'defined 'on the basis of. average or typical performance on
Mum-referenced psychoMetric deViet,s..To be considered
.pornial a child must demonstrate. essentially nOrmal Prog-
'fess tnt schoo; and the absence :of deficits in fundamental,
psychoedticational processes. Normal it usually defined
.piycliornetrically performance within one. standard .devia-.
tion of the mean on tests.

Assa0I/26°p. '. The primary assumption -of the psy\clio-
educational process model is that academic difficulties are
caused .by underlying' psychoeducational process deficits or

. disabilities l'eithhi the.child. A cOrollary of this assumption
is. that childrens academic difficulties-are not *the result of
inadequate teaching or inadequate educational experiences. -

Within :the pSychoeducational procsss .model,.it is as7.
sinned that children entdo teaching situation with ability
or psychocducational proCess strengths and weaknesses. Ad-

,' hercn ts of the, psycholducational process model. 4serve
int er,' and intfaindividual differences in skill development,

. out o.beyond thes4 observable differeives,by attempting
to identify proccsks or...abilities which-1'04dc thc observed
differehces. .DifYerCntial psychOedueational evaluation .is
employed ip.a4 effort to identify strengths and weaknesses

. in perceptt 1, cognitive, psycholinguistic and/or psychp--
_

" motor.abi ties, functiOns, capacities, or processes, .

. Wit14 the. PSychoeducational process model, it is as
sume that the Trocesses assessed are causally related to ..

aealernic suceess, that adequately'developed.proCesses'are a.,
necessary, prerequisite to aeademic sticcess. Because perfor-
mance on assessment:deviees whicht.rpeasure processes has
been observed to..be correlatediwith. performance d. ea--
deniic measures, the procdsses are.presumed causative. The
psychoeducational. process model ..further assumes that yro-
cesses' can be reliably 'and validly-assessdd, that there are
reliable and valid measures:of processes: .

Finally, the psyehoedireationaf process model assumes'
that there arc well-identified links between .children'rs per-.
formance 'on tests and their stiecess in alternative educa-
tional programs...It is :assumed that evaluating the way in
which a child performs on a test- will helpthe teacher 'or
diagnostic specialist plan an appropriate educational prO:'.... .

gramfor-hiM/her: . .
. .

. .

Characteristics. First, the psychoedueational pTocess
modek is a Ontinuous "model based upOu thc degree:of
deficit present within thc child, Measurement efforts 'zit-'
tempt- to, a.ssgss the extent to which a child' demonstrate-S,':
adequate .develOpment of processes; to differentiate among'
those who Nvcdeficits,' who are average, or who exhibit
strerigths. :,'... ' ..

Second,. die psychoeducational process modelis.an eVal--
-native modef.:Adequatd developMent of psylhoeducatiOnal..
proCessesjis viéeedasgood.--as necessa-y to,the adequate -

development urzitadcmic skills. Process deficits'are Viewed'
'as bad-cornpensa iory .or remedi51 programs are prescribed

,.
to alleviate orameliorate the deficits.

. Third, the psychoeducational model is a deficit Model.:...:
Children are eValuated' ip terms of their deficits and labeled ;

in -terms'' of 'their. disabilities... Measurement effort.ctri,
phasizc WeaknesseS as opposed, to strengths. NOrrOs...,tire.-,\
.those wholdo not eVidence deffeits or disabilities.

7 Fourth, .deficits by:.disabilitieS i are viewed as exiSting
within' the' child.. Wlier(children ;fail .acadetific'ally, efforts '

are . made to identify those deficits within thephild which-
are :contributive,to., or arc: causative of, the -failure. Since
most children are exposejT to eomparable insiruction,-faiP.
ore to prOlif front that instruction (failure to learn)-is ,

attribitted to..,child difficulti'es rather than t`o ,miscducation
. ,.
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or inadequate .iustructimi. The burklen Of change is-on the

Fifth; deficits can exist unnoticed. MuCh of the learning.
dimbilities literature, i'or example has ,focUSe. d upon the
contention, that teachers and parents. often-fail to recognize
'disabilities or deficit's, viewing tile child as dumb or dis,
turbed (cf. Levy.1970.

4
Sixth, the psychtrducational process model is ccini

pletely culture hound. Educational failure is defined in
terMs of a failure to acquire specific skills as determinedly_
schools wtdch-tellect cultural values and goals. Processes are'
those. :believed necessary to the acquisition of societally:.
defined F,Ols and objectives (Ysseldyke & Bagnato,iovre'§s).

/toperties of Statistical Distriput/pns. Since many.differ-
ent proi:iisses are typically assessed within the psychoeduca-

model, distributions are characteristically multi-..
vafiate normal dist,-ibutions. Measures of psychoeducational
processes have a toll rang of scores; with performance on
each 1,est or subtest nortrally distributed. Distributions are
not truncated; superior performers can he differenhited

- front' average performers and from those-who demonstrate
deficits..

Just because normal distributions can be ob,tained does
..not jrnean. that , they always are obtained. Quite often; in

,educational settings, tests administered to assess processes
or abilities are administered pnly to children who are fail-.
ing. For a variety of reasons, the ability-test performance of
children who are failihg academically tends to be britli
lepiokurtie and positively skrwed. Most children- earn low
scores and the range Of those scores tends to bo restricted
(Ysseldike & Salvia, '1975).

n many -cases profile analysis 'is used 'tc.) interpret per-.
formance .on process or ability measures. Because perfoiL
tina.nce on such rneasures is theoretically normally' distrib-
Med, the tise of profiles, is possible. However, hard-and-fast

'rules regarding profile analysis an'ti analysis of differences
.1,hess4en subtest scores are inappropriate. RuleR, such as

..:'thoseus,ed in intirpretation of (It:vices like the ITPA, often
'fail to account for differenceS in test reliabilities across age
levels (Ysseldykci-& Sabatino, 1972).

Characteristics of Appropriate Measures. Because the
psychoeducational.process nvidel.;fp'e\tses on deficit., and .

biicause deficits are'typically:afined in terms:aideviations
frQ111 normally expected behavior, the tests used are 1101,01:

referencekt tests. Tests ustutare those which are' designed to...
asSess hypothetical internal determinants or behavior. A
variety of cognirive, perceptual, psycholingtiistic, and
psychomotor processes or abilities have been cited as causa-
tive of,chi"!dren's failure to -acquire,academic skills, In most
cases the processes of abilu ies are test-named and lest
idenfilied (i.e., figure-ground deficits, visual sequential
memory deficits, body image and differentiation deficits,
imd,various information processing deficits).

Interpretation of StVres. ticores obtained on tionn-refei
enced measures of processes or abilities are in fact ordinal
data. They tell us the relative standing of the child in a
gtoup or,others who are presumably likp him/her. Since the,
characteristi'., assessed are culture bound, a child's pin for-
mance must he inlet promd relative to the performance of.

3
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others who are as nearlylike him/her as possible. We need
to be cognizant of two very important factors. ftirst, we
intispulbe aware of the characteristics -of children in tht.
normativit group to whom we compare -an individual

,-Thi's often IL; extremely% 'difficult; most tests inadequately'
describe their normative 'populations. Second, W-e must Oaf-
uat.6 the relevance of the behaviorS'Sampled to educatidnal
success.

Natute of Treatments and Intmentiolis.-Treatments'Or
'.interventions. are either.compensatory cir rethedial. BaSed

upOn his/her performance on abilitY rneasurcse the child is
:said to -"demonstrate ability deficits. Progtanls are designed
to remediate or compensate for psychomotorcognitive,

,

perceptucd, Or psychdlinguistic deficits..
Extent of Racially or CulnAlly Discriminatory Lffeet.

Ntirm-referenced devices,are used within the psychoeduca-
tional process model: Whenover'nornm'eferenced- deviees are
used, lt is assiuned that the children tested have compar-
able,- although not: necessarily identical, acculturation to
those on wlfom the test was standardizeNewland, 1973).
To the extent that the acculturation of the child 'differs.
front the acculturation 'of those dhildten -On whom a .test"
was stanqardizeduse of the device may' result irChia-Sed and

-discriminatory decision making.
Examples -,of Appropriate Measures. As noted earlier,

tests used within the psychoeducational process model are
those which are -. designed to assess hypothetical inte'rnal
determinants of behavior. Norm-referenaed cognitive
(W1SC-R, Stanford-Binet, and other intelligence. tests), per-
ceptual (Bender, Visual0Motor -Gestalt Test, Developmental
Test 91 Visual Perception, Developmental Test of Visual-
Motor Integration), psycholinguistic (ITPA, PPVT), and
psychomotor (Purdue Perceptual7.Motor Survey, Sthernm
California Space Test) are -used to assess fuocesses pr abil-
ities.
The Task Analysis Model

Like the psychoeducational process model, the task anal-
ysis model has been applied primarily in educational set-
tings and especially to,Ahe education 61 handicapped chil-
dren. This viewpoint, which has beim espoused and demon-
straw() by I.3ijou(1970), cold.(1972), and Resnick, Wang,.
and KaPlan(1973)ad-vocates assessinent -of...academic skill
developtfient;and. differential instruction tailored to mOye

7.;.tlie,,C.,hild front where he is to where we want him/her to be.
The emphasis is on the task- analysis of complex terminal
behaviors (skills) into:component skills:and uponeintegra-
tion of component skills Into terminal behaviors....

Definitimi,of.Normal-AlmoNnakWitliin the ti-isk analysis
model, there is no formal ,definition'a normal.and abnOr-
mai. Each child)s treated individually rather than in refer-
epee to or in comparison to Empliasis,"in lite task
aifalysis model, is on subject matter content niastered
ratherthan on deviation frOm norinal.

,Assuminions, The primary assumption in the task :mai-
'ysis model is.that academic performance (success orfailure)
is dup to an interaction between the extent to which the
child has: mastered the enabling behaviors necessary to
sue'cessful -completion of the ,task and the.,charactei istics.of
the task. It is assumed that children deinon:Itr,
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levels ot ntraindividual and interindiVidual skill develop-
ment and skill development strengths 'end weaknesses. It is
assumed that !here is nd need to deal with the presumed
causes of acadcmie diffkulties, riaat there are skill hierar-
chies, and that the- development of comple:c skills is de-
pendent upon adequate developm en t of toc,..,:q level en-
abling behavior.....

'Adherents of the task analysis model charactcristiaily
-.recognize that, as Ausubel (1957) has noted, there is no one

hierarchy: of skil l. development that applies to all -Children ;
developmental norms are based upon averagee[Any partic-
ular child may actually proceed through developmental
sequertcys in a different way, than. is . average for ,'most
childrev.

Clumwteristics. First, the task analysis model is-both
continuous and%bipotar. It is a continuous model with
reference tO overall skill de 'Velopment. Children demo14:
st rate a range of skill development along a continnum from

!few to many skills. It is a bipolar model for individual skills.
The child either does or does not demcinstrate, specific
skills,

Second, the task, analysis thodel is evaluative. 'High-level
skill .development is -viewed as better than low-level skill-

. development. in -evaluating lev,e1 of skill development, corn-
. parisons are made to levels expected within the culture.

Third,. the model is' subject-matter referenced. The
model is idiographie with an emphasis onfthe extent to
which an individual -has mastered specific ..subject-matter
content, rather than on his/her standing in a group as
r91leeted by scoreson subtest continua.

FOnith,'-the model is base'd upon task an'alySes
In' evaluating' why children fail academically, there -is no
attempt to identify medical, Social, or Psy.chdeducational

'process ,deficits. The adherents of thetask analysis model
believe that sirch an aPproach is unnecessary and that son,le-
processes.. themselves psychoeducational), if they
exist, cannot be measured' (ef. Mann, 19 71). Complex
terminal behaviors are-task analyzed: specific task analyses,
of the sanie terminal behaVfor -will differ dependent upon
the- beliefs of the, indiVidual performing .the task analysis
and the algorithm used to teach the skill.

Fifth,' the Model is ,. culture bound. The specific skills
deemed important and, necessary 'are those. determined bya"
the educational system which mirrors the goals, values, and
objectivesmf the culture.

binallY, within the task analysts nodel, 'skill develop-
men t is believed influenced by ,,,the sociocultural back-.
ground, of the individual, Skill development. weaknesses can
residt from madeqVate experience, inadequate opportnnity
to learn, or inadequate teaching.

Properties .of Statistical Distributions, For individual
items on tests. and fOr individual objectives or criteria,
dichotomous -data are Cibtained. The chikl either does or
do'es not demonstrate the behavior.

ChaMeteristies of Appropriate' Measures. The task anal-
ysis model focuses upon skill development and upon assess--
ment o(the'extent to which children demonstrate specific
skills; Norm-referenced tests typically 'are not used, Instead,

'crit coon-referenced -assessment devic e? are employed. Cri

Wo
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terion-referenced assessment devices measure the extent to
which a child demonstrates the enabling behaviors neces-
sary to successful cowletion of 'Specific objectives. The

.' devices are, usually developedby an initial taSk analysis of
the specific skills ne.-essark.to deMonstration of more com-
plex' behaviors. FeW criterion-referencea tests exist separate
from entire criterionlreferenced systems.

Interpretation orScorgs. Within the .task analysis model
perforntanee on,testS is evaluatedto ascertain the extent to
'which speeitic -skills, have been mastered. Emphasis is on,
skill development strengths and weaknesses. When-children
fail to demonstrate specific skills; skill davelopinent hierar-
chies are evaluated to ascertain those enabling behaviors
which have andThave not been mastered., As indicated
earlier, the task analysis mocla evaluates 'mastery of skills
-ratb eValuating children 'in comparison to-others.

!Yawn of Treatment or Intervention. Treatment:or in-
tervention is an integral-part of the. task-analysis.mbdel. The
model is essentially a test-teach-test model; Once skill de-
velopment strengths and weidaiesses hSve. been assessed, -
.specific instructional objectiVes are _written and,based upon
,the. algorithm selected,' particular strategies are used to
teach the skill.. Enabling behaviors are taught and iiitegrated
ipto the'terminal behavior. ,

,Extent 'of Racially ancl Culturally Discriminaibry,Effeet...
Within the task analysis-model, bias and discrimination are
absent. Children are treated as 'individuals and are not
compared to:others: emphasis is on subject matter content
mastered.

Examples 'of ApprOpriate Measures. Key Ma th is an
attempt to create a criterion-referenced measure of skill.
developmenvin. mathematics, while the.Woodc lek Reading
Mastery Test is a similar'. attemPt in .readirs.`The ,new

'Stanford Achievement Tests can be used as eithei.nbrm-
referenced or criterion-referenced measures. Other crite-
rion-referenced devices are Parts of entire triterion-refer-
-eneed systems. The. 'Fountain Valley. Teacher -.Support
Syitem , Criterion Reading, Diagnosis., and the Wisconsin
Design use criterion-referenced tests to assess the extent to
which a child demonstrates specific-reading or mathematics

The Phiralistic Model ,
Definition .pf .Normal-Almormal. The 'pluralistic model

encompasses various approaches phich have been proposed
to niake testing _procedures more responsive to cultural
pluralism and less' tied to the,dominant Anglo-Americup.

'cultural traditions in American sOciety. One.characterisiic -;

which all these approaches have in common is the attempt
to broaden the,cultural baSe of testing procedures and to
control for the eultnral component of the..test, All of ,these
pluralistic approaches'iden fir)/ the child's learning potential,
assuming that differences in learning potential Mthin racial-
ethnic and cult,ural groups exist, hut that:differences in test
performance, hetween cultural group's are artifacts of biases
in the testing procedures.

Assumptions. The, pluralistic ,miidel assumes that the
potential for -learning is similialy distributed in all racial- -

ethnic and cultural groups. It assumes that- all tests assess
what the child has learned about u particular cultural heri-
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Elements of the

htodels
e

Definition of ab.

normal

Medical Model

ASSESSM6T MObELS

Social System

(Deviance) Model

Psychoeducational

Process Model

Task Analysis

Model Pluralistic Model

Presence 81 biological symp. Behavior that iiolate's social

torns of pathology. 'expectations for specific role, .

Ainimptions

.(1

Symptoms caused by ,biolog. Multiple definitions of normal

kid condition. Sociocultural are, role and system specific;

background not relevant to di. Biological causation not . as .

pods and treatment,

Psy chooducatidnal process No fdrmal definition of normal

and/or ability deficios, or abnormal. Each child is

treated relative to himself and

not in reference to a norm,

Academic thfficulties are

caused by underlying process

andlor ability deficits. Chil .

dren demonstrat e. ability

strengths and weaknesses,

Processes or abilifies cattle

reliably and validly asiessed,

There are links between chil.

dren's 'performance on tests

and the relative effectiveness

of different instructional pro.'

Academic performance is a

function ofe an interaction be.

teen enabling behaviors and

the characteristics of the task,

Children "demonstrate 'skill de.

velopment strengths and weak.

ntsses. The is no need to deal.

with presumed causes of aca

..demic difficulties, There are

skill hierarchies; development of

cOhiplex skills is dependent,

upon adequate development of

lowcr.level enabling'-behaviors,

Charaetchstics Not culture

niodeh

bound Deficit Social systern bound and role Continuous model: degree of

bound. Deficit and asset deficit,

model. . Evaluative: good developMen

of psychoeducational proces.

so necessary to academic

success, ,

Deficit model: norm-refer.

enced, Disabilities or deficits

ate within the ,chIld; Deficits

dm exist unrecotnized und un.

diagnosed, COmpletely culture

bound.

I

Poor performance wfilen soda'.

cultural biarcnntrolled,

Learning potential similar in all

mciakultural groups, Tests

measure learning and are cul.

turally biased.

Continuous model: degree of Socioculturally bound, Asset

, skill development. Bipolar with model, Infers beyond les1' per

respect to spedfle skills. Evalu. formance.

alive: high.letel skill develop

ment better than lowievel skill

development. Sublictgat ter

referenced, Each Child treated

individually rather than in com.

parlson to' others, idiographic.

llased upon task analysis, Skill

,development influenced by so .

ciocultural background,: Comrn

pletely culture bound.

,
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1.4

Elm tilts of the

Models

Characteristics of'

appropriate

,sures

'Medical Model Social System

(Deviance) Model

Psychoolucational

Process Model

Task Analysis

Model . Pluralistic Model

Measure biological symPtoms.

Validity determined by biolog.

icgl, correlates.

Measure 'competence in social

roles. Validity determined by

correlates with group judg-

menls:

Focus on deficits; meaS)ites of . Focus on assessment/ of skills,

ability or psychoeduotional Criterion-referenced assessment;

process deficits. Norm-refer- Actual environmentlaPd'eterrni-

,eneed 'assessment, Typo- nants:

!helical internal tietermiants.

Culture-specific tests, Gait mea-

sures.tesi-train-retest: Pluralistic

norms,

.................----.........---.. ..----_,
InterPrelallon of Scores interpreted in biolog- Scores relate to Specific role in , ScoleS norns.referenced. Bound ' Criterion-referenced; Skill de- Scor. es interpreted as"estirnates A

,

test scores iial context, No sociocultural specific social system to expectations uf the educa- velchnnent strengths and weak. of learning potential.

information needed. tional system, noses, 'Analysis of skill devel-
;

opment hierarchies,.
,

Nature of treats Tre:it biological organism,

merits of interven- Al1CD-type constructs.

tions ,

IP

Teach child .socially expected

behaviors, BCD- and BDtype

constructs.

Coin p en sa tor y

or remedial abd-

ity training, BD

.type. constructs.

4 Extent of racially Nil when testing, inter-

and culturally dis pretation and treatment con-

ctiminatory effect fined to .biolOgical organism:

o

Examples .of appro .

priate measures

Measure phytkal factors:

sion, hearing, nuirilion, health

and developmental lodes,

etc.

Nil when testing, interpreta- Considerable, if

tin and treatment are role the acculturation

andsystem specific . 1. of the child dif

'fitts.considerably

from those on

whom th'e test

was standard-

ized,
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Measures sedal competence in.

'specific rolo: student, family,

PM group, community, etc,

Measures 'Of cog-. -.

nitive, petetplu-

al, psycholinguis-,,

tic, and psycho-,

motor treasures,'

'Fes meach-test,

Teach enabling.

Vella vi ors,

BC(D).type con.

Nonspecific estimate of perfor-

mance level,,,M3D- and BD-type

constructs..

Nil, racial and

cultural tharac-

I it ristics held

con'stant,

Nil, racial, and cultural char-

acteristics held constant.

Criterion4efer,

creed reading

,and mathematics

.tests.

Culture specific test (BITCH).

Learning potential assessment

filudoff). Pluralistic norms for

+ Standard measures,

Properties oc statis. Dirhotomous data,

tical distributions

Multivariate normal distribu. MUltivadate nr

A

tion I s tau.s,

Dichotomous data.,

LI
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tage and that all tests are culturally 6iased. Persons 6oeial-
-ized in a. t'lltt:iral heritage Si Milar to those in. the test's':
standardization sampletehd to perform beiter-on the test
than those:riot- reared in that, cultural traditiMi because of
differences .in their i.Jcialization.. A variety of procedures
have 'been designed to estimate\the level of performance
which the.ehild. would have achived\if the cultural biases in
the testing instrument and proeedureiwere controlled.-

.. .Cltaracteristks., The model is sociocidturally bound in
,. that it measures thc child's relative performance in one or

. more particular sociocultural settings. It is primarily an
asset- model in that it attempts to uneover.potential that

' may be 'masked by culturally, biased and- inappropriate
measurements. It -makes infereheeS-beyond the specific per-
formance.

Characteristics of Appropriate Measures..There are three
. appronehes to pluralistit. assessment. One approach is to

develop culture-Specific .tests so that a child will be evalu-
...ated on the basis of cultural-materials with Which he/sliC is
familiar. The Black Intelligence Test for Children (BIT(.'H

,Test) developed by Robert Williams (1974), is one exaniple;
of.such' a measure. A second ap)roach is id teac. the child

;.the relevant sk..-,s after pretesting [Ind before ...)sttesting
and to meas,ure -he arnount of growth,or gain vhich the
child makes as _ resu-.1 of the leacfiing, Bud( .1 (1972)

..cxperimented 1,kir...n the learn(?ig ,.potential test-t:Jin-retest
.paradigm. If the tild.can demOnstrate,-after trznaing, that,'
hc un--perform .._ the level of his ricers on a nonverbal'
reasoning ta-sk,. tLe.:: Budoff concludes he has demonstrated
his' learning potirrnal. intelligence:lnl,this paradigm is the
ability to profit from .exp4ien--these 'procedures arc
conceptually similar to thOSe used in the Pavi-Eells Games
(Eells, 1951).. .

1 I
, .

A third- approa It to pluralistic evalu (ion, and.the one -

frameworks fOr varions sociocultural, so ioe'conomie, racial-
_to be. emphasized' here. is. to develop i mitt* normative -

ethniC, or geographic groups. Eack child isChen located in
the dist ribution of scores for his/her gronp.:and the Fhild'st~`;
scorels interpreted within (hat distribution. A more precise

i approach to developing-multiple norm.ative fraiiieworks is
to .use multiple tegressions to predict the av'eragc score for
persons from a variety of sociocultural backgrounds, The
sociocAural characteristics (if the child's family then are
inserted in the multiple regression &quation, eadi character-

-istic is,multiplied by its weight. and the,equation is solved
-to, determine the average score on the test which wouldbe

. predicted for ,.pe.c.,on from the same backgrmod as the.
Odd. Then the child's score is compared with 1 his pre-
dieted score. Whether he/she is evaluated as normal, subnoi-
tual,. or superior depends upon, the location of 1ns/her score
in the distribution of scores predicted for other children
from sinfilar sociocultural :ettings.

-httcrpretation /../. Test Se. wes, Inferences made about the
child's potential are socioculturally hound 'Since the s;ores
tepresent his!her performanc( relative to a particular socib,
cultmal gtoup. llowcet, those using the pluralistic model
.tend to generalize heYond the specific sociocidfinal godly
and to interpret sofies on learning potential as S general
charackiistk-- of the elnid. ;is estimateS of his/her probable
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potential. to learn new skills. and knowledge when vcn
appr-opriate instruction.

Nature of .7).eatments and Interventions. Unlike the..
medical model, which leads to 'various ty:pes of biological-
interventions, or the' social deviance model, which focuses
on teaching,,the child the necessary skills to perform his/her
social' roles'ade'quately,. the phiralisticmodel is nonspecific
aS to interventions. It serves mainly to eStimate thc ceiling
and floor for expected performance Within either the soCial;
deviance or thc psychocducational process models.,The
ABD pattein is produced in that historical developmental
characteristics arc linked to current behavior 'and a prog-
nosis is nnide without necessarily specifying the intervening -
treatMent. Thc int plieifasSumptiOn is that a child with high
learning potential will benefit from .a wide variety of learn-
ing experiences.

Extent of Rdcially (nal Cultwally Discriminatory Eff:
-Because the various pluralistic techniques-attempt to con-
trol for sociocultural differences. results from sun ap-
proaches tend not to discriminate ,:)ti racial-ethnic or cul- .

tural characteristics. The culture sr,eeific test holds racial-
etTI'mic or cultural characteristics constant, by desigring a
specific test for each -racial-ethnic and culturalgrbup Thc
test-train-retest paradigm_ controls for'-cnItural- differnces

4)y using nonverbal tasks and by, giving each child equiulent
training. The gain score is interpreted as an indicator of
learning potential. Thc use Of multiple norms for inter-
preting -the meaning of performance on standard mcaatres
of achievement and aptitude attempts to correct for the
cultfiral biascs'in the-tests-by eomparing the,child only-with_
otheis who hay had similar opportunities to learn the
materials. in thc 'tests, Thus, both by-,rdefinition and .pro-
eedure, the us'e or the pluralistic model &End not dis-
criminate on racial-ethnic or cultural grounds.

Examples of Appropriate Measures, Thc Williams (1974)
and Budoff (197-2) measuies -have been mentioned ca-rlicr:
Each school' district or state agency ean develop its ,own
local, state, or regional- norms fidr yarious groups it' it wishes-
to use thc multiple norm frhmework. Multiple norms -using
regression equation, for estimating the learning potential of
black. Chicano/Utino, and Anglo-American children on the
basis of their sociocultural characteristics have been de-
veloped for the W1SC-R by Mercer and Iewis (in press).

Conclusion
Each of the five assessment modelS, viewed separately,

provides only a partial view .of the child. ,..Attempts to
develop a uondiscriminatbry diagnostic-intervention 'pro-
gram shOuld consider using a niultiniddel approaclt inwhich
the child is viewed simultaneously frOm all five per:
sivctives.

The Medical model provides-an ABCD configuration and
is itoteritially useful in as:;essing MM. treating organic dys-
rune.tions. lIme so;:ial system (deviance) nilidel provi(Ies-',a
1131) configuration ontl is potentially riScrul in assessing aocial
:role performance in a variety-. of social systems and in
making. prognoses. The psyehoedueathmal process model
provides a 1)1) configuration and is pOtentialljkleful for
making prognoses.. The task analysis toOdel provides a BC
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configuriltion (and perhaps I)) and highlightsi educational
programining. The pluralistic model may provide a basis for,
estimating learning potential in a manner which is not
racially or culturally. discriMinatory. By offering an A131)
configuration., it can bc used to set the general parameters
for making prognostic statements.

Thus, the uSe of the, liVe models in. a Coherent system
should not only provide, for a description of the -child's
current level 'tpf funetioning, but also should make possible.
the development:of a diagnostic-intervention system whicli
provides information direct fy applicable to determining eli--
gibility and to educational/behav:.oral programming:

CON11..N!*- 'OOTNOTES

Research examining issumptior.-, and uses of the psycj:-..,,-
edncational process rlod,i; Ihts indicated that very few inease:-.!s
of psychoeducationa: privesSes have sufficiently high-levels .4
reliability and validity t. be useful in making important de
sions regarding chlldr Vsscklyke, 1973......YsseldYke. 197*
Ysseldykc; in press a. ys-..,I(Ike 'and Salvia, 1974). The asstur...-
Hon that .well-identili:A exist between children's test p..
formance.and their tr., alternative educational prograr.:s .
also is being chal1enget.1.
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Operationalizing the Diagnostic-Intervencon Process
..:.

lames A. Tucker
.

'A state or art in nonbiased assessment clearly exists in
the form of broad professional resources, sound principleS
and practices, legislative and legal guidelines_and interVen-
tion techniques which, if applied, can alter and, improye
Children's behaviors. Psychoeducaticing services offered to
children and their Yamilies often meet these standards and
are effective...

However, too frequently another state of this art exists,
a state in which professional resources are tiliZed in a
narrow and improper manner resulting in thecategOrization
and placement of children in ineffective program's. This is
particularlY true of services Provided to children from mi-
nority 'groups or low-income families who do-not have :the
tjme, money, patience, and other resources-needed to.shop
around for effeciive services': partitulaily those available
from 'privatb praCtitioners and agencies. These people rcly
on pUblic agencies, partieularly the Schools, for the highest
quality_ professional sezviebs, recognizing human, financial,'
and professional limitations. ,- ,,. ,

A time-out .period ,(e.g., moratorium) is not .needed-to
bitable us to develop and use diagnostic-iniervention tech
niques to minimize raeial-ethnic discrinthiation. While the
zenith of our profession has not-been reached, we are not
.without resources. .

We cannot wait for that magical jest that will be non-
biased or culture fairadminisjrable in-any language and,
eilually valid for all children, regardless of ap., sex, social
class, or racial-ethnic origin.. Sucli a test measuring Signifi-
cant behavior.* never will be produced. We can rio longer
respond to assertions that tests rre being developed that
will solve the problems associated with the placing of mi-
nority children into special education classes. We need to be
proactive in finding solutions:to the proolems largely by
utilizing properly the resources drrently available..

A first .step, in tifat direction is to think in terms of
assessment rathei than testing. This positionfrefleets a tee

" ognition that much important information about the chil
- (e.g., motivations, values, aspirations, social and e,motioni l

- characthistics, arning styles add preferences), the insfru
tional staff, 'and parents cannot be obtained .easily or di-

/ciently through formal tests. We need to sharpen and util ze
Our skills in observing and interviewing people. To supl, le-
nient observations in natural settings we must utilize narra-
tive self-reports and autobiographic reports, aCtual s1,Ork

1samples, anecdotal information, and other less formal ech-
nignes which providepotentially useful information. N e (10
not need to.-abamlon the use of siandardized tests. *c do

._

A

need to seek a better balance between formal and less.
forinal assessment techniques with one eye- constantly on)r,
bur major ,objective: to provide more effective and appro- )1
priate educational and psychological services for children.

.'

The ,ptetext that standard scores from legally required tests /
are needed for special class placement: does not eliminat4/,

-the heed for other types of information. . hWe also need to recognize that the most ponbfased°
assessment process can be rendered ineffective by simple
administratiVe decision: The .assessment techniques per ie.
are not always responsible for discrimination.,It is possi6le .

to accuMulate sufficient information on a child:to enable
assessment specialists to provide a relativelY unbiased de-
cision. liut if placement -decisions are made -by chobtin to
ignore professional judgment in favor of formulas,..ctitoff
saires,-or other traditional recipes foF categorizationIthat
ignore cultural _differences, then ,the data beceMe the )i,00ls
'used for a biOed deciion. Those data are* not the cart-se of

-.

, the decision: however. Ir a disproportibnate numbr of
.

minority children are placed into special edpeation Olasses
on the basis of test scores, t' e tet may not.be at falai:Test
'data are no better than the degree to which all f the
consideritiOns (e.g., thOSe desciibed,in Chapters 3 and
5)'are.applied.,

Tests of acadeMic aptitude'-do what they were designed
to do unless used inappropriately. These-tests were deSigned
to predict success or failure in the traditional mainstream of
education. ConsequentlY;.if a larger number of minority
children are in special educati,on classes as a function of
such tests, it doesn't mean that the tests are-necessarily
biased. oh the contrary., in most. caseS ,the teSt scores may
provide a relatively accirrate prediction or failure in the
regular class. The test may, indicate that these children de)
need some type of special interventidn, but that is as fax as
the test can-take us. The fact that the performance on.such
tests is used as a means oflabeling children is anadministra-
tive reality ['albeit a political and maybe. even a cultural
reality (Hobbs, 197S)] that isiicit a function of the test but,
of the use of data generated therefrom. .-, .

Tests of academic aptitude often are misused in plaCing
children into ERR classes, When test data showing clearly
theneedfor rethedial assistance are used as the chief (or the
Only) criteria for special elass placement and the label .for.

.- this class is not functionally related to a remediation of the
child s',- observed problem, then that child's 'civil rights have
been violated. However, the 'test is riot ht fault, but the
educational systern'that fosters such practices is. .

It is falsely assumed 'that placement in a special educa- (-

tion class is equal to remedial programming.and individual-
ized instructi6n. While children-are placed in special educa- -

tion classes under the assumption that better education 'will
occur, there is little evidence that significant improvement
in sQill areas will follow,'especially when the more mildly
handicapping conditions are involved. In fact, the social and ° .

academic istila tion:that qfteri accompanies'such placement
may have a negative elTeet on the child,

.

SPecial educator's are caught on the horns of a dilemma.
On thwone hand they want to guard against biased labeling
of children, but on the Other hand, they a're aware that:
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funds will not be allocated for handicapped children unless
some means is used to assure equitable expenditure of the
funds for a specified population. They want to proide

:specific educational programs to. mei- -the identified'needs
of Children, but.when special education is the only instruc-
tional situation where such assistance is available, they are
hesitant .to approve the placement, aWare of the inherent.
-difficulties involved. .

only when the placeMent, category. carries , cultural .or
social stigma, hdweVer, do the problems assd pied with
biased placement emerge. The categories of "mental retard-
ation," "ernotional .disturbance;',' "learning distiOilities,"
and tO some extent "Minimal brain dysfunction" give rise
to the greatest problems in biased placement, and hence, in

.biased assessrhenf. These 'categories.-,often referred to as
"Mildly' handicapping conditions"---are problems because
they are based on social norms or ill-defined_ symptoms
which appear as easily because of normal culture diversity
as because of some handicapping condition. It is sr.6etimes

,1 impossible to tell the, difference.
Clearly, the.symptoms of handicapping conditions must

be stated in operationally defined terms and must be ap-
plied equally to.all-candidateS. Stich a condition iMplies the
elimination of Most, if not all,categorieg now Classified as.
"mildly handicapping conditions," leaving only those that
are obviously not "normal." 'This would eliminate many
probleins identified with biased assessment, because few
persons, if any, object to.the.more severe labels, probably

:.because .any stigma invailved in a severe handicapping eon.
ditiohis inherent in the severity of the conditiett itself., and
is not a functiw of the label applied.

The options are clear:. either eliminate the offending
cafegories or drainatically, improve the quality of aSsess--

' ment that takes place ,efore a child is placed therein. The
former is not likely to happen in the near future (Hobbs.
197S), so the latter. is ,the more practical and beneficial

.. consideration at this time. Furthermore, it is not necessary
to perform any assessment that does' nOt translate directly
into an improved. edubational :prograM for the child as-
sessed.

"It is quite. pbssible, with presCnt technology and expel--
tise, to develop an-educational program that would provide

\ for the needs' of, all children mithout categorizing any of
them beyond their ability or inability to perform at various
,skill levels. Ideally, children could be grouped on the basis
of individual needs rather than On the',basis of abstrac't
lahals. While many barriers mist .be overcome to reach thaC
ideal, we can inerease the emphaiis on educafional Program;:
ming and delrease the emphAs on placement, thus assuring
an adequate eduotional program for every child.

The reduction of bias in educational programming and
placement should be -our objective. To reach this objective,
professionals Will have to utilize all the. available data from,

'all the, relevant sources possible before making any place:'
ment deciskin regarding a child when the result of such a

.decision Would place that child in a learning'environment
other than the 'regular classroom.

The next seetiop presents the components of a compre-
'hensive imlividhal assessment Whieh draws Op all available
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sources lof data nd which provides For prescriptive inter:
ventiottmd some indication of prognosis. I is in harmony \
with the four components or a diagnostic-intervention pror
Liss settforth in the previous chapter.

1. COmprehensive IndividuaLsessinent
As .Previously indicated, a cotnte diagnostic-inte

vention proCess consis'is of, (A) histeTical-etiological infof-
mation, (B)ciirrently assessable charaLnristiCs, (C) specic

I
treatrtients 'or interVentions, and (D) a particular Prognosis.,
In order :to attain this compreheasiveness, it is necessaryito
use a combination of any number of a.,sessment techniqUes
or models: This section will not prvint the models' or .

techniques:in detail; it will outline ,tiert sources of inforirna;
tion -that- shobld,be.utilized when :ar=apting to OpCition-
alize an unbiasethassessmerkt. There:, aothing new
the process or the techniques sumr.larized:.' The pr
nut static; it,can be adapted to fit Id=Lneeds..

nal assessment sucb .as that described/hi this
docurn t continuous proCess. Conditions- surr ulnding.
a givet, are ever changing:and decisions re arding

i.:acement or his educatiOnal, progran3mirg 41ways
suili' 1;e considered tentative and subject to-f coinstant

review as well as to periodic, comprehensive rea sesknent.
." Furthermore, any comprehensiv&,asseSsment; if ?t is to
be unbiased, must be .a teanteffort from beginn noo end.
.The team must include as essential members t parents,
one or. more ..11' ihutd teachem,. a represen ative tof the
4too1-admirustrwiton., and the prafessionals ap:
praisal data.through,observation, onsultYtionI and formal
testing.,

I The imprzrtance of.,;including the.,parents alson integral
part of the ongoing.assessment detervesApeciai mentidn'. At

_-no time should the:school presunit.tcturake cicisions abdut
special placernent.and programming, other than thatl, pro-
wide& to every child in a given school. s)itein

'
without

involving the parents in the deliberations leading up to
deCisidn, as well as ih the decisiPn itself: 1`,,

about
css is

Figure 1 is a schematic representation showing' one way
that such a comprehensive individuaLassessment mighl take
place. This particularalesign emphasizes the-importance of
:parental' involvement .and provides an ongoing option to
retain the child in the'regulin classroom with interventiofi

...strategies provided by the,' regular classroom teaCher(s).
Special education placement is the last option, to. be.util-
ized only after all other alternatives have been eliminated.
Notice alSo that traditiona l. psychological assessment comes
lastafter gathering all other data that could have.an

.. ,

pact on its inteipretation.
The design presented in' Figure. 1 is intended as a .sug-

gestion for assessitig=ehildren.who are referred with symp-
torus indicating only possible mildly handicappinve;ondi-
tions. It is not intended for use ittasSessing the more severe
handicapping middions.

The relevient sources of information covered in this.sec-
tion., .which are deemed essential to any comprehensive
ineiklual assessment, are divided into the following cate-
gories:



Figure
COMPREHENSIVE INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT

For PossibleMildly Handicapping Conditions
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. 1,.. Observational data...
2.., Other data`available.
3. Language dominance.
4. Educational assessment data.
. Sensory-motor and/or psycholinguistic assessment

data.
6. Adaptive behavior data:
7. Medical and/or developmental, data._
8. Eersonality assessment data, including self-report:.
9. :Intellectual assessment data.

Each of these genet@ sources will be-treated .seParately
in the folloWing fashion. For each source there is a ratio-
nale, an objective forT obtaining data from that source,
criteria for evaluating prOcedureS to use, interpretation of-
data, and finally, options available based on the data. Each
of:these subheadings is desCribed in more detail below.

Rationale, Itis important to know why itis necessary to.
Obtain data from a .given sOurce.In some cases they are
relevant to support other data, while in others they are
central to 'policy decisions thai have td be made. These
kinds of considerations, are described brieflysunder the
rationale section.

ObjectiVe: ThiS ectiZ'sh states' thepurpose of .gathering
data fr 'in the source under consideration.

Evaluation..This section is provided to help 'answer the
question, "How do I know when I have the. data I need .

from this source?" Criteria for evaluating, the degree to
Which'sufficient data have been obtained are provided here:

Procedures. This° sectiOn provides an idea of- the tech-
niques and procedures that are available to gather data from
the source under consideration.

Interpretation. ConSiderations that should be applied to,
the interpretation ,of data from ttie source under co,nsidera-
tion are the.,,primary point Of this section. Also covered are
,ceitain limitiuions on the types of professioribl expertise
that_ can\ adequately interpret certain types:of data (e,g..;
medical data are interpreted by _qtialified phySicians and
psychological data b'Y qualified psychologists).

Optimis. .Whev the data'. have, been collected and inter-
preted, then the options open to.the decision makers are
presented here. .

These" summaries rare necessarily brief. The reader un-
doubtedly ean add, any number-of additional considera-.
tions, procedures, limitations, and options. It is nor the
intention of this document to leave the iMpression that the-
information presented here is complete or in all cases is the
best treatment of the data. These considerations are offered

..Solely as suggestions for those seeking. to provide a better
. comprehenSive individual assessment leading to more appro...

Hate proirammingand less' biased placements: .

'1: ,Observational Data
Rationale Befure a 'child is considered for special educa--

arm intervention, adequate information should bc obtained.
from teachers and other ellucators who work directly with,,

. and know; the child. Such data should .be required as
suppprt for the need for the referral. It is, in a sense, the'
child's first line of defense. Without such datain sufficient

quantity, decision makers may act on the eMotionally in-
spired requests of a single Person wh .. wants a child moved.
Many times, when sufficient observational data accompany
the initial consideration for special education intervention,"
it !s a- relatively shnple matter to prescribe immediate inter-
sention that does not require further assessment or special
placement

.

Objective. The ubjective of gathering'observational data
is to obtain.an indication of. deviance, or The lack thereof,
rom standards of normal children within the same educa-
-tional environment.

Evaluation. The degrees to which obS'ervational datalare
measurable (and therefore quantifiable), communicable to .

other significant parties (e.g.; parents);-andcorroborable by.
additionatobservers are the criteria for evaluation. ,

Procedures. Any prOcedures which meet the require-
.ments.impesed by the objective and evaluation sections
above will be acceptable. Examples from the available tech-
niques include precision teaching charts, Burch rating
samples, anecdotal records, tittle samples, and interaction
analysis.

Interpretation. The observational data -accumulated and
preseitted along with a referral should be analyzed by
qualified personnel who are sensitive to the ihdiVidual needs
ofothe child and who are, as far as possible, not emotionally
involved in the decision-making process. ,

State or local policies may require that such data be
interpreted as part of the screening process by certain
dbsignated professionals. In such cases, great care should be
taketi to ensUre that such pqrsong' are ackeeluately
their responsibilities; the quick collection of nieager obser-
vatiOnal data must nod be condoned. The degree' td-Wlikh
described observationaqdata are unique arid specific.to the
child being referred is. a critical issue to be determined at
this point.

OptionS. The:question tO answer iS simPle: "Is there'an'
indication of deviance worthy of considering,special educa-
tion intervention?" If the:answer is "No;" then no further
assessment is necessarY, but the child's teacher.should be ,

given Some assistance in dealingNith the child as she/he
perceives him/her. No child, once referred, should be
dropped without bny assistance. This iS just good preventive
sense. If the answer to the initial question is "Yes," then ,
proceed o iather .data from the next source of informa-
don.

2. Other Data Available
Rationale. Observational data can be mtileading if they

represent a temporary. 'Situation in the.child's life. By in-
specting the child's iiiinnilative're'cords and other availbble
data without additional testing, decision makers can ascer-
tain if there are any other indications from the child's
history that would account for' the referred behavior. For
example, if kehild has been absent from school more than
she/he has been present, then certain crkirent behaViors
could be explained easily in terMs of her/his paSt history.
Data from medical examinations, or hearing and vision
screeniiis may be on record.. Furthermore, if such infonna-

.,tion is not tivailable, this suggests a need to reqUest it from



schools previously attended, froni parents, and from other
sources.

Objective. The objective of checking available data is to
locate.corroborating or discanfiriciing evidence of the devi-
ance observed.

I:"valuation. The Pesence or absOce of data available to
'eorrOborate or diseonfirm the behaVioral deviance observed' .
is the criterion fOr 'evaluating this source-of data.-.. -

hocedures: Procedures include inspecting (latat.filed on
campus or.,..elsewhere in the school syeiiiIliihd
presently is .attending, or requesling sucliAW3tIO-ilf Qther
schools, parents, and'other sources, Care h&tIc1 be taken to

hnaintain the con qdentiality of -reebrds where appropriate.

:(see,ApPeudix).
Inierpretation. Usually state and/or local policies in-

. dicate Who has access-to the available data ona given child
in a .school district,When suchdata are' obtained, however,
the perstins analyzing the (Eta should'be both professional-

.

ly certified to make accurate judgments legarding sitch data
.and sensitive to rhe subtle indications that might be present_
in the databut might mn b.c obvious to the caival observer.
The primary consideration here -is the degree to whidi
supp?rt exists for continued assessment toward potential
Special education interven tion. '

Option's. jhe question to answer is simply, Is there
corroborative evidence of deviant behavior to justify special
education intervention?" If the answer'', is "NO," then it is
Possible that no fiirther assessrnent is necessary, burthe
child's iVaeher should be given sotne assistance in.-dealing
with -the child as she heperceives him or her. It-iralso
possible, however: that additional information is neCded,ilf
the ans'wer to the question is ."Yes,", then proceed to \gatherN
data from the next source of information decnied bpp.ro-
priate.

3. Langnage Dominancepata
Note: Parental- involvement is essential. Doilumet ted evi-

dence -mnst be obtained, to indicate that the par n ts -are
informed (in their primarj, home language) *of possible
actions recommended and the nature and implication. of
these,actiiIns.-Their approw to proceed also niut be Ob-
tained.
, Rationale. Determining tit., child's language tl uninanee
and 'the degree to which it, is compatible With th language
Used in the school.can be 'critical in detennin'ing flue degree
to which a child 'nay or maj/ net be exhibitihg ymptpnis
of a possibk handicapping eohdition. Informa4 on Ian;

...page dominance is' needed priniarily. to aVoid the. tni§diag-
nosis (and subsequent misplacement) of nonnative English,.
.speaking pupik and to identify language deficiencies which
need at ten hon.

0/)/(tiec. The objective of ascertaining language donii-
nance k to.determine the. language 'alipropriate for fortlwr
assessment and' to detertnMe the effects that language (or
the kick thereof) may have MI the other data collected. ,

Erdluaticm. FIi5 degree to which a child performs on
measures of language dominance (and language proficiency)
represents the criterion rot-determining whether' or not the
Objective has been niet.

1

Procedures.. Vatious tests of la9guage doininance are
presented and evaluated in APpendix H. Other formal,and

..informal..assossment techniques not referenced herein also ".
may .be.u.seful. The procedures discussed under the Bau v.
Nk...hols decision in chapter 3 als'ailiould be consideredln
determining language dominance. ' '.. -

Interpretation. PersonS performing the assessment and
interpreting the data 'front langliage doininanee'meiSures
must be familiar.witb.,the clfild's culture and conversant in;
Ins. spoken langnage.

.

.. Options. Two .queStiens must be answered:The first Is,
"What is the child's prindary homelanguager, If the child's
language is not tile dominant language used in the tests,
then alter the language used in tests to make it compatiible
with the child's language. If the cluild'9 derninantlanguage:
is. that used_in tests, no alterationS in the teSt'slanguage are

. needed, .

The 'second question is, '"Is ,the child's language profi-
ciency congruent with the Intl of: functioning. and:be2
haviotal observation which.lcd.him. tb.beleferred fol pos-
sible special . education interventien?" A non-English-

,' speaking child may be mentally retarded, tint notptil he
demonstrates this' on assessment techniques administered iii

',his primary 'home language can' that decision bc made.
Language profidency...information Can assist the decision-
makers to, deteimirie. whether scholastic difficultieS are
attributable to a real lack of profi6ienc9 or simply' to a lack'

/of exposure_to the dominant language of the school.
,, ./ 4. Educational Assessment Data

',..--:-1- Note:. lf thisassessmen Os being°performed as Part of a
,I.' -process ,to deterMine .Wlietherthe child.,will be eligible for-

placement in al special .education_'environmerit, their the.
parents rmist-he inforined.. Informed parantal permission
must, be obtained in documented forin. ! !

Rationale. Under the 'available data section, general in-
forniation 'about a,child's academie progres's wa's obtAined.- .

This information, however, .may be an inaeeuratcreffeetion.
of 'the ehild's level of ethicational-.achipvement or maSt be.,
discrephnt With the 'observational data:repotted with tlic
referral. An.in-depth, indiVidually administered; educational

.

assessment.often iS neccsSary., -.
.. I . ..,. .

. Objective. The objectives of gathering additional educti.
tional data arc to deterinine under more controlled.condi-
dons the -child's functional educational:abilities in subject
m katter areas, and to determine if a diScrepancy iSts be-
tween a child's previously' reported aelfievemen Ind the
level at, which (s)lie is able, to perform. Under nior6 con-
trolled conditions.'The"purposedicre sholild be to provide a.
base for buikling an academically Oricntedt intervertion
'program., . . ....-.... ,

Evaluation. The degree to which' such an aSse. s'Sment
slums a child's academic streligths r'and weaknesses in a
manner which can translate into prescriptive intervention

' Sliategies shall' be the means of evaluating the educational
assessiner t. Unless the assessment is directly relevant to
instruction, the time spent on assessment is wasted.,

Procethees. instruments and techniques which assist in
developing academ ic in terventions 'should b e used J'Assess.
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merit measures which are .perfotniance based are highly
desirable. The task-analysis MOdel deScribed in Chapter 4'
and diagnostic tests in achievement areas are tWo eXaMples
to consider.

Interpretation. Many of the programs available for aS--
.sessing educational perforinance provide their own interpre-
tation,,but the key is to insure that interpretation alwaYs;
can be translated into classroom activities which can 'al-
Vance the Child's educational .

Option's. The qhestion to answer is,-"Td what extent are
the strengths and weaknesses found indicative of a handi-
capping condition?" It may be that the child demonstrates
slight deficiencies and should be-referred for remedial Work
in regular, education. On the other hannhe assessment.data
maY provide support for., believing the child is suffering
.from a broad, and pervasiVe handicapping condition. Ad-
ditional data are needed to ascertain this bossibility.

5, Sensory-Motor Assessment Daja'
iVote: Here again the parents must be involved,' they

-must understand the implications .of pending actions and
must give theirpermission,for the assesment.

Rationale. The rationale is that sensory-motor diffi-
culties are -aSsociated with learning handicaps and can be
remediated, alloWing f6i art:increase in learning.

Objective. The 'objective df gatheing data from .sensorY-
Motor assessment is to establish SuPportor the lack' thereOf
for considering blacerntenrin. a 'setting for the learning
disabled.' The,data alSo mayhe :uSeftil foi''edueatiOnal pro-

.

gra mmins.,..-:- . ..., . .. .. .

Eva/fiation. Since:the quality of learning aptitude being
. measured is that. elusiVe element ealled the "learilin'g pro:

cess," and since, few definitions offer a .rneans of consistent
and valid measurement, criteria.' are ribt ell deVelobed..

-Whatever Criteria are adopteOhould -be used with..the ftill
understanding that the const.r.uats 'underlying theiriuse'are

- not well deVeloped. : .; ..],,.. : -'

preiehlures. Many formal tests,' are available ita asses's
visbal, auditory, and motor skills; sonic nf thesCinclude the'.
Developmental Test pf Visaal. Percept*, Bender' Visual-
Motor-Gestalt; Test, Revised Visual Retention Test, Devel;
opment4 Test of Visual-Motdr Integration, Auditory DiS;
criminal* Test, Test of Auditory Perception, and Lincoln-
Oseretsky Motor DevelOpment Scale.' Informal Measures

., and task analysis atso can be u.sefid in[ examining.sensory-
motor skills. ',.

byerpretatiop.- The d'ata' are interpreted in, terniS of the
- test's:theoretical posit*. The' primary consideration here
-is the degree to which the data can be accepted as meaning-
ful and 'helpful in educational planning for the referred
Odd. .

. .. ,

Vptions. The question to answens, "Do sensory-motor
. deficits cx0 in light of the theorelipal position of the
assessment' technique?" If the- answer is ;;Yes," thenthe
child , may he Considered for posible ,speciah-Cilikatto' n

, intervention II the' answer is "Nei," then the child is either
. terminated as a, yandidate 'fbr special education consideia-

. don Or a'ss6ssi1ent. amti,nues tdWard other relevant areas
'before a final dectSion is male.

6. Adhptive Behavidr Data
Note:, At -thisfpoint, parental apProval is required.,before

proceeding fUrther.,,Communication with:the: parent Must
...be in the primary language of the hdint, and 'there müst be
documented evidence that not' only, were the, parents in-

' formed `. of pOssible actions to be taken, but also they
Understobd the nature and implication Of the actions tind

o
abproved of them .-Be as specific-as possible!

Rationale. Iris important to-know the 'degree to which
behavior observed in the learning envircininent generalizes. .
to other envirOnMentsthe. playground, Hie home-,...the
neighhorhood,,and the community. Many children who do,
'not function in the'fiormal range in the.traditional learnihg
environment are quite' cabable .of normal functioning in
nonacademic.settings...The.following definition,oladaptive'.
behavior is offered by the American Associption of Mebtal.
Deficiency.

The dimension of adaptive behavior refers primarily
to the effectiveness with which, the individuaf'cop0 '
With the natural and' social demands of hiS environ-
ment. It has 'two major facets*: 1) the degree tO which,
the' individual is able to function and maintain him4,
self independently, and 2)..the degree to' ...nich he
meets satisfactorily, the culturally imposed .demands
of, personal and,,social. responsibdity' (Heber,
61).

,Examples of adaptive behavior ineasures for children
include the Balthazar Scale's of AdaptiVe.Belvvior(Bal-
thazar, 1971), the .. Adaptive Behavior Scales (Nehera,:.
Foster, Shellhaas, 8( Leland, 1909.), the newer..:,scliO'Oli
related version of the . American ASsociatiOn".. on..'Mental
Deficiency Adaptive. Behaior Scale2-7-197.2 -*vision, and
the Vineland -SOcial Maturity Scale: .While 'Vineland
often is used to a§sess"a child's social developthent, the.scalc
probably measures a 'more restricted, set ofbelfaviors.than,
those normally included in the -newer adaptive, behavior
scales. MP rcer's adaptive behavior scale should,beTaVailable
from the PsYchological .torporation in 170.`.' Mercer dis-

:i:cusses Some of her previous research.on'this'topic in Label=
lug the Aientally Retarded .(Mercdr,

Interpreuztiff. Adaptive behavior rneaStires permit us to
:ascertain if a gendal adaptive skills are similar to .

those of other children of the same.age and enal;le the child
ro function effectively within his/hercullural or, enviion-:
mental setting. The primary' consideration is the -degree to

.which' the referred child..'s out-ol-sehobl behaviors are simi-
lar to his/her in-school behaViors. :

These scaleS should 'be administered and interpreted by
certified professionals who are' farnilia r. with the .childls
'culture and conversant in the language spoken in the home..

Options,' The Lquestion to answer. is, "Does"-tlib'. child's
adaptime behavior out of school provide support for further
consideration. anc'l asseSsinent towardpossible special edirca-
tion intervention?" If thC anSwer is "No," then there are
twO optiohs; to terminate further consideration and pro-

, vide the ehild'st teacher with asSistance "in .dealitig with the,-
child.: or to continue to assess the child in. terms of data
from further sburi2es, .1f* the answer to the initial question is

lb)



"Yes," then proceed to gather data from the next spurce of
information deemed appropriate.

7. Medical and/or Developmental Data
Note: The parents must be involved in providing access

to existing-datwand in granting, their approval to.aequire
additional data.. botinuentation of the parents'informed
consent is essential.

Rationale. A . 'child may manifest symptoms which ap-
, pear Vi; the casual observer as evidence Of a handicapping

condition deer,",ting sPecial educationinterverition, when, in
fact, the child is suffering from a Medical problem that can
beremedied' by medical, intervention. It is important to
knowt the medieal and developmental histoiy Of a Child
when making. decisions about educational programming
that may affect him.in unknown ways. , sq,

ObjeCtive. Tnei objective 'of gathering medical and/or
developmental data is to provideassuraticuthat difflilties,
observed are not of Medical origin-ad to provide ata

. which will serve as a basis for referral -for ap.prop late
.treatiffent.'

Evaluation. The quality of the medical and/or evelop-
mental data will serve as criteria for evaluating the degree to
which, this source or data has been nsed maximally.

Procedure.s. Two Valuable documents are -useful:for
school personnel in the coMprehensive medical evaluation
and screeninefor potential health problems: A Guide to'
Screening for the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis
.and Treatment Program (Frankenburg & Worth); and Physi-
cian's Handbook: , Screening for Mfg) (Linden Medical .

Book Co.). Lambert et" al. (1974) also provide a develop-
mental and health history interview form. The list (Frost.,

;J., & Minisi, ,R.) of aSsessment instruments in early child-
hodd- also may be-helpful. Local physicians, particularly
pediatrician's, also will be able to suggest instruments lo use
for screening-purp.oSes.

While screening instruments .should be utilized, they are
not sunstittites for a comple-te medical examination pro-
vided by physicians ,,V'ho specialize in working With cliil-

'dren. .

interpretatiop. Only .personnelwiththe traming, certifi-
nation; and licensure necessary to legitimize jltdgments in
act:di-dance with state and local policies Should'.be allowed
to render them based on- medical or . developmentally.'
related. data,. Medical- evaluations should be comprehensive
in natui e' so. that importan t syMptoms are not overlooked
in favor-of, a simpler.; more economical "oneeOver lightly"
checklist of standard questions. .

Options. The question to answq is, "To what extent can .

the 'symptoms observed from 'other assessment- data be
egplained in ternis of medical and/or deVelopmental history

. and conditions'?" If the medical inVolvement is significant,
the child cotild be in need or additional medical interven-- lion instead of, or in addition to, special education inter-
vention. If thOe iS no significant medical involvement, then

." the options are oither ID terminate further assessment and
return the child's programming to his teacher or to con-
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tinue assessment in terms ordata from other relevant
sources:

8. Personality Assessment DataIncluding Self:Reports
Note: Parental involvement is essdhlial and required. The

parents 'must be inforriaed in their primary home language
of pending actions and of their,' possible consequences.
Documentation, must be obtained showing the parents' in-
forined consent.

Sationale. Complex emotional and personalitY variables
may'interact, in, many ways to -cause the child's referred'.
behavior. It is quite helpful to have valid data regarding
these variables. There may be nothing handiCapped about.
thechild; and his'problem might be corrected bY intbryen-
tion strategies.available through the regular school program
(i.e., the school counselor). On the other hand, some form
of psychosis or severe neurosis may be present and di-

.agnosed,.sO appropriate special education intervention can
bp provided:: .

It is especially important to get .the-child's mkt view-
point. of what is lloing on and how he perceives it by. :
directly interviewing the child.. Many times' aeisions, ire
made which move children from .plate td.plaCe_arn__DI o_one
ever asks the child what he thinks..

Objective. The objective is to determine the degree of
emotional involvement, present in the ob.;erved deviant be:
haVictrs and to deterinine the degree of abnormality .( if any)
indicated. .

Evaluation. The .presence or absence of emotional dis--
turbance as determined by appropriately credentialed pro-
fessionals is the criterion for determining whether or not
the assessment.of personality factors is sufficient.

Proceaures. The standard techniques-Used are projective'
tests, buf to gain access tb the child's oWn perceptions, one
should include techniques ,for tnat purpose, i.e., personal
interview,.:. sentence completion, autobiography .(tape-
'recorded po'Ssibly); .

Interpretation. Interpretation of personality assessment
data,should be attempted only bY highly skilled and eXperi-
enced professIonals in ps)chologY or psychiatry (or as al'. \
lowed by specific state.,and local policies)-. r

-Furthermore, the information generated by such inter- --
pretation is of an extremely confidential nature and every

.effort should be made to mntain proper cbnfidentiality.
Option§. The question to aliswer is, "To what eXtent is

the 'referred .child's observed deviance- within noiinal limits
given the circunisfances urrounding the child at tne time?"
If there 'is evi. donee of severe emotional involvement (as -

judged by competent professionals) then the child may bei'
considered' for special education intervention prOided
other data support such a decision. If, there is np uch
Pvidence,' tnen the 'child- might,* referied to the schOol
counselor or schonl psycnologist 'through the regular educa-
tion program. If the child.iS not placed in special education,
assistance should be given to help his teacher handle his
specific problems as they relate to the learning environ-
ment,. The decision' to place or not to' place the child in
special 4educa.tion classes for the emotidnally disturbed



should be based 'on more supporting data than a simple
assessment of persoriality.variables.

9. Intellectual Aisessment Data
Note: In this area parent involvement is mandatory.

Inforrned consent must be documented prior to the admin-
istration of intelligence tests. The child must be assessed in
his Primary languagethe language-With which liejs the
most familiar and has the best capacity, tO;understand.

Rationale: Tests of aCaderniCaptitudes are valuable tools
which can provide objective, quantifiable, 'and predictive
data. If oneaccept; that a basic role of school is to foster.

academic development, then these tests provideihe best
predictors of- success. It is when the tests are used to

.classify ; pupils into ability levels for special education
classes for;the mentally retarded (not to mention classes for
the -mentally gifted) ihat problems arise.

Objective. To provide acCurate data to.estimate thelevel
of a child's intellectual functioning,.

Evaluation. The degree to which other assessment data
are also used in the determination of the;validity of intellec-
tual assessment data will be The criteria for determining
whether or riot the assessment of intelligence is acceptable.

/Procedures. Various individually administered standard-
ized tests, utilizing rainverbal and verbal responses, are
available to use. .

Interpretations. Mist quantative interpretatiOns utilike
national norMs. It is. linportant to expand beyond this one
set of rcrerence data and consider his/her performance with
respect to localized rariuns orAose available for the child's
.Own racial-ethnic or social-economic group (see Chapter 5,
Pluralktic Assessment).

Interprelations of data from tests' of academic, aptitude
often are enhanced by using other stranies. Meeker (1969)
presents techniques for analyzing a child's performance in
reference to Guilford's Structure ,of Intellect model. New-
land (1963) encouravs us to differentiate performance
data on the -basis of items which tap basic psychological
processes versus. those which more directly reflect learned
behavior (e.g., achievement in school). Conceptual models.
61' intelligence presented by Jensen (070) .and" Cattell
(1963) also'are useful in analr,ing a child's performance on
academic aptitudes tests. Many of these strategies.are sum-
marized by Sattler.. (1974) and Lambert,. Wilcox, and
Gleason (1974).

Options. The question to, aiswer is, "What cyidenc...
exists in the data from ALL other sources to substantiate
the finding of intellectual'.assessment data?" If the answer

"little or none," then it WOuld be unthinkable to Place
any reliance on an IQ test score regardless of how well the
test was administered in accordance with strict standardized
testing procedures. Let the weight of available data peak
for itself and never 1T,;e. added weight to the IQ test simply

.

b'ecause it provide; a ;:core.
If the... answer to the initial question is, "Sppport is.

present iu adequate measure," then professional judgment
is necessary to make a .decision about the level of intellec,
tual functioning demonstrated by the referred child. If the,
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level of intellectual functioning is below the limits required
for consideration as mentally retarded, then make the de-
cision with the assurance that ALL available 'assessment
data have been obtained and used 'in the decision-making
process.

Summary
Nonbiased testing. simplY means reducing' the chance

that a 'child is incorrectly placed in sPecial claSses and
increasing the use of intervention programs which facilitate

, his physical, social, emotional, and aca...emic deVelopment.
On the assumption that children have been segregated on

the basis of. biased testing procedures, educators have
sought for that magic formula which will eliminate the bias
from tests used in placement of children into special educa-
tion classes-where a social stigma is implied.

While biasea testing practices may have been employed,
there is far more evidence that the use of fest data has been
the biasing factor rather than the tests themselves. Test data
are no more valid than the professional judgment used to.j
apply thenn.

Only when all sources of data 'are considered in concert
is an assessment truly comprehensive and Only then do
decision makers have the necessary information to make,
appropriate decisions about the educational placement and
programming of a child referred for special education con-

sideration. Placement on less data than this is to deny a
child his civil rights as an individual. The assessment tech-
niques used my, be as nonblased as'preSently' possible,
however, until all relevant data was available,. a nonbiased
decision is not possible. '

CONTENT FOOTNOTES

1. Some persons,seriously question whether sensory-moto5.,abilities
can be assessed accurately or can be improved through special
progamming. TneSe questions also May apply to other charac-
teristics of children under review. Nevertheless, state and local
policies often require assessment of sensory-motor 'and ether
abilities. Thus, they are included within this comprehensive.
assessinent process.

ss 2. Research on this scale 'continues. Larrthert (1974)- reports data
on C4fornia children between 7 and 14 from. regular, EMR, and
TMR classes. Children from various facial-ethnic groups and
social classes' were included in this study.
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ETHICAL STANDARDS OF PSYC41040GISTS

psiThologist believes in the dig1Iity'altd,y'0>th.:4 the individual
human being. /le is committed to inceasing initn's understanding
himself aml othery. While pnrsuing*thisiemleavor, he protects the
tvellar.e of (my person who nut", s'eek:his service or of any subject. htintan
or animal. that limy be the object of his study. lie does not use his

.-Trofessimial .or relathmships, nor does he knmvingly permit his
own .:servici;s to b it.wd 41, other's, or purposes inconsistent with these
vahtes. While demanding JOr himself. .freeclont qf inquiry . una
ri)nnnunieutinn. uecepts the resp6nsibility thisfreedom 'confers:jot-
c..,orttpetence..vlii;re lie claims it. Jbr Objectivity in the r'eport qr his

...findings, and for consideration of the best interesti of his colleaguei
. and-of society...

Specific Principles

Principle 1: Responsibility, The psychologist,
2

conimitted to increasing,
man's undo-standing of man,.places high value on objectivity and integrity,
and maintains the highest 'standards in the services he offers.

,t. A s, a self:Mist :he.-psychologist 'believes that society will be best served when.lte
invcAtigates where his jit<Iginenl indicates investigation is needed: he plans his esearch in such
a )% ay as to mil:mite the liossibility that his findings will be misleading: and he publishes full
repiirls of ltis- work,. never disearding..without explanation data which may modify, the
interpretation a resolk.

A.s a eseher,the psycholligist recogni/.es his primaribbligation to help others acquire
knOwled,ge and skill, and in:maintain, high standards of scholarship.

c. .Asa mactitionen the psychologist knows that he bears a heavy social responsibility
because his work MaY to(ich intimately tile -lives of 'others. -

,,

Principle C.ompetence, 1 he maintenance ..of .high standards of
_

professional competence is it responsibility shared -by all. psychologists, in
. . .

the interest of Iht -putilic and of the profession as whole,
discourage the practice of psychOlogy by unqualified persons and assist

the pahlic ill. mailifyitig psyclmlogists competent tO give dependable professiomd service,
When a psyetiol.igist. or a- person identifying hintself. as .a psychologist ,violates ethical'
standards. psychologists who know firsthand of such :ietivities attempt to rectify the situation.
.When sue)) a siination cannot by dealt' with informally, it is eMled to'the attention of the
appropriate local: state, or national eiiminittee on professi9nal ethics. standards, and.-
piaci iccs.

IL bsychlilogists regarded as qtialificd for independenl practice are those who (a) love
been atrilcd biplonia by the American lloard of 1:.xaminers in Professional Psychology. or
MI have beeli lice oSed in. Certified b'y stat. L exaMining boa nl s, or (c) have been cell Clied by
volontiiry boat ds dtablislwd bystale psychological associations. Psychologisk who do not yin

.1 .

CopyriOtcd.by the Aniericao Psyehological Association. Inc:, January 1%3. Reprinted
(and edited). trom.the .Anierieun Psyehnlogi,v, January 1963, and as amended by the APA
Council or Rp, est:illative% in September 1%5 and December 1972.

.2-A student of psychillOgy isho assumes Ihe role of' psychologist shall be COnsidcred a
lisychologist ji.ir the piirposen of this'code of ethics.
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meet the qualifications revogriiiedafor independent practice should gain experience undcr
qualified:dipersision.

c." ri psN'ehologist recognizes the boundaries of his, competence and the limitations of
his techniques and does not olfer services ur use techniques that fail to nieel professional
standards established tes-partienlar fields. The psychologist who.engages in.practice:assists his
client in obtaining profesSional help for all important aspects of his problem that fall7oUtside
the boundnriqof his own competence. This principle requires. for example. that provision be
macleAriellie:^ASittiosis.-and treatment of relevant medical pro@ems and .for referral to, or
consultation .wi!hi 6t her 40ccialists.

. d., The psychologist in clinical work recognizes that his effectiveness depends in. good
part upon pis_ ahility to mainthin sound interpersonal relations, that temporary or more
endOring, aberrations in his own persona* may interfere with .`this ability or distort hiS
appraisals or others. There he refrains from undertaking any activitY in which his persiinal
prohlems arc likely fii result in inferior professional services or harni to a client; or, ifsfic is
already engaged in sueijan activity when he becomek aware of his personal problemshe seeks
competent professional assistance, to determine whetherThe should continue or terminate his,
serviOs in his client.. .

Principle 3. 'Moral and Legal Sta.ndards. The.',psychologist in the
practice of his profession shoWs sensible regard.for the 'social -codeS' and
moral eipectations of the comnilinity in which he works.. recognizing that
violatons of accepted moral and legal standards on his part may involve hiss-
clients. students, or colleagues in damaging personal conflicts, and impugn
his own name and the reputation of his professioM .

Pr,inciple 4. Misrepresentation. The psychologist avoids' misrepreseuta-
tion.of his own professional qualificationS. affiliations:and purposes,...aud

. those of the institution§ and organizations with. which he is associated.
a, A psychologist does not claim either `directly .or by implication prfessional

qualificalions.that differ from-his actual qualifications, nor does he misrepresent.his'aifiliation
with any institution-..organization,or individual, nor lead others to assume he has affiliations
that he does nut. have. The psychologist is resPonsible for correcting otherwho misrepresent

' his professional qualifications or affiliations.
b. The psychologist doe's not misrepresent an institution or organization-With which he is

affiliated by ascribing to it characteristics thal it does not have.
.c. -A 'psychologist ',dons not uSe his affiliation with the American Psychological

Association or. its Division's for, purposes that arc not consonant.with the stated purposes of the.. ,

Association.
cl. A psycholcigist does not associate hiniselfivith. or 'permit his name to- be used in

cOnneetiorrwith any-services or products in such a way as-to misrepresent them, the degree of
his responsibility for th.epi. or the nature of his_affiliation. .

Principle S. Public Statements. Modesty, scientille caution, and due .

regard for the,limits or present- knowledge characterize all statements of
. psychologists *who supplY-Information- to the Public: either directly or.

indirectly. .. , J. . .,
a. Psychologists who interpret the scienceOf peychnlogy or the !II-vices of psychologistt

-.Jo clients or to the general public have an., obligation to. report l'airly and accurately.
Exaggeration, sensatinualisrii.: snperficia14. and other kinds of misrepresentation are avoided.
." b. Wli'en information-ahout psychological. procedures -and techniques is-gitien. care is
taken to indicate that thcy should bc used only bY persons adequately trained- in their'Use.

c. A psychologist, who engages in radio or television activities Aocs not participate in
commercial announcements recommending ,purchas or use of a product.

_
.Principle 6. Confidentiality.. Safeguarding informatión ,about an

individual that has been obtained by the psychologist in the course of his
teaching. practice,- or investigation-- is a.. primary obligation of., the

6 0
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Imehologisi; Stich inlorinatibri iC not communicatcd. to others unles .

. . , . . r-.certain iniportant conditions Tire met: ..
.., .

.

:i. Inlurimition recened in confidence i'S: reycalcd oiily alter most carelid deliberation-
and when Iliac is cleat and imminent danger to an indiyidual.:nr to society, and then only to
Appropriate prolesi.ionol %%oi:Iteri. tir public atithoritiey. . . . .

b Inlimnalion obtained in .clitneal 'or cum.:idling relationships. lir evaluative. data
Conuernoig 'children, stinlent.s: 'employees-. and ,others are discussed only for professional
Purp.i.,ses and, tulle with persons clearly concerned. with the ease. Written and oral reports
should pre'sent only data germane to the purposes ot the evaluation, every effort should bc
an'ade to ayoid undue invasion or privacy. - . .. .

c. .Clinieal and other materials are used in classroom leaching and wiiting only when the
identity of _the .persons involved i's adequal,ely disguised. . .. .

(I. -I Ite,conlidi:miality of mote...dun:it vonininnicalCons abtint individuals is Maintained.
.Onnly Own Ilk I:riginator allit other persdns involved give (heir express permission is a'

cool-111cm Oil prolussimoll communication shown to-the individual couterned. Tlie psychologist
is responsiblit, for informing the client of the limits'of the-eimlidentiality.

.e. ()Illy 34? espilCil perlia!siall ha% .he01 grallied is Ihe ideality or research subjects" '
paiiikiled. Whea data .have been published without peTheiticsion for identification. the'

.

psychologist oviumes responsibility For adequately disguising their sburees.
I. The 'psychologist' make6 provisions for the "norinienance or confidentiality in. the

Inc:seri Mimi 'Ittil uhiniab!'dicposition or confidential rcCords.
...

,--.
- Principle 7. ClientWcitre,.,:l'lle psyc,hologtt ruspects the integrity and

protects 'the wellarc of the person oe aropp with -whom he is workinii;
;. . .

*a. I he psyehologiid in. indwilry, ydnealion, and other situations in which CIMiliels .of
itoriesi limy nrise among vin-ious parties, as betireen management and labor, o'rcbetween. the
client and employer of the psychologist defines for hinisell the nattire and direction ol Ins
loyalties and ii-onnisibilities mid keeps ail partic,s concerned inhirtned of-these ecimmitments.

h. When, there is a coullieLamong pridessional %%tickers. the psychologist.. is concerned
primarily with the iv711afeo-f any_client juyolyed and only secondarily with-the interest or hi's

- ... ..

.' own pi olessional group. i
e. - nu: psychologist attempts to.t.'e,rnmode a clinical of consulting relationship when it is-

reasonably. lear to the psychologist (hal the cliiml is noi 'benefiting front ,,,(1.
d, 'fhe psychologist. who' asks 001, an indis idual.. reveal personal iii-formation in the

course of interviewing, testing. or evaluatit'in, or iiho allows such information to be divntrted to
hini. does cO' only after 'making cert.:Uri, that the responsible 'person 'is fully inyare, of (he
porposec of the intervicw,lcsting, oi eVa:Nration 'and ollfie ways in which the inforniation may
he used. . ..

.
. .

In eases imoking tclerral. the responsiliility ()Ellie psychologist for the 'welfare of the
...' client continues until this responsibility is i ysinned by the-prolessional.persofi to whom the
.... client is referred pr moil the relationsInp with the, psychologist making the referral lois been

terminated by mutual agreement. In situations wriere referral,' consultation: or other'clianges
in the ciinditnms of the treatment are indicateil and the client refuses referral, the psychologit
clirelolly Weighs the possible haiot to die client, to himself, and Minis profcsSion that. might .,_.

. ensue from conliiIng the relatio nship. .. . .... . .

I. The, psyyhologist why; requires. the taking of psyehologieal 'icsIsi" fine didactie,
elas,,ilienition. oryesearch purposes' protects the examinceF by.insuring that the tests and test
rest-ills are used .,in a profeSsional 'manner., ,

Whenin;lentially distnibing subjeet Mattel is presented to students.. il is disCussed
otricilirely, and elfort arc made to handle 'constructiscly any, difficulties that arise,

. II. Care.ninst be taken lorinsure an appropfiale selling.for clinical work to protect both .

client and psychologist front actual Or -imputed harm and the prOfession froM censure,.
'i. In Meuse of accepted drugs for thcropetilie purposes special care needs to be

cscierIA, hy the psychologist to assure.' himself that the collaborating physician peovidcs
..suit able sa leguards -kir 1 he clierq.

-

. , .

.u:. . .

Principle. 8. Client; Relationship. The psychologist informs his
prospcctive.client or ilicinsportant aspect of the potential relationship. that "-

might-affect the client's decision to,:cnter the relationship.

6.1'
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_

a. Aspects of thoichl !kinship likely-to al feet the choirs decisron Include flu: recording of
'all intersiew , the use of inlerview material tOr training put-Poses and oS'C'rvalion -of- art
inters iew by Ilher pl.TG(111%.

. .

h. Whch the client is not competent to.eviim;tc the situation fas in the c.aw or a
the person responsible for the dient is informed of the eirettmstances which may influence the
relationship,

rhe .Psycholokist does not norn6lly enter . int o a prolessiorial relationship %Oh
memliers his owvn faii ify. intimate friends. close associates. or others yyhose Welfare rnightrbc
jeopgrdi/ed by such a'dual retafionship,

rrinciple 9. lnipersonal Servi6es. PsyeTiological servietAfor the'porpose
Of diagnosis. treat niept, ot personalized advice are provided 'only in the
context of a rirolCSsional,relationship, *a nd-are. not given by rocans of public
lectures or . denionstrnions, newspaper or magazine articles.- radio or

,

nrogranis,),IiIii, dr similar media.
..

.vie preparation or Retsonnel ectiorfs and recurrendations based on test data
seemed sidely,by mail 14 urrell.at linle5 such arcraisals arc an inlcgral parl of a conlinnini;
clienil Jelationship tint, a conipanf. uS n. result,,or wha..11 the easulth4t irsy.ehnlogist has:
inten6te.1010,,ludge ur thiJ client's Personnel situ:Ilion and can bc assured..ths'rehy that his
wriuett appraisals will.te adequitc tu the purpose and will be prOticely interpreted by the'.

'I.hcsc it-ports must nol h, ernbelli,idicdrst Oh sot+ detailed anaryses,of thc subject's
personalifs trair;; as would bk approprially'all6- intensive interviesit,uith the subject. The
repners ()nisi nor fnake specific. recorincridalionsac ,fo employment or placement of the

ss hiyi go beyond the ps chologist's knowledge of the jobretrirenients.uf the conipi'in v.
I be 1-1:11011 bust rn pot pill I.Ao.elintinale the company's-nor In carry on soeh othe'r regular
011111os-rent or tict %tunnel practices as appraisal- or the work histor .y. checking orreferelll'es,
past perlormance in the 'company,

. ........ .

. . ,,
....

,

Principle 10. Ammtnleerrient-of Services. A psychologist adheres to
....prol.ssional rather l'haa:.:.commijcial standards in making known his.
availabilit lor potessional seryices': ', ,,

.

a. A- futcchologisi doec not.'.-ilfrcetli solicit clicips hir inifividnol diagnosis or ilicrapy,
Ii Iffilit 'dual hncturlis Ill ic.11.:plinire..ilieeehinics arc lirnirCil..61 name. higlyest relevant

.; degree, certtlicatwin matte, address,- a.nd: ielephone number. .ihey,,nray" ako include
ideflfflicillton fr a_ few winds of lit jisu.Ii 11111 st s inalor rucnc iT "iirctiec. for example. child

therapy, personnel selection. industrial. jisyeltology, Agency Wings are equally posies!.
1..7. Announcements indi.vislual private pi a.Oiec-are limited to a._ simple statement of the.'

..tionic his:hest relevant sit:wee. certification .or diplomate status. ultlressitclephone 7
4II rice )tlnr.ilti'iI il the. ilpys :Or .Whviee%-repthered.. moloioley,66,t, of

fist ii units tif 5tall iiiumbei's with their .qoalifications. I hey conforriOn he;
paNictiltirS isith lire Nome standards as .individual artnotinciiinefil, unking .cerlani .(hat the
Irtie natorc of the' oliani/ation is apparent. .

. .d. psychologist 'or -agency announcing. nonclinica I protescinnal %services- ninyz,nse
tiroehities flint 'are rleseriptive of 'services 'rendered but mil .evalualiy6. They 'may..lre sent
to prolc,sional sellouts, 'business firms:government agencies, and other similar
orgaiiieation.,

e. like in a lirochme,01 lCst Innnlninials rom satisfied users is iniacceptahle. lire
idler of a free Ifial it Services is unacceptable if it operates to Misrepresent in anY way the
nature or the,ellicaey offtlic.services rendered by the psychOlogist-. Claims that a psychologist
nrc unique sk.ills or unique deCieV's not availalile to others in the profession arc made only if the

tti it iii these onitpre (Icvie.es Ills beef) derounstri led hy
aet.cpta He tit idenc.C.

I. I he psichologi.si nioSInot encourage (nor. it Orrin- Iris puWer, even alltiw) a client pi
hicie idea-. as 10 he int. \Civil. es relnden:d,-(...lainils Made to.dielits rluuuiui the
efficacy 01 his services Inn.4 no go beyond thosewhielt the psychologist woulth be willing

-7. ,
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f.1.!

subject lo prntessional serutioy,Ihrough publishing his results and his claims in a professional
journal.

Principle I I. Intcrprofessionil° Relations. A ,psychOlogists acts with
integrity' in regard to. Colleagues in psycholugy and in other prOfessions.

u. roach member of hi.i.Assoviat ion cooperates with thii duly constituted Committee on
Scientific atidNolessional Ethics and ConducOn the perjiirniaim cc orits du ties,by responding
:to inquiries with reasonable promptness and completeness.. A member lakihglonger" !him 30
-days to resPond to such inquiries shall hate the" burden of dembnstrating that he acted with"reannahle prinoptoess.',

11. A psychologist does not normally offer professional. services to a 'person receiving ,
psyclidogieal assistance from another. professional worker except by agreement with the other
worker Er alb:1'111c termination of the Acid's relat imnlhip with the other professional.vvorker.

e. The wellare of clients and colleagues requirecthat psychologists in j,int practice or,
corporate activities make an orderly 'and explicifarrangement regaeding the tonditions of their
association and its possible termination. Psychologists who Serve as employers Of other

'psychologists have.an obligation to make similar appropriate arrangemenfs .'5

Principle 12.'Remuneratión. Financial
t
a prOfessional.

:practige are in .accord with professional_standards that safeguard the best
interest of the client and the' prolgssion.. .

a. 1,11 establishing rates.for -professional services, the psyspoliigist considers earchdly
both thc ability. of the client to meet the financial burden and thcChaeges made by other
professional persons engaged in comparahle work. hlcis svilhiitg In contribute a 'portion of his
services to work° for which tic receives little or. no financial return. : .

-No commission or rebate or any other fp- ni.orreinuneration is giVen:or received for
referral i)I cliepc for professional services: '.

e. 'file psychologist in clinical or connseling.pracfiee does not use his 'relationships with
clients to prrinule. for personal gain or the profit' of an agency. commercial enterprises.of any
kind. ,

A psychologist doeS not acrept a private fee or any other form a rentuneration for
Professional wink II person who is emit led to his services thrinigh all institution or agency.
-the policies of ;, particular agency may make exylicif priwision for private.work with its clients
by members or its staff. and iii "siich instances-01i client.must be fully apprised of all policies
afketing him.

Principle 13. Test Security, -Psychological tests and- other assessment
devices,,the.valuc of whichdetiends in part.on the naivete of thc subjectare
not rgproduced or described in popular Publications in ways thati,might
invalidate' the techniques. Access to such deViecs is 'limited to persons with'
professional' interests who will ,safeguard their usg.

a. -Sample items made up to resemble (Vise of tests being discussed may be reproduced
in 'popular articles and elsewhere, bui seor'ahle tests arni actual test items arc not,reprodueed

in professional viiiblieations.
I), The psychic& isf isresponsiblc for the.control_of psychological-tests and other devices

and procedures used Cor_instruction when their value might he damaged by revealirig to the
gencrid Public their specific contents M. uriderlying principles: ' -..

,

Principle 14. Test Ifiterpretation, Test scores.. lilse test materials, are'
released only to persons vho arc qualified to interpret -and use them
properly,

,
.;.' Materials for r6tfirt Mg test 'scores to parents. orwhich are designed for self.appraisal

pOrposes in schools, social agencies, or industry are closely supervised by qualified
psychologists or counselors with. provisions for referring an,c1 counseling individuaN when
needed. m.

.
.

.

0 4
. - ..

'' h. I est results or other assessment data used for evaluation or -classilleation.'arCt
commubieated to employers. relatives; or *oilier appropriate persons-in such a manner as to
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-
guard against misinterpretation 'or misuse. li the usual ease, an interprelat inn hi thc test.result-
rather than the score is Communicated. :

e. When test results arc communicatO -direelly hi parculs ,and students. they 'are
accompanied by adequate imerprelive aids ur advice.

Principle IS. Test Publication:' -Psychological tests are.. offf red fOr
Commercial publieatiOn only topiiiilishers .:..who present their tests in
priiicssional Way and diStribu te:t hem only to, qualified users.

a. A test marital, technical handbook. or other, snitable report on the test is provided
which des-critics the method of CMISiniefitig and standardizing the lest, aiid summarizes the,

.. .
.validation research: .

. . . ,.
h. TheImpulationsliirivIlich the lest has lien devehiped and the purposrs for.whis.h it is

--recommended ai-e stated 41 he manual. Liniit,ations upon the test's dependability, and aspects
ol hs,valithty on which research" is lacking of invomplete. are clearly staled.. hi particular. Ibc
mantial contains a warningfegardifig int crprefations likely to be nthd t? which have not yet,been
-sulislantimed by rtiseareli. ..

c. The catalog and manual. indicate the training or p'rofessional qu;lifications required
Tor sound interpretation nf the test.

1-d. The test manual and slipportiqg documents take MI6 account the principles
:-cnimieated. Il the Stundord.s..filr. 1:duratipouloul Psyrhologicul Tests. nod Moo was.

. e. Uest advertisements are factual:and-descriptive rather than emotional and per.suaive.

Principle '16.. Research Rrecautions:-. The pSychologist assuMes
obligations for the welfat'c'of his res'earch subjects:both animal and human.-

The decisim- to. undertake" research shoukl rest upon a considered
judgment by the-individual psychologist about how.bcst 'to 'contrihute to
psychological scie tree and to human .well'are.' The responsible psychologist
k eighs-alicrna live. directions itt which personal energieS. '-and resources '
might .be itweSted,- l..1vving - made the decision to conduct rescat'eh,
p,scindogkis must carry QuI their investigations with respect for the people
%%Ito pa-rlicipate and with concer.n.5 for -their .dignhy7 and'. welfare. The
Principles that follow make explicit the investigator's ethical. responsibili-
tics toward participants over the course of research. from thc initial decisioil

:AI, porsoc a study to the'stcPs 1.teceSsavy to protectthe.-confidenliality of
research data. These Principles should bc interpreted .in terms 'of the.
contextspilovided iluthe 'complete docuthent 3, offered as a 5.1.1Pplement 'to.

'these Prificiple5:-. ._
..

.
. .. . ..
. .

3.- In planning a study the hfrestigator bas-thc personal responsibility, to make a carcful
esaluation of its ethicat.rWeeptability, taking into account these princii-Aes for researth with
human hejuigs In flii2 extent that this appraisal. weighing -scientific and humane values,
suggests a deviatiim from any. Principle. the investigator inetirs an increasingly serious
obliOtion Io seek ethical advice and m observe more tri,rigent safeguards tO protect th'd

. .ol the human reseafch. participants.
Ior the establishinen't and Maintenance of 'accotable ethical practice

in, reseal ch c lways'rcitia IllS avith 111c indiVidnat inv;estigator..ihe investigator is also, responsible
him the ethical treatment urresearch participants by-Collahofators, asiistants, students, and
employees, all of whom, however, incur pa ra !lel obligations.

Rthical practice-requires the investigator toilfo.fm the participant of4.M1 features of
the rcseotch tpal reasonabiy,mighl tic e.*pect ed-to lencewillingness to participate..a,nd to
explain all ot her aspects of:the researcit'about which It r participant inquires. Failure tn make
.full disclOsnre-gises'adilect ciliphasis to Mc investigator's abiding responsibility to 'protect Mc
MclCar9: and dignity, of. die research piirticipant.

F()Orol Prin rt plc.s do. Condo: I of liest:areb %yid: Human "cart 1cl/hints, aslailable upoh
lorequest. front -the Ainerican Psychological Association:
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As and h onesty are essential' -characteristics of the relationship between
imiestig:ifor ,til research participant. Whcn the methodological requirements of a 'study
riccessijate concealment or deception. the inyestigator is required to ensure the participant's
understancling,of the reasonsloy this action and to restore the,quality of the relationship With
the.investigaior. . . .

. . .

C. Ethical research Practice requires the investigator to respect the Mdividuars freedom
,,, ,,to decline In participate in research or to discontinue participation'al any tune. The obligation

to protect (hi freetlorn'requires speciarsigilance when the investigathr is in a Position of power
over the participant. the :decision .th !Unit .this freedom give,s added :emphasis to the
investigators abiding respo`nsibility to .proteci the participant's dignity and welfare.

f. Ethically acceptahls research begins with thc establishment of .a clear and fair
agreement, belvieen !tic investigator and the research -.participant 'that clarifies the
responsibilities of each. The investigator has the obligafion to horthr all promises and
eonimithicrits included in that..agrc'enfetit. .. .

!neat investigator protects participa.lts front physical and ..mental discomfort,
harm and datij,,. II the risk cif such conseqitences exists, the investigator,is iequircd to Inform'
the participant of that fact, secure chrient before prneeeding, and take all possible measures to
mininitn,distress. A rem:arch procedure olarnot bc used if it is likely tocause serious and
lasting harm to participants. . ..

. , . .,
b. After the data arc rolleeted.. ethical. practice-requiresthe'inveStigatcir In prtivi e the

participaht with a full clarification of the natui:e of the study, 'and to remove any
rniScinceptions that may have arisen. Where seWritific or humane valuesjustify delaying or '
v,itlitiOlding iittorm'ation, the. investigator acquires a speciarresponsibility to assurethit there
arc nit.darnaging 'consequences for the participant.' ...

Where.. research pricedures may result in undesirahle consequences for the-
partierpaol, the investigator has. the iesponsibility-to detect and remove or correct these
consequent:es...including. where relcva.nt, long.telrni aftereffects.'

i. Information obtained about. the research participants, during ihe coorSe of art
investigation ts confidential. When. the possibility lexists that others may ol-kain access to sUch
'information..cthiea I researeh .pract ice requires that this pnssibility, together with theplans for
protecting confidentiality, he explained to the particirants as a 'part of the procedure-for

.,obtaining iiitornied consent.
.

k: A. psycholpgist using animals in research adheies to the provisions nt the Rules
Pegarding Animals., drawn up by the Committee nn Precautions and Standards in Animal
Experimentation and adopted by the Anierican Psychological Association.

I. trojestig.:;ions of human subjects using experimental drugs (for example: .

liallucin(tgenic, psychotonlimetie; psychedelic; or similar subst a nces) shouhl he'conducted May
. in such"settings as clinics. hospitals. or research facilities main tainihg appropriaterSafeguards
for the subjects.

..
.

Principle 17. Publication Credit. Credit is assigned 10 those who:have..
contributed to.a publication, in proportion to their contribution, and only.,-to these.

a..:. Maj9r. etiributions of a professional 'character, made by several persons to a
,common project.,are remgnited by joint.authiirship. The experimenter nr authorWho has
made the principal contribution to b, pUblication is identified: is the first listed.

b. Minor 'contributions ot,a' professional character, extensive clerical or SiMilar
nonprolessiimarai:Sistance. and other minor contiihutions arc acknowledged.in footnotes or in
an introductory. statement.:

c. Acknnwledgment through specific citations is made for unpublished as well as
puhlished. material that, has directly .influenced the research or writing. .

d,, A psychologist-who compiles and edits tit'r publication the contributions of,others
radishes t he symposilim or report:under the title of the committee or symposium, with his own
name appearing as chairman.,or editor among those of theother contributors or cOmmittee
members, .

. Principle- 18. RespOnsibili ty towatd Organization. A 5sychologist
.

respects the., righls and reputation of the institute or organization with'
which he is associated'.

6 5
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3. Materials fn-cp:n:cd by a. psychologist as a part of his regular'work under spccilic
direction organi/ation are the properly of that organi,ationi'Such materials arc released
for use or j'uthlication hy a psychologist in accordance witk policies of ant horization.
assignment of credit. and '.klated mailers uhich!,have been estahlished by his organization..

I. Other material resulting incidentally front activity suppOrled bY any agenc: and for
!..hielt the psychologist rightly assumes indiyklual responsibility. t's.puldished with disclaimer
for any ?esponsibility on. the part of the supporting agency.

Principle 19. Promotional Acthitics. Thc_psycliologist associated with
.

_

..thc development or promotion of psycholoJeal d*.viees. books, or other
products offered for C-onthiereial.sale IS responsiblclor ensoring that,such
devices. honks. or products are presented in a professional and tactual way.

0. flaiins regarding perhirmanee, benelits..or results are supported by scientifically
act:plank evidence. .

. 'Hie ilsyebnIngist il,,eciiit use prolessional jou rnalsfor tile .cdonnercial pploitation of
risychological produck. and the., psychologist-editor guardS" against

c. 'Ike psychologist with-a financial interest in the sale or use of a psychologleal prndoct
is sensitive fo pocilile conflict of interest in his promotion of such products, and _avoids "
compromise of his professional responsibilities and obkctives..

6 (3
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APPEND-IX B
elected Portions front, Standard's 'for 'Educational

1-1

and Psychological Tests
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The follOwing recomendations were seleCted from the Standards for
Educational and P,i7chblo,gical!Te,:ts (Davis, 1974). They point out
selected pringiP1-3s which arejmpoxtant in developing and using tests.
The reader.is Strongly encouraged to become familiar wi!th the complete
documpnt and not to rely. upon only the follOwing principles in. design-.
.ing and implementing a nondiscriminatorytesting program.:

'STANDARDS MR .TESV,:MANUALS: AND-REPORTS.':.
.

Dissemfration of InforMation A test user needs informaOoft to help hiM
use the test-in standardWays.and to evaluate a test relative .tO others he

, .

might serect fc? r a given purpose. The.information that'he needs' to select
a test or to use it must.coMe,, at deast-in peri, from thetest developer..
Praotices.of-authors and publishers in fu"rnishinginformation have.varied.
Sohletimes the test manual offers only vague directions, forCadMinIstering
and scoring.; norms oy uncertain origin; and perhaps.nothing,more. in
contrast, some manuals ,fOrnish.exterisive informatjon on test develepmept,
valjdc't,i_reliability. bases for norMativejnfdrmatioh, appropriate ki ds'

of interpretation's and uses, .and they presOlt. all suth information in.
detail.

'When.a test.-is Piib-lished.oroherwise madq-avai,labLe for operational .use,

it should ,be accompanied by aimanual .(or ot.her published or. readily available
information) that makes every' rieasonable effort to folk:m.01e recommendations
of these Standards and, in:particular, to provide' the informatior(required
tosubstantjate nny claims that have been made fOr its uSe.

rr

A test manualshould desCribe'fally the development'of the test: . the
rationale,..speCifications .followed in. writing items or select.in.g.observa-
tiohs, and proCeduiesand rutts of item anal'ys'is or, other research.,

d . ,
1. .

Aids to Interpret.ntion The reSpontibili ty for making inferences about the
meaning-and legiCm6te uses of test results rests- prima.rily with the user..
.IR making -suchjudgments, however,-he must depend in part on informatiOn7
about the.test made.available deVeloper.-

-Therma'nual. or report form from a scoring,serviCe cannot ful,ly;p7reare the'
user fer interpreting the tests He-Will sometimes 41pve.to Makejudgments

,
that have nOt been substantiated by_publiShed. evidence. Thus:, the
vecational cbunselor cannot.expect.to havevalidity data availabTe for
;each ob about. which he makes tentative predictiOns fromtest 'scores.:
The counselor or eMployment interviewer will .have e5<aminees/4i-lo do mit
fit into any 'gr.oup..for whiCh;normative or Validity data arejavallabfe,
The-teacher'will have toevaluate the content.Of an achieve:ment test in
terms Of his instructional. goals and emphasis.. -The. Clinician must bring
general data and theory into his.interpretation of data from'a personality
inventory. The-degreeto which the manual can be expeCted toprepare the-

- 6ser for accurate interpretation ancreffectiVe use Of the tesb varies With
the ty Te. or test and the purpose for which it k used. It is the test.,
developer's responsibility to provide.the info'rMation necessary for good
!judgment; in.jact, developers should make tests as.:diTficult, to misuse and
to mis_interpret as they.can,
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The test,' the manual, the record'forms, and other accompanying material
.

should help users make correct interpretations of the test results and
. should war0 against common. MisuSes.

The tes,-, manual should state explicitly the purposes and applicatiens for
; which the test is recommended.

The test manual should describe clearly the psychological, educational, or
other reasoning undcrlying the test and nature of the characteristic it is
intended to measbre.

The-test manual.should identify any special qualifications required to
,administer the test and to interpret it properly.

,Evidence of valNify and reliability, along With,other relevant research
data, should be presented'in support of any claims'being made.

Tesu developers or others,offering computer services for test interpretation
should provide a manual reporting fhe rationale'and evidence jn support of
computer-based;interpretations Of Scores.

/

Directions fOr-,AdM-inPStration-and Scoring. Interpretations of test'and
.,leaturement techniquesike tho'se of:experimental" results, are most reliable
when the measurits are Obtained Under standardiked or cOntrolled condi-
tions. To be sure,'there,"are eitcumstarfces in test,ip.g where it may be
important'to change conditions'systematically for maXimum:understanding of'
theperfOrMance of.-an indiyidUal. :'For example., NI examiner may systematiCally
modify procedures-in successi/y.e readministrations'of.a test to explore the
'limits of a child's mastery of'a specific-confeiii area such ag a sat of
concepts. Nevertheless, the test;developer'shoul&providea standard
proce.dure from which modifications can be:Jnade. WithoWstandardization,
the qdality of interpretatiowill be reduced to whatever extent
differences in procedure influence performance.

For.most ptirposes, great emphasis is properly placed on gtrict standardization.
of prodedures for administering a test and reciting its.instructions.- if
'I test is tv be used for a wide range of subpopulations, these procedures
should be wholly comprehensible te all examinees in each subpopulation.

The directJohs Jor administration should ba presenter' in the test manual
with surficient.clarity and emphasis so that the test user can duplicate,

. and will be encouraged to duplicate, the administrative conditions under
which the norms and the data on reliability and validity were obtained,

\

The procedurr.:s for scoring the test should be ptesented in the test manual
with amaximum of detail and clarity to reduce the likelihood of scoring
error.

Norms and Stales Interpretations of,test scOres traditienally.have been'
horm referenced; that is, an individuals score iS interpreted In terms of
comparisons with scores made by other irdiViduals. AlternatIve.interpre
cations are possible. Content-referenced interpretations are those where
the score is, di.rectly interpreted in terms of performance at,pach point

cf
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on the achievementcontinuum being measured. Criterion-referenced inter-
pretations,are those where the score is,directly interpreted in terms of
performance at any given point on the.continuum of an external variable.
An external criterion variable might be grade averages 7:7,717eTre-ls of job
performance.

The standards in this section refer prihcipally to tests intended for
norm-referenced test interpretations rather than for content-referenced
interpcetations.

Norms should be published in the test manual at the time of release o
the test for operational use.

Norms presented-ln the test manual should refer to defihed and clearly
pres-crlbed populations. These populations should.be the groups with whom
users orthe test will ordinarily-wish to-compare the personS tested.

In reporting norms, test manuals should use .percentiles for one or mor,e
appropriate reference groups or standard scores for'which the basis is
clearly set forth; a4 exceptional type vf score or unit should be explained
and st'fied. Measures of central tendency and vpriability always 7houldju _ -

be. reported.

Local- norms are,more_ important for-many uses of tests than are published
norms._ A 1:eSt- manual should suggest using local norms in suth situations.

'Derived scales used for reporting:scores should be carefully described
J, in the test manual to increase the likelihood of accurate interpretation

of.scores by both the Lost interpreter and, the examinee.

Where it is expected tHat a test will be used to assess groups rather than
:individuals (i.e., for schools,or programs), normative,data based on group
'summary statistics should be provided.

STANDARDS FOR REPORTS OF RESEARCWON RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

A test deeloper must provide evidence of the reliobility.and validity of
his test; it is usually reported in the test-anual. Many test users
should do similar research on their own application of the test. Their
reports often differ from those in test: manuals by.being,triore detailed
or more specific to a particular kobleM, or by validating test batteries
'rather than individual tests., Despite such differences, the standards of
research, and of research reporting, should be general4, similar in the
two situations.

Validiti. A tesi: developer, or anyone wh- condiActs validotion research,
'should provide as much validily.informatIon as possible so the
w.,er can eviduaLe L:e Lost or the research for his own purposes. .A test
m'anual can provide evidence that will enable the user to evaluate the
oppronriatenuss of the itvm content, to dotermine whether the test is an
sccept.aele. measure of a specified construct, or to decide whether the
test hos provided osefol predictive validities in srtuations similar to

(+1
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hk own. An adequate research report,can help the user decide whether to
go ahead with.tne use of' the test or to seek another predictor.

A manual or.research report sh-ould present the evidence of validity for
each type of inference fOr which use of the test is recommended. If

Validity for some suggested interpretation has not been.investigated,
that fact should bemade clear.

A test useris responsible for-marshalling the evidence in support of
his claims of-validity and reliability. The use Of test scores in
decision rules should be supported by evidence.

dll measures of criteria.should be described completely and accrrutely.
The manual or research report should comment on the adequacy of a.
criterion. Whenever feasible, it shouid draw attention to si'gnificant______:
aspects of performance that the criterron ;.leasure does not-refledt and
to irrelevant faCtors likely to affeOr it:

A cri.terion measUre should itsell be studied for evidence of validity and
that'evidence should,bepresented in the manual or report.

The manual- or research report shoul.d provide information on the appropriate-.
ness of-or limits to the generalizabili.ty of validity information.

The sample employed in a validity study,and the conditions under which
testing is 'done should be consistent with recommended test use and
should be described sufficiently for the reader to, judge its pertinenee
to his situation.

Any selective factor determining the composition of the validation sample
should be indicated in a manual or research report. The sample should be-
deScribed in terms of those variables known as thought to af-fect validity,
such as age% sex, socioeconomic status', ethnic origin-, residential region,
level of education, or other demographid-or psychological characteristics.

The collectib-n-of data for a validity study should follow procadures
COhsistent-with the purposes of the study.

Any statistical analysis oF criterion-related validity should be reported
in the manual in a form'that enables the reader to determine how much
confidence is to be placed in judgments or predictions regarding the
indivi6ual.

A test user should investiga.c the possibility of bias in torts or in
te,,t items. Wherever possib.le, there should be an investigation of possible
differenGes in criterion-related validity for ethnic, sex, or other sub-
samples that can be identified when the test is given. 'The man lal or
research report'should give the resultb for each subsample separ,tely or
report that no diffdrences were found.

7 1



tCr..ment: for many useS, regulations published pursuant to civil rights
legislation require that validity studies be performed separately, on
samples differing-in national origin, race,.sex, or religious affiliation,
when tek...hnically feasible.

The-concept of .fairness.may involve other sources of inappropriate dis-
crimination. For example, placing a hand--dexterity test on a low table
may unfairly bias the test against tall-people. The test user should try.
to identify potentially.unfair influences on test scoreis in his.situation.
Variable's which may contribute inapproOriate_variance may be used for"
subgrouping in investigation,_of-faiTne--Ss.

171q,veverEaUt1on must'be.exercised* in evaluating the possibility of bias.
A Simple difference in group means does not by.itself identify an unfair .
test, although it should stimulate research to explore the question of
fairness. Evidence.of differential validity iS developed by comparing,-
.fOr example, correlatio:. coefficients, regression equations, and means and
variances for each variable. .

The .proper statistical test for such a difference is, for any pard'ineter,
the test Of the hypothesis of no true difference .between the groups, for
.example,:a test of ho difference between correlation coefficients, slopes,
or intereepts. Some investigaterS have au:emoted to examine such
differences by comparing in each subgroup independently the validity
-srtatistic (e.g., the correlation coefficient) to a postulatecLtrue value
of zero. This is not a proper procedure; it does not answer the question
at isue of differences .in -theCharacteristics oF validity. It is

impossible -t=edtR7115T1TTae such differences by showing that one cOrrela
coefficient, for example, is significaritly different from zerwhiie.._

the other is.not. -

Users-should routinelyinvestigate differences in validity when it is
teChnically feaSible to do so, that is, when N's are sUfficient for
reliable comparisons and.when criteria are reasonabl'y valid in each
group, User !. should be aware, however, that a too-hasty acceptance of bias
or of differential validity, if used in decision making, mai; be as likely
to, produce unfair test use al.. a failure to consider the possibility.

For example., to 'avoid unfairness in test use fOr blacks, an employer may
investiyate the possibility of differential validity and find not only
differences in rrieans between black and white:applicants but.also differences
in intercepts of'the regr'ession. Some definitions of Fairness require that
predictions for applicants in either group.should be based on the regression
line deVeloped for hlsown group. If the differences in. intercepts are
statistical.artifacts,(due, Jor examPle, to unreliability), the result might,
be. considered enfair to. blacks (if they have-the lowerregression line)
since their performance might be systematically under predicted. The
effect.can, of coorse, work :both ways depending On the direc-'
differences in regression.

,

It isHmportan't to recoeni4e that there aro different definitions of fair.-
and whether a given procedure ls or, is not fair may depend upOn the-

definition accepted. :Moreover, there are stati,;tical and psychometric
uncertainties abok some of the seurces of apparent differences in
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vali-Jity or regression. Unless a difference is observed on'sample
substantial size, and unless there is a reasonably sound-p-syc ological
-or sociological theory ulDon which to_e2mta-i-h-.--ah-bEibrved difference,
the. difference should be_yiewed-w-iffi caution.]

en--a-S-Eoring key, the selection of items, or the weighting of testi
is based on one sample, the manual should report validity coefficients,

based on data obtaified from one or more independent cross-valUdation
samples. Validity statements should not be based on the original sample.

_

To the extent feasible, a test' user who intends to Oontinue employing.a
test over a long period of time should develop 'Procedures for gathering
data, for continued research.

If test performance .s to be interpreted as a representative sample
of perFormance in a universe of situations, the test manual should give
a clear definition of`the universe represehted and describe the procedures
followed in the sampling from it.

Test conlent should be examined for possible bias.

(Comment: Bias may exist where items do not represent comparable tasks -

and therefore do not sample,a common performance domain for the various
subgroups (cf. 81.3). One may ihvestigate such bias in terms of carefully
developed expert judgmehts; studies of the attitudes or interpretations
oF items in different subgroups might also present useful information
(although care must be takeh to assure that the investigation is clearly -

directed t_o-an-an-alys-Ti- oF content in relation to ah adequately defined
--------------peiformance domain). The judgment of bias may itself be biased; the

princip'le here is that, when it is possible,-such judgments should be
support.ed by data.]

if the author proposes to interpret scores on a test as measuring a
theoretical variable (abllity, trait, or attiqude), his proposed inter-
pretation should be fully stated. His theoretical construct should be-
distinguished from interpretations arisingron the basis of other theories.

'Reliability and Measurement Error, . The test manual or research report
-hould present,evidence of reliability, including estimates of the standard
error of measurement, that permits the reader to judge whether.scores are
sufficiently dependable for the intended uses oF the test. If any of
the necessary evidence has nct been collected, the absence of such lnfor-

,matiOn should be noted.

The procedures and samples used to determine reliability coefficients orstandar& errors,of measurement should be described sufficiently to permita user to judge the applicability of the data reported to the individuals
or groups with which he is concerned.

If two or more forms of a test are published frIr use with the same examinees,
information on means, variances, and characteristics of items in theforms should be reported in the test manual along with the coefficientsof correlation among their scores. If necessary evidence is not provided,
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the test manual should warn the Teader ageinse asSuming equivalence Of
stores.

Evidence of internal,consistency should be reported for any unspeeded-
_

__.

test.
_ -

Internal-reliability estimates-shoUld not be,obtained for highly speeded
tests. -

The test manual should indicate to what extent test scolles are stable,
that is, how nearlY constanC the scores are Mkely to'be if a parallel
form of a test is administered after time has elapsed.- \The manual should'
also describe the effect of any such variation on the usefulness of
the test. The time .interval to be considered depends on\the nature of
_the test and' on what interpretation of the test scores N recommended.

STANbAROS FOR THE USE OF :TESTS /

The standards in the.present volume are to varying degreedirected to ell
,

forMs o'.use. As the use Of tests moves along a continuum\from the description
of a single indiV ) dual, Jn a situation'altowing for corrections of 'erroneous
interpretationS, making decisions about lerge numbers of people, the eest
user must apply more Of the standards, and, perhaps apply tirm More.
rigoTo6sly. Such detisiohs ay profoundly influence the lives of those
tested, such as decitions for employment or for-attendance e\t college,'
or decisions'to atsign a person to one treatment or oppci'rtunty Tather,than
to eno,ther, track,ing in e school .;steM), or d.:!cisions\to continue
or terminate a program or to regulate it.. funds. The .cost_of\ error, tn.,

Trlorrey-And in human sufferLng-r-may be gTeat.. A test'user cannet abdicate
.the respon-iT.FiTiTies described in.these standards by subscribtrig to external-

,

testing services or test suppliers.

\
The Standards of test.use may nothave to.be so.rigidly followed when the
'Purpose of testing is the linderstanding of an individual. .Someimessuch'
testing is. less standardized.than is usually recommended. .For xample, a
$chool Counselor may be interested in assessing the maximuM per. ormance
tapabllity of e single student. To get-a full understanding of that
student, hemust'be able to elicit new information, perhaps even\throu'gh.
an embellishment of g standardized test, to'seek the .broadest possible
understanding of the level of masterY and of the generalizability\of the
situations in which mastery can be demonstrated. Interpretation Of test

____sooTes in such cases is not made in terms of norms buttin terms c:,, a
counselor's analysis of what mastery'of a particular skilt entails\ (even a
social skill, not likely to be measured by tests ordinarily: used for
content-referenced interpretations). In short, exploration of an \

individual case is different from standardized-testing. Theuser. Who
develops test embellishments must know the difference; that is, he must
nave a clear rationale for what he is doing when he deParts from standard'
procedure, and he must be able to apply that rationale copsistently\and
5ensibly. Such.individualized testing does not require less skill than
does testl6q broadly. for institutional decisions; it requirus a-different
kind of skill (cf. 11).

\
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T_,,-!,standards necessary for using tests for making'clecisions are not different
from the standard5 necessary when tests are 'used simply for understanding,
but the emPhasis within a standard may be different., A test user should be
familiar with th& standards govern'ing test use in genetal, and he should.
,pay particular attention to those standards mosu nearly fitting his own
specific type'of apPlication.

in doing,so, 1-ie should realize that the standards 'are intended tO,apply,
.in principle,", to ail forms of assessment. lnchoosing from alternative.-
metpodS of assessment,the test user should consider the differences-in
the ease of applying these standards. ,.

Qualifications and Concerns of Users . AsseSsing others is an occupational
activity for teachers,-parents, clergymen, shopkeepers, correction officers,
-cc. Some people.assess with remarkable skill; other,s are inept,and have
Jittle or to tralning to help them. Users of educationa l. and psychological
tests in schools, place,: of employment, clinics, laboratOries, prisons,,
and other-places where educators and psychologists work should have had
at least some formal training,

a

A test user,-for the purposes of these standards, is one who chooses tests,
interprets scores, or makes decisions based on test_scores. He IS not
neceSsarily the person who administers the test following standard
instructions or who-does routine scoring. Within thisdefinition, the

- basiCuser qualLfications (an elementary.knowledge of.the literature
relating to a particular teSt or, .test_Use) apply particularly when tests,
are used,for decisionsr-and7such-uses I r'equire additionatechnical quali-'
fications as well. A recurring phrase in discussions about testi.n.g:IS
:'the legitimate uses.of a test." ,One cannot com,petently judge whether
'his intended:use is among tilose that are "legitimate" (however defined)
without the technicalskill and knowledge necessapy toevaluate the
validity of various types.of inferences.

A test user should have a general knowledge of measurement principles and-
of the limitations of test interpretations.

A test user, should'know his own qualifications and how well they match
the qualifications required for the uses of specific tests-.

A test user should know and understand tHe literature relevant to the
tests he uses and the testing problems with which he deals.

[Comment: A broad connotation is intended for this stardard. The,test
user should have some acquaintance with the relevant findings of behavioral
sciences, such as those'related to'the roles of heredity and environment,
when using aptitude tests; some understanding of physiology is useful
when one is using tests of moto- A very narrow-interpretation
of "the literature relevant to t. test" is inad,equa'te.

Unfortunately, it seems that ignorance of .the literature requires that
old information be rediscovered. For over 40 years, for-example, it has
been known that children with limited or restricted cultural eXposure,
such as children on cJnal boats or in isolated mountain communities,
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m-lkc: low scores on intelligence test's standardized on more.advantaged
populations-. 'The poi.nt-has been made_repeatedly in research teports and
textbooks.- Neverthpless"., many blackend Spanish-speaking children-with
limited cul-tural 6cposure who receivelow scoreS) on intelligence tests
standerdized on more advantaged.groups-are Improperly classified as
mentally retarded.L.

.:One who has the responsibility for decisions about,individuaLs or policies
'that are based on test results hould have an understanding of psychological..
:Or educational-measurement and of.validation and other test.research.

A'Tfle. principal test:,users within an organizalion,should make every'effort
to 'be sure that 81,1 thOse rnthe organization who are charged' with
.responsibilities related .to test use and 4nterpretation (e.g., test ad- ,

miniStrators).have received trainingappropriate,to :Those responsibilities.

P

(Comment: SerioUs misuse and distortiorOin interpretation may occur when,
People are not properly -trained .to carry out their responSibilities. The
level of training neededwaries'with. the complexity of a testing prograM,
tKe level Of the i.ndividdal's responsibilify.for it, and the:nature and
intensity of possible edversp.consequences.. Test users should provide
at least a. basic orientation for adminiqrators or executives Who deCide
whether to test or'no.t to-test, to approve,or to disapprove specific
assessment procedureS,, to appropriate funds for necessary
to decide how test or research results will'be used in the organization.
.Similar knowledge is needed by compliance officers'who may have a detri-
menu.] influence on, testing_ptograms_becabse-ofunreasohedare7Tri-reasoh4g
demands for interpretation of data, who might disapprove.of a testing
-prpgram without adequate .consideratien of the alternatives, or who
might. approve faulty end unfair uses of tests mit of igndrance.l'

Test users should seek,to avoisi bias in test selection, administration,
.and interpretation; they should try-tOevoid eN:ien the appeatu,'e of
discriminatory practice..

,

[Comment: This'is a difficult standard to apply: Sources of item or
..test bia5 are neither well understood nor easily avoided. The very
definition of bias is open to question. The competent test,user Will
accept the obligation to-keep abreast of developments in Ole 1-iteratUre
and, at the very ieast, to demonstrate a sensitIvity to the problem and
to the feelings of examinees.]

,

Institut:km-la] test: Users-should e"stablish procedures for periodic interilal
review of test'use.

Choice or Devclopment of,Test. or Method. Standardized tests constitute one:
class of assessment .procedures aVallable to,the user% He may also choose
various kinds of ratings, perSonal history inforMation, reference' informa-
'tion, Or "unobtrusive mea56res." He may also elebt to develop his oWn
tests. His choice depends upoh what is available for assessing the
c)aracteristics of concern, ethici considerationsand his own knoWledge
and competency... Among standardized tests there are, usually many alter-L
nat.ives.,: different dimensions to be measured, different methods.of,
measurement, and different formS of tests:'' Cho4re:, should he maje as



deljberately.and carefblly as circumstances permit; test users should '

not use habitually the same 'test o? method of ,asssment.for all 'purposes;'_
neither should they assess only those characteristics that are easily or
conveniently assessed.and fail' to eonsider other,-possibly more impOrtant,
characteristies.. Standards' refer.to .the process of choice, not to the
choiCes,themselves.

The choice,oe developmen't of testt, testbatteries, or other aS'sessment
protedures-should lc based' on:clearly formulated goals and hypotheses.

%

[Comment: There is'usually an assumption'that ones goals are good, and that
the method of assesSment chosen will help-one achieve those goals. In --
ehoosing"OT building a test.one should te able to articulate uch
assumptions- and values. As-a general rule; the assumptions-take the form of
ate-least an,implicit,hypcithesis: "If I come to a. clearer understanding-,,
of ttliSVndividual,_lnterms of the characteristic or set of character,.
istics assesstd, I mill beable to infer something about his vocational
success,:,;-or his acadeMic problems, or hi.s,prognosrt in-marriage, or

.,.whatover."

The.use of .a test.in a declsion:coptext implies a-. hypothesis of:the form
that a designated outcome Ls a. Tunetion..of,-'the test variable'. A test-user
should be able to state clearly the desired eutcome, the natu-re of the

'and probabl e ef fe-c-t iveness
of *al terpative methods of-assessing °those variables.

"'Thc of administering a ,t,..est:.should be expiicit. In some school
'systems,-it has been alleged, tests are.routinely administered with no'
-.pdrpose other than an apparent hope that they will someday be. useful. Such.
rout.ine testi-rig is unwise.] ".

A test: 'user Should consider more than one variable for assessment and the
assessment of any given,variable by more than one method.

(Comment: For most: pUrposes, the evaltiatiorLof, d person requires
dc.,..;cription that is:both broad and preciscHa single assessment or assess-
ment proCe&urn r.arely provides all relevant facets ora description..

Decisions abbut individuals should ordinarily be based on agsessment of
more tljan one dimension; when-feasible, allmajot: dimensions related to
the outcome of the decision should be. assessecLand Validated. Thi.s.ls theprinclpl-C of multivariate prediction;. where individual predictors have
some validity and relativelY low intercorrelations, the composite is
utuallY more valid than predicti'on based oD a single variable. It is not
alway,.; possible to conduct,the emplrieal yali'dation, study .(certainly not
in working with problems of individtials one at a time), but the principle
can be observed.

In,oany case, care should be taken that:assessment procedures focus on
important.characteCitics; decisions are too often based on'asscssment.
Of only,. thc*e dimen,:;i'ons that can' be conveniently measured with known

,For.exomp mental retar'clation 15' often defined as both
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defiCiency in tested 'intelligence and poor adaptive behavior. If both

parts of, this,definition are -66Cepted, then both variables should be
considered in deciding whether an in'diViddal is- to be classified asa
mental .retardate: even though it iS Much more difficult to 'measure adaptive
behavior than to find an acceptable,scale for testing intelligence,.

Test users shoutd also consider more than one method of assessment, .Even

'd test.yielding generally 'N'talid scoreS may in an individual .case.be
sus-ceptible to idioSyncratic errors of interpretation, anci a' pattern of
confisMing or modifying assessments may-be useful. Confidence in infer--

epees drawn from assessments may be increased' by Varying the.sources and .

increasing, the amodnt of.. information on-which the inferences are macie'
In'eddition to.tests, one might Consider ratings, referehces, observations
of actual performance, etc. Of these,-a.teSt is probably most valid. If

the othbrs add -to theNalidity ofan assessment, they should be.systemat-
ically considered in statistical prediction; otherwise, they sliodld be'
ignored. Frequently, hoWeverl one will not have enough confidence in test
interpretations to' justify overlookingother data% In particular,- when

using a.given test with,minorities, one may.duestion the validity-of test
inferences for those,pdpulations and want to get as, much additional
_information as possible'before,Making decisions.]

ln

,

choesing a method of assessMent, a test user should consider'his own
degree of.eperience with it and also the prior experience ofthe test
taker.

[Comment: .Inexperience.of the *,Ist.user can be alleviated by reading,
prattice, and training. Warm-up tests or other methods of acclimatiza7
tion are advocated to.alleViate the inexperience of test takers.
addition, attchtion should be given to the degree of interactibn between
test use'r,and test taker; there may.be special.sources of anxietyein
situations" where they are Of different cultural or ethnit background.]

In thoosing an existing test, a- test user shoUld relate its'history of
research and development,to his intended,Use of the instrumen%,

(Comnent: A decision had been made to u-Se a standard achievement Aest
to,evauate pdpil progresS. 'Upon Nivestigation of thc tests develop-
Mont, it was Found inconsistent with the curriculum objectives. of tha't,

'school.. Other tests were examined and an alternative test was chosen
that more closely matched the curriculum content. (In some'cases,. Closely
'matching curriculbm content may not be advantageous sinte it.prevents one-
from knowing the extent to which pupils may be deficient in skills or
knowledge not deliberately specified irr.the local curricufum bt)jectives.)

...Thisostandar calls.for a general evaluStion of t'he vdlidity of the pro-
posed.use of a teSt. Such an evaluation includes evaluation of the
procedures followed in' the.development of the test and of the quality and
relevance of the research that has been done' with it.]

.
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IP general a test us r should trvto choose oe to,rjevelop an assessment
,.eChnique in which "testey-effect" is minimized-, or in which rellabilitY.

of.assessment acrots testers can be assured.

[Comment: In geheval, .theles the influence of the' tester on the scores,
the fairer the -tst. Jhe influence of the tester is obviousty greater in
an unstructured interview:than,in a structured one', and there may be more
tester effect' in a structured, knterview than in a .structured personal
history form.]

AdmintstratiOn and Scoring, A lest user may delegate...to sOmeone else the
actual taskofadministering or scoring tests, but he_retains the reSponsi
bility for-these. activities. In particular, he has tne responsibili.ty for
ascertaining the qualificatjons.of such agents. Standards for.adminisera-
Hon epply:notonly'tothe act of testing"but atso to more general matters
Of test administration. ,The basic principle I,- -,tandardization; when,
'decisions are baSed on test scOres, the decision for_ each indlviduTh
should be based-on datA'.obtained under Circumstances that are essentially
'blike for ali.

A test user is expecteci,to follow cacefully. the standardiZed procedures
.described in the manUai for administering a test.

The test adminiStrat:or is.responsible for ettablishing conditions; consistentwith the principle.of standardization,'that enable each exAminee'to do his,
, best.

_

[Comment: In.a negative sense, the goal of thls standard is that conditionsinhibiting maximum performance should be avoiiied. -The principle can be(ollowed in part simply by-being:sure that all Thaterials such aS'ansWer
Sheets, pencils,. and_eraser.s - are on hand and that precautiont have beentaken to'avoid dis,tractions: In a more positive sense, the admirlistrator

. should be'sure thbf the examjnee understands the tasks involved in takingChe test what kinds'orresponses are to..,be made And on what answer sheets,the implications for test-,taking,strategy Of erasures or multiple marking
or guessing.: and how .to know whether.the test has been completed.

The Cester.should,try-to create a nonhoseile-environment; standardtzedprocedures are iMpersOnal,..bilt the test administrator must avoid being.
.either patronizing Or UnrespOr,.sivK.: to the examinees, especially when .the.t.ester,:And the examinee differ tn,race, sex,. or status. A. testing situa-tion contains elements that.are -nonrecurring and unique to. the Persons

tested. ' Although these'may have negligible effects on test reliability,
Ihey'may includenevents perceived a(s. denigrating or queStioning.of the worthof...the individual. A:complete cataJog'of,such events it not posSible ord.cScribed. In general,. however, the social amenities of respect,politeness, and due regard for extenuating circumstances are relevarv_
guides'for insuring the dignity or persons. While it may netbe demonstrated
that ,abuse of the:se principles leadS to poor test, performance, such abuseis not likely to enhance performance.
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It is,often diffi.\eult to maximize the motivatiOn of the examinees:The
attempt is important; a majpr Source of error mpy arise when examinees
do not like or,trust-the test, tester, or test:situation, and therefOre
make.no special ef.fort.to do well in it.]

A test user is respOnsible for accuracy in scoring checking, coding,
Or recording test: re-Sults.

.10f speci.f.ic cutting 'cores are-to be used as a basis for decisions, a test
uSer should-hav.e a ratiOnale jUstification', orexPlanation of the cutting
scores adopted

The test'user shares With'the test 'developer Or disCributor a responsibility
;for maintaining test seCurity.

'Interpretation of Scbres\

Standards.in this.sectionVefer to the 'interpretation ofaest .score, by
the.test user "and to reports.ef inte6pretations.- Reports may be made to
Ane person ,tes,ted, Co his agent, or to otker 'affected'people: Teachers.,
parents, superyisors; and Varibus administratorsand executives.

A test score 'should be interpr,eted as an estimate of performance'under a
given set of ':ircumstances. It should not be interpreted:as some, absolute.
characteTistic ofthe examinee or as something permanent and generaLizAle
to all "other circwIstances.

'

Test-scores should-ordinaOly\be reported only to ptople whoare qualified
'to interpret them. If scores 'are.rePorted,- they should be ccompanied
by

. .
explanptions stiffiCient fer\the recipient to:interpret. theM correctly..

A'system of:reporting test results' should provide interpretations,.

\In norm-referenced interpretations, a test user:should ,interpret an
ob'tained score with reference tc'DSets of norms appropriate for the indi-
vidual tested and for the intended use._

(Comment.:. The reverse is al6O a standard of competent test'use: The ttst
-u,ser ordinarily should nut interpret an obtained score with reference to p
-set of-norms that i,s inappropriate, for the, individual tested or fbr the
pUrposes of the testing. This is relatively -staple standard. to' state,
but,it often is difficult to apply. Contemporary Social problems suggest
that men: and, women'or member-S.of,different ethnic groups should :for some
purposes be evaluated in terms of several norms groups. Tor other purposes,
such es vocational counseling, stud6nts should. know hoW 'they stand rela-
tive to those in or entering a relevant.occupation, regardles*,Of: their
ethnlc background. 'Of course,'women or member, of mihority groups should
,not be counseled to ayoid non-traditional- occupations (e.g;, wOMen in
engineering) merely' fOr tack of appropriate,norms.

It is by no means certain that sex:or race, is the crucial variable in inter-
preting a given scOre. At may well be that more'important varjables for

..difforential norms "would'be breadth of cultural.exposure (or degree of
cultural isolation), skill and experience in the ust of :itandard English,
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p7
interests, or similar variables which may seem to be 'related to sex.or
racial differoFes in test performance.]

It is.usually better to interpret., scoreswith reference to a specified..
norms group in terms.of percentile ranks or standard sebes than to use
terms like IQ or grade equivalents,that may falselyjmpl.y a fully repre-

'4sentative or national norms group.-

Adtest user should examine differences between characteristics of a .person
tested andlhoSe of-the Tiopulationon WhoM the lest was developed or norms,
developed. 'His responsibility inc)udes deciding whether the differehc,es.
'are so .great the', the test should not be-Used for that person.

If no stanklar'dized appFoach to the .desiredmeasurement -or assessment is
available/ that is appropriate for a given 'individual (eg., a chlld of
c;onisHspeaking.migrant werkers), the test user should employ a broad-
based approach.lo assessment using as many:methods as are available to

Ii

[Comment: The standard iS to do the best,one can. This may'perhaps
include, the use of a_test, even though, no approprjate normative data are
available, simply, as a means-of'finding out hOW the individual approaches
the.task'of the test.. It might indlude references.;:.extensive interviews,
Or perhaps.some ad hoc situational tasks ,Efforts to'help solve educe-
tional'or: psychological.problems shoUld-,not .b,e abandoned simply because

"of.the absence of an appropriate standardized instrument:]

Ordinarily, nbrmative interpretations of ability-test 'scores Should not
-be made for scores in the chance'range.

(Comment: On oge reading test for elementary school students, chi.ld Who'
,cannot read,,arid therefore gives truly random Tesponses, would:be mbst .

likely to obtain a grade-equivalent score,according .to the norMs, of 2.2:
that-is,,second month of second grade. Quite apart.fromthe usual diffi-
culties with grade-eguiva)ent scores, the example demonstrates the
improprieLy of trying to make a normative interpretation of.a test score'
obtained in a chance range. One test manual for a 'widely- used test of
general mental ability has provided a uSeful guide,to the interpretation
of "range-of-chance" scores.]

Any content-Teferenced interpretation'should clear:ly indicate the domain
to whiCh-;-.ne can generalize.

Th tes, Llser shoutd consider alternative interpretations of a given score.

. A t'rlst u5er HIJ d ievelop procedures For sysi'.em'atically eliminating from
7dato files.tet-score information that has, because of the lapse of time,
.become obsolete.'
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.Office 1-.-r Civil Rights

Ident'-fication Of-Discrimination and Deni.ld or Sdrvices
' on the Basis of.NAional Origin

-Thettfollowing memorandUm has been sent by the Director, Office for
'selected school districts With students of National

drigin-Minority GroupS:
;

:Title VI of the.Civi? Rightb Act of 1964, and the Departmental
Regulation (45 CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder,.re4uire that there
be no discrimination On.the basis of race, color, or national origin in
the'operation of any.federally. assisted programs.

Title VI compliance zeview conducted in school-districts with large
Spanish,=Surnamed student-Populations by the Office for Civil Rights have,
-revea4.1 a number.of coiaMon practices which.have the effect cof de:ring

,equality.Of educational,opportunity to Spanish-surnamed pupils. ,Similaro
practices whicp have Ole effect of discrimination,on the basis Ofnational
origin e*lst in otheeloCationo with respect to disadvantaged pupils froM.'.
other national origin-minority groups, for exaMple% Chinese- or Portuguese.

:The Purpose,of this meMbrandUm is to clarify D/HEW policy on issues'
concerning the responsibilicy of school district's to provide equal educe-
tIOnal opportunity to national origin-minority groUt,children deficient in
English language skills. the following are;some of the major areas of
concern that relate to,compliance with Title VI: -

(1) Wbere,inability to speak and understand.the English language
eiClUdes national origin-minoriuy group children from effective partiCi-

-,palion in the edUcational proilimm offered'by a,school district,.the
istrit must.take Affirmative steps tOjctify the.langUage deficiency
inoder to open its instructional program to these.students.

1
(2)0Schooi districts must not: assign national Origin-minority group

tudents to classIs fc: the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria 0 ,'

whinh eseentially measure or evaluaue English,lanpage nor'may
'sChool 'districts deny_national.origin-minority group.children aCcess to
CoIlege' preparatorycoursen ona basis directly related to the,failure

schoOl system to inculcilte EngliSh language skills.
4

,

CI Any aWily grouping,or tracking system employed by the school
..sYstem to deal with the speciAl language skill needs of national origin.;..
.minority group children must be'designed,to meet such. language Skill
'needs,ae'soon as, dOstiible and.mus.not operate ns aneducational dead-end
orpermaneat track:



(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify
national: uigin-Minority group parents of schbol,activities which are.
called to the attention of other parents. Such notice in order to be
adequate may have to be provided in a language other than English.

School districts should examine cutrent practices which exist in
their districts in order to asr s compliance with the matters set fc.rth

' in tl74s memorandum. A school district which determines that compliance !
problems curr.entiy exist in that district should immediately communicatei
in writing wial the Office for Civil Rights and indit:atewhat steps are

;

being taken to remedy the situation. Where compliance questions.arise aS
tO the.sufficieficy of programs designed to meet the language skill needs !
ot-national origin-minority group.children already operating in .f7. particU-

. lar area, full information regarding such programs,should be provided.
In t-te area of special language assistance, the scope Of the program and,'
the process for identifying need'and the extent to which fhe need is
fulfilled should beset forth.

School districs which receive this memorandum will be cont.,cted
.shortly 'regarding the availability of technical:assistance and wi-11 be
provided with any additional informat that may be needed to assist
districts in achieving Compliance with the law and eqUal educational
opportunity.for all children. Effective as of this date the aforementioned
,areas of concern will be egarded by regional Office for Civil IUghts
personneLas a part of-their compliance responsibilities.

Dated: July 10, 1970

[Seal] J. Stanley Pottinger,
. Director

Office for 'Civil Rights.

[F.R. Doc. 70-936;-Filed, July 17, 1970; 8:46 a.m.]
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APPENDIX 11)

Memo-randum from OCR to State and Local
Education Aorencies on Elimination of

Discrimination in the Assignment of Children
to Special Education Classes for the Mentally

Retarded

..



11/23/72

D RAFT

Tr): State and Local Education Agencies

FROM: Director, Office for Civil Rights

SUBJECT:- E1W-ation of Di,crimination in the Assignment of Children to
Special Education Classes for the Mentally. Retarded

,
Durins, the past few years it has come to our attention that in many-local educa-
tional agencies a substanticlly higher percentage of minority children have
been assigned to special eduction classes for the mentally retarded than the
minority student population of the district would normally indicate.

Our 'reviews:of maRy loca,1 educational agencies lead us to believe that in many
instances the racial and ethnic isolation of minor!ty children in such classes_
which has occurred has in turn resulted from a- failure by local educational
agencles to utiliz.e non-discriminatory qvluation acd assignment standards and
procedures- with respect, to minority_childrew. In addition to creating.an over-
representation of minority children in Special education classes for the
Mentally retardedi this failure to.utilize evaluation technlquesjor mtnority
.children whicn are as effective or appropriate as those-4sed.for non-!,mlnorky
children has resultA in a higher incidence_of improperr:placeme*or,improper-
non-placement orminority children-in-such classes than of.non-minority children.

Our reviews,have in several instances, therefore, disclosed violations of Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and .the Departmental Regulation (45 CFR
Part 30) promulTated,theeunder which reqUire,that 'there be_no"discrimination on-
the basis of race, color, or national originln the operation Of any federally'.
assisted program.-

'Pursuant to the aforementioned Regulation, as clarified by subpart'B of the
March 1968 Policies on Elementary and Secondar)i School Compliance witk Title VI
of the Civil Rights.Act'of 1964, all school systems receiving federal financial
assistanct from this Yepartment are responsible for assuring that there is-no

discrimination on"t:he ground of race,.color:, or Rational origin in the assign-
ment of students .to curxicula, classes, and act.ivities within a school. 4

In order to evaluate both tha current procedures used by-various .;chGol:districts
for 6aluation and assignment of racial and ethnic minority grbtipch;ldren to -

'classes for the mentally retarded and the.sufficiency of voluntary e,...mplianc
plans submitt,ed by school districts found to ,beinl non-compliance mith Title VI
of the Civil Rights Aci with specifi,c regard to current eyaluation and assignment
practices, the 'Office fdr Civil Rights has,consul-Ced a'number of recOgnized
ekperts. A Task Group of qualified-psychologists and educators serving as '

consultants to the Office for Clvii Rights. have, in order to assist the Office
to perform both of those functions, identified and outlincJ for the Office a
set of minimum protedures (described below).
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Ciling the positibn taken by the American Association for Mental Deficiency.
(AAMD) that in order for an-individual to be classified as mentally retarded,
he must be found to be'subnormal both in intelligence, as determined by valid
psychological testing, and In adaptive behavior, the Task Group concurs that
with specific attentionto the'evaluation of children from cultural environments
different from those upon which most intelligence tests are predicated, a
thorough evaluation of the adaptive behavior of a child can significantly improve
the reliabiiity of the evaluation of- minority children for assignment to special
edueatron,elasses for the mentally retarded. Adaptive behavior is defined by
the AAMD 6s follows:

The dimension of adaptive bef Tefers primarily,
. to the effectiveness with whiek individual copes
with the natural and social demands of his environ
merit. It has .2,major faCets: 1) the degree.to wh:ch
the individuaL is able to function and' maintain
independently,end 2) the degree to.which he meets
satisfactorily theculturally imposed demandS.of
persona) and sOClalreSponsibility.

Minimum Procedures

On the basis of the recomme.ndation of the Tas'14 Group and after extensive con-
sultatiOn wi.th othbr responsible nd knowredgpablO govrnmental agencies, uniT
versity:centers and the like, the.Office has IconclUded. that-a School di.strict
found to be in non-compliance with'Title'Nl regarding the evaluation and assign-

, merit" of children to speCial 7edtfcatiun claSsesi for the mentally retarded must
., as part of any acceptable voluntary compliance-,plan be-required to predicate the
essignment nf any racial or national origin .minOrity.student to a speCial..educ
tiOn class tor the mentolly retarded upon a .cbreful .re\Oew of the information
developed by:,(1) psychometric indicators intelrpreted-with meal and socjo
cultural background data,.and_the teicher.'S reportand.(2): adaptive behavior
data.. If it can be rens6nably.conc1uded.pn the basfrOf. the-information

. developed by.eitber category.that.the assignmen'e may,be inp0Propriate then
1,e-suchassignment musr not bemade.

More specifically, the Office will require that the following procedur'es (or
other prceddres 'which the DistrictcaryclemondArate will ,be equally effective)...
,if not alreadv canrfletely ihcorporated in the Idistrict'S evaluation and assign-

.

ment procedure must be so incorryDratd in order to .constitute n acceptable
minimum cissurance of non-discriminatory.evaltaition and assignment of racial or
national origin minority students to special equeation classes for the mentally
retarded.

l. Before a student may,be. assigned to a special edur,tion class for the".-
mentaliy retarded, thc school distr ct must.gather, analyze, and,

- evaluate ad-,ptive behavior data and.socio-cultural background infor-.
!aatjol, as 'defined below, relating tO the- non-school environment of
the- student being reviewed for a*5signmefit. The concept of adapt ive
behavior as. Used herein'means: .

"'- .

The. degree Wjth which the student rs able to function
and participate effectively as, a respo' Able member of .

his family ancL.community.
.
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Information pertaining to the incentive-motivational and learning
styles unique to the..student should be coliected. The incentive-.
motivational style of a child means those attrib-Utes of the child
which characterize the manner in which he'is most likely to be
motiN>a d to learn. The learntng style of a child characterizes
the ty[.: of learning activity (e.g., physical cOntact,memorizatton,
,etc.) most likely to bring about the acquisition of new information
or new or better skilis to process information. in addition, infor-
mation related to the' child's language skills and preferences,-
inter-personal .ski I is, and behavjoral patterns established between
the child and .-his parents, other:adult family Members,.siblings,
neighborhood peers, and fellow students should'be solicited.

in additiOn, the Socio-culturat.background klfoimation gathered
should. include data related to fimily socialization practices (e..g,
the types of social relationships with)n the extended family_pattern
characteristic of Chicano families)..which may assist in the formula-
tion of new teaching strategies and approaches which are compatible
with. the Ancentive-mOtivational and learning styles.(defined above)
of the child.'

,

2. If the process foT assignment of -students to special education
clas,ses'for the Mentally retarded Involved a teacher refercal or
recommendation for individualized testing and evaluation:before
.such a referral or recommendation:may be made, the.teacher or other
professional making the referral or.recommendation'(e.g., a school
social. worker) Must, in additjon to observing ..school behavior and
assessing academic performance, gather 'and analyze, with ihe assis-
tance and advide of he school psychologist (or other certified
tes.t administrator appointed by the school district), sOcio-cultural
background information and adaptive behavior data (as defined and
described in subsection l).

If it is determined that. it is appropriate 'to refer the student .

for individualiZed testing, a,narrative repoctAin writing),must. be
prepared andsubmitted to the persons, dommittee, etc., responsible
for making he assignment. The report- must include a summaryof'
the Observable school behavior, a.7ademic.: performance, socio-cultural
background information and adi.vcive behdvior data and must indicate
what testing or eva).uation instruments witl be employed.and must
contain a description of the-behavior which the'proposed tests,or.
other.evaluations will attempt to measure

If a referral or recommendation for testing and.evaluation 'is made by
any otr person,- the:teacher and school psychologist mustcommunicate In
writing to the-uppropriate school official a similar report, based, on
observation of the behavior and enironmentof the child.

,3. Before Elle testing and evaluation of.a student may be,approved, the
, school district must enSure that'the Student has been provided

with a thorough medical-egamination covering as-a minimum visual',
audi/ory, vocalS, an43.1motor systeMs. A.written medical report setting
'forth the resdlts of..$)Jch examjnation must.,be maintatned by the
School District and made par t of the student's 'ermanent. record.
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4. If State' law or local school district policies require that parental ,

permission be,obtained before the testing of the.student a full
understanding.of the s,ignificance.of.granting permission 'and the
implications of the prpces-s whiel may follow must, be comMuhicated to
the parents in person and in the language of the homg to permit full
communiCatiori, understanding, and free discussion.. If permission to
test also implies perthissiOn to place the student in 6-special
bduction. class,"this must be clearly communicated to'the parents.
jf,'prental permission iS net required by. State law or local sehool
district policies, a full understanding of the,implications of the
asSignment process must be communicated to the parents'.ft nerson
and in the.tanguage of the home to permit full communication, 'under,

_sianding,.and 'free disCussion:

t,

Before a student may be given any individually admipistered intelli-
gence test a5:part of the evaluation/assignment process, thc student
must be familiarized with all aspaCts of the testing.procedure and
thatesting situation must be made compatible with the stUdent's
incentive-motivational ,style, Le., it must make,him feel at ease.
Furthermore, thaschool district must utilize tesr administrators
wha possess language skills and sufficient awareness of cultural
differences to permit.such-administrators to effectively communicate'
instructions-to and underStand tha responses (verbal and non-verbal)
of the"Student,to be tested.

Implementation of flon-DiscriminaterY Procedures - As5essment Beards°

A. 'A :hool distriet- which assIgns students tospecial education
c' .5es for the mentally retarded must be prepareLto assure that:
cuitural factors'unique to the .particular.race or national or_igin
of the student(s) bein.g evaluated:which may affect the results
of testing or findings with-regard to adaptive behavier are ade-

:guately .accounted for. A school district which forMs and utilizes
.a boa'rd-comObsed', in part, of.parents.of children attending tke
schools of .the diStrict, which istroadly representative of the
eth6ic and cultural makeup of tlia:student body and which performs
the.follow.ing fUnctions will be deemd to hame provided an. ade7..
4uate assurarka of Consideration... In order to assist'school
districts 'seeking to comply with-the critleria of this'sübsection.;
a.model for, the establishmoht and Operation.of an'Asses5ment
Beard which has beend.veloped for the Office of Civil Rights
an'cl which meets.the criteria of this subsection is attached 'in.
"on Appendix. -

8, 'For each child being reviewed for 'possible assignment to a special
.cdutation class For the mentally retarded thc Schoól District Must
make adequate:nrevision that there has been a careful review in'
light of thecultural and linnuisticenviropmeht of the child of
nny recommend;tion for pre-assignment testing and evaluation and
aPy decisien to assign_students to s'pecial education ciasses for -
the mentallit retarded. Pore, speCiFically,:
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(i) a written. report'and retemmendation for. testing (which must.
be maintained in the permanent records of the District),
including a description of the techniques.used to familiar-
ize the child with the- testing situation, and areport as
to the adaptive .behavior data and socio-cultuNd background
information which ha's been gathel-ed must form the basis of
any action by the. District to further evaluatethe.child for
'assignment to a special education class for the mentally
retarded (or any surrogate-establiShed by the school
district).;

.(1) a recommended educational strategy.(in writing) must be
prepared by the School District whichsets forth the.,
specific curriculum and instructioneLmethodology, diag-
nostic evaluation instruments, etc. , which will be employed
td.meet the educational needs of the student whether
assigned to.a special.education -cl.ass for the mentally
retarded or returned to.the regular school Program.

C. If basdd on the foregoing data collection and.analysis. pro-.
cedures, it can be reasonably concluded that:on the-.baSi5 of
either (1) the psychometric indicatorsinterpreted With Medical
ond socio-cultural background.data,'or (2) .the adaptive behavior
data, .that the assignment of-the Student to a special educat ion
class for the- mentally retarded le inappropriate, .the proposed
aSsignment process must be terminated..

0: .If it is.concluded et any.stage of the.process that a student 4-

should not be Eit-signed to a class for the mentally retarded, he
' must'be returned or assigned to the regular s6hool program in

at least tne same class level from which .the'student was
in..4-tially referred.

.

7. /41, minority students in special education- classes for t.he mentally
-....retarded ,diose assignment was not made in accordance with the mini-
um procedures set'forth above must be reevaluated as soon as-
.possibleaccording.to the non-discriminatory -procedurs ohtlined

StOdents must be retested with an individually administered
test Anstrument Oed4cal examinatIons must be readministered.if
preyiousexaMi,nations were inadeqUate. ,The parents,of each Student,
must be.interviewed i order.to obtain socio-cultural background
information.an'd aqaptve behaviordata. If based on the data collect,
tion 'and'analysis required by the reevaluStion procedure it cqp'be
reasonably cpneludedon the basTs of either (1) the psychometric.
i.ndicato rs. interpreted with medical and sec-kJ-cultural backgrountd-
data,-or (:) the daptive behavior data, that-the current aSsignment
of:a.student to a special education class for the mentally' retarded'
le inappropriate, then the student snould ba.reassigned .td.tbe
regukir.school. program: The reass'ignmeht must -be modp in such. a

- Way 'J'as to .prevent any appreciable change in the racial .composH
1 Of any classroom or-classrooms.- The .school system must. Provide,
Order to overcome the educational effects (including loWered

achievement levels .ond_Pegatlye selfrponot:development) of
pftevloOs:dierimino.tory practicesupplcmentthry Lrans:tionali

.

.eritic;Itionor prograMS designed to equialize thc'educationaLopporEunity.
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of,reassigned students. Such programs may necessitate the.use of
intensive individual tutoring, especially in language related
skills.

Student's assigned to special education classeS for the inentally
retarded pursuant I.) the non-discriminatory assignment or reevalua-
tion procedures sot forth above,'must be carefully reevaluated
at, least once each year--

Equal Educational Services

In addition to patters set forth above regarding the elimination of discrimina-
tion of the basis of race, color, or national origin in the evaluation and
assignment _of, students to special education classes for the mentally retarded,
student's assigned to special edUcation classes for the mentally retarded may not
be denied educational opportunities on the basis of race, color, or national
origin nor be subjectedto\educational practices on the basis of race, Color,
or national origin which are less favorable for, educational advancement than
the practices at classes attended primarily by'students of any other race, color,
or national origin. Additionapy, the provisions of the Memorandum to School
Districts, dated May 25, 1970, Regarding the Identification .and Elimination of
Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of.National Origin (with
particular attention to points. 1 and t, of the Memorandum) are direCtly appli-
cable ,to special education programs-

"Special education classes for the mentally retarded

As used herein the term "special education classes for the mentally retarded"
refers to any class or instructional program to which students are assigned
after an evaluation of a stUdent's intelligence or aptitude which purports to
reveal a sub-standard level of iritelligence or educational potential, including,
but not,1 im_ited-- to classes designated-as educably mentally retarded .(EMR),
educablY mCntally handicapped (EMH) minimally brain Injured (MBI), aN,
trainAly mentally retarded (TMR).

Creation and Maintenance,,a,c Written Records

PursuanC to Section SO.G(b) of.the HEW 'title VI Regulation. (45 _CFR, Part BO),
each local educational agency which' corduCts special education classes for Eke
mentally retarded,shalt Maintain in, a central file, a chronological record of
tha,disposition of each chil.d whochas been referred, assigned., or reassigned
to a special.bducation, class fOr the mentally retarded. Such a chronological
report Shall Contain 'a complete statement of the factors upOn whieh assignment-
tO-such ciass.mas made including, but ne'Climited to, all individually adminis-
tered '1Q. test scores (including.test'administraters item bY item scoring), all
grobp achievement or apti.tude-test scores both-prior and subsequent.toassign7
:meht, all relevant medical evalUation dato, .reports prepared by teachers, school
psychoi.ogist(,), principa.1,(s), etc., rclat'edin any way to(0 a referral
for-psychOmetric and/orpsychOlogical Oaluration .or (2). an ultimate deci.sion
.lo -
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Availability of Technical Asslst,-,nce

5chool districts should- eXamine Cleir.current practices related to-the ass.ign-
ment of students to classes for.the mentally retarded ln order to assess com-
pliance with the matters'set forth in' this-m.mojandum. .A School dlstrict which
determinies that a compliance problem curren.;.;y exists in that district-should
immediately communicate ln Writing to the regional office of the Office for
CivI Jlights. Further lnformation and technical assistance related to the
0implementation of the procedures described aboye is available frdm the Depart-
ment updp recOest.

The effective date of the policies set forth in this memorandUm shall be!.:the
date of its publicatiOn in Ane Federal Register.

7

-

-
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APPENDIX. E
Selected Portions of "A Guide to Complian,ce
Enforcement in AREA Vocational-Education

Schools (AYES)"

t
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Admissions

.The seCondary AVES serVes two or mve high schools in one or more
school districts. Rarely is it equipped to accept and instruct every
applicant from these sending high schools, and consequently it-must
establiSh a quote system--a quota to limit t:al enrollment and quotas

. to limit class si2e in the courses.offered. Even without intention by
the AV8S administration, quotas can be discriminatory against minorities.
For example, if there are five spridilag high-schools Pf about 1000 students
each four.of them nearly all.non-minority and one about half minority.

, If such school has a quota of 100.students, the total .-linority representa-
tion will be about 50 out of 500. But the yearly qur tor a three year
AVES would meanthat only 17 minorities need apply. .rther, if 10 of
the 1-7-wanted auto mechanics,and the'sending schools' quota was over 10
that year, not all 10 minority applicants o.,e going to be selected over
the non-minority applicants. 'otas are discOuraging, and where there V

iS intent to disctiminate the, an be used with 'Tightening effectiveness''.
WithTh the quota system,',selection of apOlicants is a double-barrelled
process: .:the.sending school screens apLicants and the AVES make the.
final decision to admit.. The procedures vary from one.AVES to anothe
Most testing, is handled by the sending school, as is counsellins and re-
vocatiofial orientation Some schools 'do not use testing at'all, depending
on the-counselors to assess, "aptitude" .and "capability." Aptitude
depends on .the student's eagerness to learn a vocatiOn; capability means
the student's success in school sp far. Conferences between the AVES
Counselors'and.lhe sending school:counselors are frequents. Thus:, by
the time the selections are made; such factors:as quotas and student

.a profiles are pretty, ellsettled among them,

The counse19.ts are the key to admission to an AVES ancrto a ccurse
in an AVE'S. The policies they -ollow are made by the AVES operating" .

Board and AdvisorY Committee. If an AVES is striving to become an elite
school at the expense of'minorities; or iS held in low esteem aS the

,depositoryof_dunmliesand.problem,children,thedecisiontd_b!acome sUch,
as made in the Board room. '

-Counselors play a major róle in the development of attitudes toward
vocational.edncation and it is'they who do most...of the recruiting. For
.sOme AMES. ecruiting iS quite a fprmal business, reachincdown into
junior high school where youngsters are given a lengthy indoctrination
into the opportunities'awaitihi them in the AVES,and afterwards.\ (Some-

.

tithes these orientation progrqmS are segregated by seX--ayiolatibn oT
'. Title IX), 'A Point for compdrison is hrga hard recruiters try to interest

.iminotity students and wOmen'in sending schools, particularly sendins
schools witb high minority enrollment. How hard to they try to arouse

9
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minority atiltnt interest in the mor'e sophisticated trades and occupa-
tions, where the skills ar,harderto learn and the money greener?
Examples of thes Uour.," Are computer programming, electronics, labora-
tory aides, practicai nursing and mos now occupations requiring a good
background in scien::e and mathematics. Also, how hard do they try to
..break the .,;ex streOtyping found in most trades and occupations.

Job Fi1 ac6meilt and Appren,tice Training.

A significant ared of posnible disc-,imination in AVES is raised in'
this'quesr!ion: Can arVIES do business with an outfit that .clearly dis-
,trimine.es and still remain in compliance? The Office bf General Counsel'
fs wor' -; on an answer. 'Meanwhile, however, a compliance review shOuld
inelu iding out the details of the agreements between the AVES and ,

the hu Aessen-chat hire its ,graduates, and' the trade anions that uSe the
schcol's facilities in apprenxice training.

FetT( if any AVES require a statement of non-discrimination from'the
emplo)Lnrs with whom they place their gradua_es, but this is notethe real
problem. The real problem is an "understanding" between the job-placement
officer and the business, that minoritiesiorwomen are not to'be, referred,

,

or if referred, only for certain types cat levels of jobs: If such, an,
.,agreement can be estl.blished and documen,ted, thH Office of Ceneral-Counsel
will have more evidente upon which to make a decision. .

a

Also-,,if it can be est:thlis4ed and!documented,that .Ceitain lOcals of
certain trade unions practite discrimination in the selection of appren
tices for training in AVES.workshoPs with AVES paid instructors, it may
be possible te terminate the agreementS' as'a violation,of T-itle VI or
Title IX or borii.

Cetrymanaering

The revised Title VI Regulation (45 CFR Part 30;i December 1, 1973)
has some approPriate words on the subject of site selection. recipi-
--ent)-may-not-make-Sile'selections With ,the effect of 'exLluding individuals
froM, denying them benefitspf, or 'ilbj'etting them to discrimination,on
the basis of race, color ornatiOnal bligin." 0

,Not infrequently, the member schouL districts of an AVES will have
fodnd.it 'desirable to have their vocatiprol education facilities-con-

' struct.ed,on sites S.O'far reMoved from uthan centers'. (where the minorities
live) that minorities find it inconvenient if at'all possible to travel
to. them. This,prdcticehas been found tb occur in Massachusn.tts, New Jer-
se and:Pennsylvania. When the contractual agreements among several
schooJ districts are being.drawn up,' districts with large minority popu-
ations are sometimes' not asked tp ParticiPate. Or, as it may happen when

.3
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an urban center is part:, Of the agreement, the 'As/ES may be built in remote
suburban areas so fear, froth downlown that only a siall number of minorities

endure the travel involved.- This is ,discrimination (pp. 47-52)
r at-

4.

9 6
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APPENDIX F
Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies
Available for Eliminating Past Educational

Practices Ruled Unlawful under Lau v. Nichols
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Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available for Eliminating

Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful under Lau v. Nichols

I. Identification of Student's Primary or Home Language.

The first step to be included in a plan'adopted by a district found

to be in noncompliance with Title VI under Lau is the method by

which the district will identify the student's primary or home lan-

guage. A student's primary or home language, for the purpose of this

report, is other than English if it meets at least one of the follow-
,

ing descriptions:

A. The student's first acquired language is other than English.

B. The language most often spoken by the student is other than

English,

C. The language most often spoken in the student's home is other

tAan English, regardless of the language spoken by the student.

-These assessments (A-C above) must be made by persons who can speak

and understand the necessary language(s). Then the district must

assess the degree of linguistic function or ability of the student(s)

so as to place the student(s) in one of the following categories by

language.

A. Monolingual speaker of the language other than English (speaks

the language other than English exclusively).

B. Predominantly Speaks the language other than English (speaks

mostly the language other Ulan English, but speaks pome Eng-

lish).

C. Bilingual (speaks both the language other than English and

English with equal ease).

D. Predominantly speaks English (speaks mostly English, but some of

the language other than English).

E. Monolingual speaker of English (speaks English exclusively).

In the event that the student is multilingual (is functional in more

than two languages in addition to English), such assessment muSt be

made in all the necessary languages.
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In order to make the aforementied assessments the district must,
at_a minimum, determine the language most often spoken in the
student's home, regardless of the language spoken by the student,
the language most often spoken by the student in the home and the
language spoken by the student in the social setting (by observa-
tion).

These assessments must be made by persons who can speak and under-
stand the necessary language(s). An example of the latter would be
to determine by observation, the language used by the student to
communicate with peers, between classes or in ,informal situations.
These assessments must cross-validate one another (Example: student
speaks Spanish at home and Spanish with classmates at 7.unch). Ob-
servers must estimate the frequency of use of each language spoken
by the student in these situations.

In the event that the.language determinations conflict (Example:
student speaks Spanish at home,. but English with classmates at lunch),
41 additional method must be employed by the distriCt to make such a
determination (for example the district may wish to employ a test)
of language dominance as a third criterion). In other words, two
of the three criteria will cross-validate or the majority of criteria
will .cross-validate (yield the same language).

Due to staff limitations and priorities, we will require a plan under
Lau during this initial stage of investigation when the district has
20 or more students of the same language group identified as having
a primary or home language other than English. However, a district
does have an obligation to serve any student whose primary or home
language is other than English.

Diagnostic/Prescriptive Approach

The second part of a plan must describe the diagnostic/prescriptive
measures to be used ,to identify the nature and extent of each stu-
dent's educational needs and then prescribe an educational program
utilizing the most effective teaching style to satisfy the diagnosed
educational needs. The determination of which teaching style(s) are
to be used will be based on a careful review of both,the cognitive
and affective domains and should include an assessment of the
responsiveness of students to different types of cognitive learning
styles and incentive motivational styles--e.g., competitive v.
cooperative learning patterns. The diagnostic measures must include
diagnoses of problems related to areas or subjects required of other
students in.the school program and prescriptive measures must serve
to bring the linguistically/culturally different student(s) to the
educational performance level that ia.expected by the Local Education
Agency (LEA) and State of nonminority students. A program designed
for students of limited English-speaking ability must not be operated
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in a manner so as to solely satisfy a set of objectives divorced or

isolated from Chose educational objectives established for students

in the regular school prograw.

III. Educ&tional Program Selection

In the third step the district must implement the appropriate type(s)

of educational program(s) listed in this Section (III, 1-5), depen-

dent upon the degree of linguistic proficiency of the students in

question. If none seem applicable check with your Lau coordinator

for further action.

1. In the case of the monolingual speaker of the language other

than English (speaks the language other than English exclu-

sively).

A. At the Elementary and Intermediate Levels:

Any one or combination of the following programs is

acceptable.

1. Transitional Bilingual Education Program (TBE)

2. Bilingual/Bicultural Program

3. Multilingual/Multicultural Program

In the case of a TBE, the district must provide predictive data

which show that such student(s) are ready to make the transition

into English and will succeed educationally in content areas and

in the educational program(s) in which he/she is to be placed.

This is necessary so the district will not prematurely place

the linguistically/culturally different student who is not ready

to participate effectively in an English language curriculum in

the regular school program (conducted exclusively in English).

Because an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cogni-

tive development of students in this category and time and

maturation variables are different here than for students at the

secondary level, an ESL program is not appropriate.

B. At the Secondary Level:

Option 1 - Such students may receive instruction in

subject matter (example: math, science) in the native

language(s) and receive English-as-a-Second Language (ESL)

as a class component.
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Option 2 - Such students may receive required and elective
subject matter (examples: math, science, industrial arts)
in the native language(s) and bridge into English while
combining English with the native language as appropriate
(learning English as a first language, in a natural
setting).

Option 3 - Such students may receive ESL or High Intensive
Language Training (HILT) in English until they are fully
functional in English (can operate equally successfully in
school in English) then bridge into the school program for
all other students.

A district may wish to utilize a TBE, Bilingual/Bicultural or
Multilingual/Mul'Acultural program in lieu of the three options
presented in this section (III.1.B), This is permissible:
However, if the necessary prerequisite skills in the native
language(s) have not been taught to these students, some form
of.compensatory education in the native language must be
provided.

In.any case, students in this category (III.1.B) must receive
such instruction in a manner that is expeditiously carried out
so that 'the student in question will be able to participate to
the greatest extent possible in the regular school program as
soon as possible. At no time can a program be selected in
this category (III.1.B.) to place the students in situations
where the method of instruction will result in a substantial
delay in providing these students with the necessary English
language skills needed by or required of other students at the
time of graduation.

NOTE: You will generally find that students in this category are
recent immigrants.

2. In the case of the predominate speaker of the language other
than English (speaks mostly the language other than English,
but speaks some English):

A. At the Elementary Level:

Any one or combination of the following programs is
acceptable.

1. TBE

2. Bilingual/BiCultural Prograt

3. Multilingual/Multicultural Program
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In the case of a TBE, the district must provide predictive data
;.ilich show that such student(s) are ready to make the transition
into English and will educationally succeed in content areas and
the educational program in which he/she is to be placed.

Since an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cogni-
tive development of the students in this category and the time
and maturation variables are different here than for students
at the secondary level, an ESL program is not appropriate.

B. At the Intermediate and High School Levels:

The district must provide data relative to the student's
academic achievement and identify those students who have
been in the school system for less than a year. If the
student(s) who have been in the school system for less than
a year are achieving at a grade level or better, the dis-
trict is not required to provide additional educational
programs. If, however, the students who have been in the
school system for a year or more are underachieving (not
achieving at grade level), the district must submit a
plan to remedy the situation. This may include smaller
class size, enrichment materials, etc. In either this case

or the case of students who are underachieving and have
been in the school system for less than a year, the remedy
must include any one or combination of the following:
1) an ESL, 2) a TBE, 3) a Bilingual/Bicultural Program,
4) a Multilingual/Multicultural Program. But such students
may not be placed in situations where all instruction is
conducted in the native language as may be prescribed for
the monolingual speaker of a language other than English,
if the necessary prerequisite skills in the native language
have not been taught. In this case some form of compensa-
tory education in the native language must be provided.

NOTE: You will generally find that students in this category are
not recent immigrants.

3. In the case of the bilingual speaker (speaks both the language
other than English and English with equal ease) the district
must provide data relative to the student(s) academic achieve-

ment.

In this case the treatment is the same at the elementary, inter-

mediate and secoadary levels and differs only In terms of under-

achievers and those studenta achieving at grade level or lower.

A. For az students in this category who are underachieving,
treatmdnt corresponds to the regular program requirements
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for all racially/ethnically identifiable classes or
tracks composed of students who are underachieving,
regardless of their language background.

B. For the students in this category who are achieving at
grade level or,better, the district is not required to
.provide additional educational programs.

4. In the case of the predominant speaker of English (speaks
mostly English, but some of a language other than English)
treatment for these students is the same as III, 3 above.

5. In the case of the monolingual speaker of English (speaks Eng-
lish exclusively) treat the same as III, 3 above.

NOTE: ESL is a necessary component of all the aforementioned programs.
However, an ESL program may not be sufficient as the only.program
operated by a district to respond to the educational needs of all
ehe types of students described in this document.

IV. Required and Elective Courses

In the fourth step of such plan the.district must show that the
required and elective courses are not designed to have a discrimina-
tory effect.

1. Required courses. Required courses (example: American HiGtory)
must not be designed to exclude pertinent minority developments
which have contributed to or influenced'such subjects.

2. Elective Courses and i;o-curricular Activities. Where a
district has been found out of compliance and operates racially/
ethnically identifiable elective courses or co-curricular
activities, the plan must address this area by either education-
ally justifying the racial/ethnic identifiability of these
courses or activities, eliminating the, or guaranteeing dnat
these courses or co-curricular activities will not remain
racially/ethnically identifiable.

There is a prima facie case of discrimination if courses are
racially/ethnically identifiable.

Schools must develop strong incentives and encouragement for
minority students to enroll in electives where minorities have
not traditionally enrolled. In this regard, counselors, princi-
pals and teachers have a most important role. Title VI compli-
ance questions are raised by any analysis of counseling prac-
tices which indicates that minorities are being advised in a
manner which results in their being disproportionately ch,tnneled
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into certain subject areas or courses. The school district must

see that all of its students are encouraged to fully participate

and take advantage of all educational benefits.

Close monitoring is necessary to evaluate to what degree minor-
ities are in essence being,discouraged from taking certain
electives and encouraged to take other elective courses and
insist that to eliminate discrimination and to provide equal
educational opportunities.,.districts must take affirmative duties
to see that minority students are not excluded from any elective

courses and over included in others.

All newly established elective courses cannot be designed to
have a discriminatory effect. This means that a district cannot,
for example, initiate a course in Spanish literature designed
exclusively for Spanish-speaking students so that enrollment
in'that subject is designed to result in the exclusion of
students whose native language is English but who could equally
benefit from such a course and/or be designed to result in.the

removal of the minority students in question from a general
literature course which should be designed to be relevant for
all the students served by the district.

V. Instructional Personnel Requirements.

Instructional personnel teaching the students in question must be

linguistically/culturally familiar with the background of-the students

to be affected.

The student/teacher ratio for such programs should equal or be less

than (fewer students per teacher) the student/teacher ratio for the

district. However, we will not require corrective action by the

district.if the number of students in such programs are no more than

five greater per teacher than the student/teacher ratio for the

district.

If instructional staffing is inadequate to implement program require-

ments, in-service taining, directly_related to improving student
performance is atceptable as an immediate and temporary response.

Plans for providing this training must include at least the follow-

ing:

1. Objectives of training (must be directly related to ultimately

improving student performance)

2. Methods by which the objective(s)' will be achieved

3. Method for selection of teachers to receive training

4. Names of personnel doing the training and location of training
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5. Content of training

6. Evaluation design of training and performance criteria for
individuals receiving the training

7. Proposed timetables

This temporary in-service training must continue until staff per-
formance criteria has been met.

Another temporary alternative is utilizing para professional persons
with the necessary language (s) and cultural background(s). Specific
instructional roles of such personnel must be included in the plan.
Such plan must show that this personnel will aid in teachinsg,and not
be restricted to those areas unrelated to the teaching process
(checking roll, issuing tardy cards, etc.)

In add4ion, the district must include a plan for securing the num-
ber of qualified teachers necessary to fully implement'the 'instruc-
tional program. Development and training of para professionals may
be an important source for the development of bilingual/bicultural
teachers.

_VI-. Racial/Ethnic Isolation and/or Identifiability of Schools and
Classes

A. Racially/Ethnically Isolated and/or Identifiable Schools -
It is not educationally necessary nor legally permissable to
create racially/ethnically identifiable schools in order to
reaPond to student language dharacteristics as specified in the
programs described herein.

B. Racially/Ethnically Isolated and/or Identifiable Classes -
The implementation of the aforementioned educational models do
not justify the existence of racially/ethnically isolated or
identifiable classes, per se. Since there is no conflict in
this area as related to the application of the Emergency School
Aid Act (ESAA) and existing Title VI regulations, standard
application of those regulations is effective.

VII. Notification to Parents of Students Whose Primary or Home Language
is Other Than English

A. School districts have the responsibility to effectively notify
the parents of the students identified as having a primary or
home language other than English of all school activities or
notices which are called to the attention of other parents.
Such notice, in order to be adequate, must be provided in English
and in the necessary language(s) comprehensively paralleling the
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exact conteat in English. Be aware that a literal translation
may not be sufficient.

B. The district must inform all minority and nonminority parents
of all aspects of the programs designed for students of limited
English-speaking ability and that these programs constitute an
integral part of the total school program.

VIII. Evaluation

A "Product and Process" evaluation is to be submitted in the plan.
This type of evaluation, in addition to stating the "product" (end
result), must include "process evaluation" (periodic evaluation
throughout the implementation stage). A description of the evaluation
design is required: Time-lines (target for completion of steps) is
an essential component.

For the first three years, following the implementation of a plan,
the district must submit to the OCR Regional Office at.the close of
sixty days after school starts, a "progress report" which will show
the steps which have been completed. For those steps which have
not been completed, a narrative from the district is necessary to
explain why the targeted completion dates were not met. Another
"progress report" is also due at the close of 30 days after the last
day of the school year in question.

IX. Definition of Terms:

1. Bilingual/Biculturai Program

A program which utilizes the student's native language (example:
Navajo) and cultural factors in instructing, maintaining and
further developing all the necessary skills in the student's
native language and culture while introducing, maintaining and.
developing all the necessary skills in the second language and
culture (example: English). The end result is a student who
can function, totally, in both languages and cultures.

2. English-as-Za-Second Language (ESL)

A structured language acquisition program designed to teach
English to students whose native language is not English.

3. High Intensive Language Training (HILT)

A total immersion program designed to teach students a new
language.
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4. Multilingual/Multicultural Program

A program operated under the same principals as a Bilingual/
Bicultural Program (X, 1) except that more ehan one language
and culture, in addition to English language and culture is
treated. The end result is a student who can function, totally,
in more than two languages and cultures.

5. Transitional Bilingual Education Program (TBE)

A program operated in the same manner as a Bilingual/Bicultural
Program, except that once the student is fully functional in
the second language (English), further instruction in the native
language is no longer required.

6. Underachievement

Underachievement is defined as performance in each subject area
(e.g., reading, problem solving) at one or more standard
deviations below district norms as determined by some objective
measures for non-ethnic/racial minority students. Mental ability
scores cannot be utilized for determining grade expectancy.

7. Instructional Personnel

Persons ipvolved in teadhing activ4..ties. Such personnel in-
cludes, but is not limited to, cect fied, credentialized
teachers, para professionals, tea_ler aides, parents, community
volunteers, youth tutors, etc.
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APPENDIX G
Confidentiality of Data and Maintenance

of Records



Confidentiality of Data

Should schools obtain the

and Maintenance of Records

parents' permission to test children, to

use the data, or to release information to outside authorities? What

rights do parents and studer'' have n ess to information,

challenging its validity, These and other

questions contrasting an institutio,, , ,wodority to acquire and use

information as opposed to the parents' and children's rights to withhold

information and restrict its dissemination require precise answers.

School systems throughout the nation are being encouraged to develop

realistic yet ethically and legally sound policies on the colleCtion,

maintenance, and dissemination of pupil records.

As data storage and retrieval sys1ems become more complete through

the aid of computers, concern about the kinds and numbers of records

collected on children and how they are used and disseminated increases.

A basic conflict may exist between the need to protect an individual's

right to privacy and the need to give schools authority to acquire and

use educationally relevant information.

There are several aspects to this issue: data collection, data

classification and maintenance, their security, and their dissemination.

The American Psychological Association acknowledges the need "to

develop procedures for systematically eliminating from data files test-

score information that has, because of the lapse of time, become obsolete"

(Davis, 1974, p. 73). Recognizing the need to develop professional

standai:ds beyond this point, the Russell Sage Foundation convened a .
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conference at which representatives of educaticrIal and legal institutions

adjudicated various potentially conflicting interests in arriving at a

set of guidelines intended to be realistic,-yet ethically and legally

sound, policies. Their guidelines (Goslin, 1970) are summarized below.

Data collection. No data on students shouldbe collected without

the informed consent of parents. Coasent f_ outine testing may be

granted,through representatives, as when Li, chool board approves an

achievement testing program for the district. However, in cases involving

individual testing, especially personality assessment, the parents' con-

sent should be obtained. In addition, parental consent should be obtained

before acquiring any information about the child's family.

Data classificat.Lon and maintenance. The guidelines suggest informa-

tion should be classified into three categories depending on its proved

Importance to the school and its trustworthiness. Category A information

includes official administrative records necessary for the operation of

the school and which normally are valid. These include such information

as parents' names, pupils' grades, and attendance records. This informa-

tion would b maintained indefinitely. Category B information includes

verified information of clear importance but ...Lot absolutely essential to

the school. Included in this set are IQ or aptitude test data, system-

atically gathered teacher or counselor observations, verified family

background data, and other information which can be of use And in which

trust can be placed. These data should be retained only as long as they

are of use to the school and should be eliminated from files at various

transition points in a child's life (e.g., when he moves from elementary
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school to junior high school). They should be destroyed when the chil.d

leaves school. Category C data include those which are potentially use-

ful but which are not verified or are not dEcinitely needed beyond the

immediate present (e.g., legal or clinical findings, including some

personality test scores, and unverified or unsystematic teacher or

counselor reports). Information in this category should be reviewed at

least once a year and de ,ad if its usefulness is ended. The informa-

tion, if veracible ar isef, may be transferred to category B. Data

maintained by professionals for their own use (e.g., informal notes,

transcripts of conversations, etc.) should be maintained subject to the

above rules and to the sound judgment of the professional.

Data security. All confidential data should be maintained under lock

and key, with a professional assigned responsibility for its supe,:vision.

Provision also should be made for a student or his parents to challenge

the information in these records.

Data dissemination. A variety of requests generally are received

by educational institutions for release of data maintained on students.

The school, without the consent of the student or his parents, may .

release data in categories A and B to other school officials within the

district who have a legitimate need for it; a written request for such

data should be retained. In addition, categol7y-A and B data should be

released to state educational officials for,legitimate reasons and to

other schools in which the student intends to enroll. If records are

released to another school, the parents should be so informed and pro-

vided a copy of information. Any other information should be released
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only with the parents' written consent or under judicial order. Parents

should be notified if information is released without their consent.

Category C information should be released only under judicial order.

A student or his parents should have access to category A data.

Parents also should have access to category B data; with their parents'

permission, a student also should have such access to category B data.

A student who is age 18 Or married should have the right to control

access to ' lc also can deny his pareoLs access to the data if

he wishes. The school may release anonymous data for use for research

purposes without parental permission if the likelihood of a child being

identified is negligible.

More direct policies governing the collection, maintenance, security,

and dissemination of data are spelled out in Public Law 93-380, statutes

extending and amending the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965. The importance of this legislation lies its setting forth

policies co'which school districts must comply nr ice the possibility

of havinc federal funds withdrawn. Programs sum( d by this Act cannot

deny pals the right to inspect and review any , 111 school records

related to their children and must provide parent :. an opportunity to

challenge the contents of their child's School records and to correct or

delete inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise inappropriate data. All

instructional materials used in copneotion with research or experimental

prograns also must be made available for inspection to those parents

Whose th!ldren are engaged such programs. The programs also mupt,_

severeLy , strict the release of personally identifiable information
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on students without the parents' consent to any individual, agency, or

organization. Such information generally can be released only upon

receipt of a signed request by the student's parents specifying the

records to be released, the reasons for the release, and to whom. The

signed request is to be kept permanently in the student's file. School

districts are-responsible for inairming parents (or students if they are

18 years or older or attending an institution of post secondary education)

of these and other provisions contained within the Protection of.the

Rights and Privacy of P_rents and Students section of 93-380.

Another.statute addressing privacy rights of parents and students

has been proposed by D/HEW (Federal Register, 1975, 40(3), 1208-16) to

Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Commonly referred to as

the Buckley anw:itIolent, ihis stat7fre governs access to, and release of,

records mainta- -ny zertain educational institutions and agencies.

In brief, the

That such instktutions must provide parents of students access

to official reouzds directly related to the students and an

opportunirly for 4 hearing-to challenge such records on the

grounds that 0).1f are inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in-

appropriate; the. institutions must obtain the written consent

of parent. 'tSeforo releasing personally identifiable data about

students .

records to other than a specified list of excep-

tions; th4t parents and atudents must be notified of these'

rights; *gt, :these rights transfer to students at certain

points; and ttrnit an office and review boardi-must be establishad

in HEW to -
,-4,tigate and adjudicate vioIvn-dons and comp1aint5

of this stlo, (p. 1208).

One will note fiat this proposed, statute is sirt:Lar in intent to blase

enfprced under Apnroval of the final revisions to the Code of

Federal Regulations. 1F expected shortly.
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APPENDIX II
Lantruacre Dominance Measures



Title: Basic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL).

Author: Developed by Chess and Associates, under the leadership

of Charles H. Herbert, Alba I. Moesser and Anthony R.

Sancho.

Publisher: Chess and Associate:3, Inc.
Educational Systems and Services
P.O. Box 833
San Bernardino, California 92401

(714) 885-0763

Copyright
Date:.

Purpose of
Text:

1974

To assess language dominance, proficiency and growth of
student in sChool language arts and reading programs.

Examlner Qual-
ifications: Examiners should be specially trained by Chess and Asso-

'ciates.

Type of Test: Criterion referencedsystem to assess language dominance

and proficiency in Spanish and English.

Description: The BINL may be used to determine which of two or more

languages a student uses is dominant and to assess the

degree of command of a particular language or dialect the

child possesses. The BINL yields a series of scores that

become a langtpage profile for the child. It is individually

administeredim English or Spanish. The Fluency Score is

the total numher of words used by the student in his

responses. This serves as an indicator of ability to use
vocabulary and structure forms of the language. The Level

of Complexity_Score teflects the command of the structure

of a language, including the use of modifiers, phrases and

clauses. The Average Sentence Length Score is derived as a

function of the fluency count and the number of phrases or

sentences used.

Cost: The complete'BINL'Kit is $125.00 each. Materials included:

sufficient materials for pre- and posttesting, 80 talk

files, 40 color story starter posters, one Ditto master
(Sequence Picture book), one BINL Instructions Manual, 100

individual oral score sheets, and 100 individual profile

sheets. Items may be purchased separately.

lime limits: 'This information is unknown.
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Ages: The initial sample included children grades K -.2.

Validity: No data were available.

Reliability: No data were available.

Other: The publisher is in the process of es!7iblishing norma-
tive sample. The velindmary,sample irli!rie,1 346 clAldren
in grades K - 2. A table is provided for language dominance
which provides means and standard deviations.
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Title: Basic Language Competence Battery (BLCB)

Author: ch `ervenka

Publisher: Edwa. J. C.,-:-.\,enka
617 West End Avenue
Suite 9-A
New York, New York 10024

(212) 724-0160

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

1972

The BLCB was designed to measure basic language competence
of the child learning a second language. The measure is
not an assessment of intelligence or achievement but of
language acquisition. The battery may be used for evalua-
tion or placement purposes in situations where second-
language learning is involved.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: The examiner shoulrlbe a native or near-native speaker of

the languages being tested. The examiner should be
trained and have knowledse of language structure.

Type of test: Comprehension test to measure the child's language knowledge
or ability; no language production is required.

Description: Both the Spanish and English versions of the test are
composed of four subtests. Kindergarten and first grade
children are only to be tested with Subtest 1. For children

beyond first grade'the four sUbtnts are to be administered
in two sittings. During the first session only Subtest 1
is to be given and used as a criterion measure to determine
if a student should be given the remaining three sections.

Subtest 1 - Oral Vocabulary. Twentyfour items are used to
measure the child's ability to recognize and identify con-

crete nouns. The child is shown a row of six pictures and
asked to mark the one named by the examiner.

Subtest 2 - Sound Tercel:Atm- The 40 itens in this subtest
are used -to measure the ChilE's ability to discriminate

sound contxasts in sentences. The child is to determine if
the, two sentences given by the examiner are alike or differ-

ent and marks his answer sheet accordingly.
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Cost:

Time limits
and Grades:

Format:

Validity:

Reliability:

Administra-
tion and
Scoring:

Subtest 3 - Sentence Structure. This subtest measures the
child's ability to_discriminate grammatical and ungrammati-
cal sentences. For each of the 40 iteus the child listens,
to two sentences and responds by marking his answer,
indicating whether the first or second sentence was correct.

Subtest 4 --Sentence Interpretation. This 40 item subtest
measures the child's ability to grasp and interpret sentence
meaning. The child listens to a sentence and marks one of .
two spaces, indicating whether the sentence was true or
false.

See attached form at the end of the evaluation.

K - Grade 1 (Subtest 1 only) 12-15 minutes
Grades 2 - 9, 30-39 minutes

The child's booklet contains pictures for Subtest 1 and one
page on which to record answers for the remaining subtests
by filling in the appropriate space with his pencil. The

test items are given orally by the examiner. Both the
Spanish and English-tests have two forms.

With regard to validity the authors state the following,
"Children who have adequate social and educational oppor-
tunity to develop their native language consistently score
high on the BLCB in their native language. For native
English-speaking and Spanish-speaking, children there is only
a small increase in scores across the elementary grades when

tested in the native language. This pattern of test scores
on the BLCB holds for children who have been clinically
diagnosed to have learning disabilities and minor mental
deficiencies. These findings are precisely in accord with
the construct of "basic language competence." They consti-
tute evidence of the validity of the battery, that the

battery is indeed measuring language knowledge, not intellec-
tual abilities or educational achievement." No data are

provided.

No data are provided.

Directions for administration of the BLCB are given in great

detail. Subtest 1 is to be used as a criterion measure to
determine if the child should be given the remaining subtests.
Scoring is objective. Details regarding scoring and inter-
pretation of test results are provided within the manual. The

test can be group administered. A child always should be
given the BLCB version in their native language first.
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Other: The BLCB has advantages of being a group administered test,
relatively low in cost, and easily, given and scored.
Insufficient technical data are available for high school
evaluation.
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septembcr 10, 1975 Attachment B

PRICE LIST FOR BASIC LANGUAGE rOMPETENCE BATTERY

1975-1976

TES) MATERIALS

Handbook for Test Administrators (Draft Copy)

Tentative Norms for the Basic Lenguage Competence Battery
(In preparationestimated cost when completed)

General Information and Directions for Test Administration, English
Form A (Subtests 1, 2, 3 and 4 for Grade 2 and above)

General Information and Directions for Test Administration, Spanish
Form B (Subtests 1, 2, 3 and 4 for Grade 2 and above)

Answer Booklets for English Form A.or Spanish Form B
(Subtests 1, 2, 3 and 4 for Grade 2 and above)

BLCB-e-1234 (BOoklet printed in English only)

BLCB-es-1234 (Booklet printed In English and Spanish)

General Information and Directions for Test Administration,'For
Testing Kindergarten and First Grade Children, English Form A
(Subtest 1, Oral Vocabulary only)

General Information and Directions for Test Administration, For
Testing Kindergarten and First Grade Children, Spanish Form B
(Subtest 1, Oral Vocabulary only)

Answer Booklets for English Form A or Spanish Form B (Subtest I,
Oral Vocabulary only), for Kindergarten and First Grade

BLC8-e-1 (Booklet printed In English only)

BLCB-e5-1 (Booklet printed In English and'Spanish)

Scoring Stencils for English Form A, Subtests 1-4 (for Grade 2 and
above), for Answer Booklets BLCB-e-1234 or BLCB-es-1234

Scoring Stencils for Spanish Form B, Subtests 1-4 (for Grade 2
and above), for Answer Booklets BLCB-es-1234 only

Scoring Stencils for English Form A, Subtest I, Oral Vocabulary
only (for Kindergarten and First Grade), for Answer Booklets
BLCB-e-1 or BLGB-es-1

Scoring Stencils for Spanish Form B, Subtest 1, Oral Vocabulary
only (for Kindergarten and First Grade), for Answer Booklets
2LCB-es-1 snit

Test AdminIstraticninformation Sheet (1 per each group tested). .

UNIT PRICE

Each $ 1.40

Each 15.75

Each 2.00

Each 2.30

Each .16

Each .16

Each 1.00

Each 1.00

Each .16

Each .16

Set 14.00

Set 14.00

Each 7.00

Each 7.00

Each. .14
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Title:

Llthors:

Publisher:

Copyright
date:

Purpose of
test:

Bilingual Syntax Measure

Marina K. Burt, Heidi C. Dulay, and Eduardo
Hernandez Chavez

Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich, Inc.

1975

It is designed to measure oral proficiency in English
and/or Spanish grammatical structure by using natural
speech as a basis for making judgments regarding:

(1) language dominance with respect to basic
syntactic structures,

(2) structural proficiency in English as a second
language,

(3) structural proficiency in Spanish as a second
language

(4) degree of maintenance or loss of basic Spanish
structures and

(5) language acquisition research.

E Qualifications: The teachers or other professional school staff per-
sonnel must speak both languages.

Type of
test:

Description:

It measures children's acquisitions of English and/or
Spanish grammatical structure. It can be used"as
indicator of language dominance with respect to basic
syntactic structure.

This is a "Conversation type test." One talks indivi-
dually with a child about some pleasant pictures.
There are no "correct" answers in a conversation of
this kind. Different answers to the same questions
are expected to the same question since children have
Zifferent backgrounds and perceive the pictures differently.

Based on the analyses of children's actual speech, the
teacher can get a good picture of what grammatical
structures the children display in their verbal responses
anrl what they have yet to acquire.

This test has two language versions (English and Spanish)
and is composed of five booklets.
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Cost: Information was not available

Time
limits: Approximately 10 minutes

Format: Pictures are presented to children and they are asked
pertinent questions concerning them. One language is
first assessed and then the other. It is preferable
to space the versions at least several hours apart.
When recording the child's responses it is essential
that exactly what the child says be written down in the
child's Response Booklet in the language(s) the child
uses.

Ages: Grades K-2; ages 4.5 to 8.5

Validity: Information was not available.

Reliability: Information was not available.
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Title: Dos Amigos Verbal Language Scale

Author: Donald E. Critchlow

Publisher: Academy Therapy Publications

Copyright
date:

Purpose of
test:

1974

To identify dominant language of child. The author
states that, in order to obtain a measure of a bilingual
child's comparative English-Spanish development, the
instrument employed must elicit meaningful responses
at the comprehension and conceptual level in both
languages. By developing a test with this in mind,
the author believes the Dos Amigos yields the level at
which the child's spoken language development best
qualified him to fuaction.

E qualifications: The examiner must have reading and speaking knowledge
of Spanish and English.

Type of
test:

Description:

English-Spanish aptitude test that assesses language
through the production of lexical items.

Dos Amigos contains two scales, one in English and one
in 'panish. Each scale consists of eighty-five stimulus
words and their opposites arranged in order of diffi-
culty. The scales are designed to determine the child's
development in each of the two languages. The examiner
gives the stimulus word orally to the child, who then
responds by giving an opposite for the stimulus item.

Cost: No cost information was available.

Time limits: Each scale can be given and scored in ten minutes.

Format: Stimulus words are given orally by the examiner and
the child responds by orally stating the opposite of
the stimulus item.

Ages: 6-10 years.

Validity: The following information is provided within the test
manual. "Based on the commonly understood concept that
intelligence can be scaled according to age, a multiple
regression and correlation analysis was performed in
order to predict the dependent variable, mental age
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Reliability:

Administration
and Scoring:

Other:

using independent variables: grade in school, English
score, Spanish score and sex. The coefficient of
determination of this set of variables is 84 per cent
of total variation in dependent variables."

No information is available. Persons interested in
obtaining statistical information are encouraged to
write the author.

The administration of the scale is relatively easy, and
adequate information is provided by the test manual.
Scoring is objective and basically a matter of deter-
minitg correct or incorrect responses. No difficulties
seem to arise in the scoring process. Testing is con-
tinued until child misses five consecutive items. The
test is administered individually. Means and standard
deviations for age groups are given for the Spanish and
English forms.

Items.were selected after two years of observation of
oral activities in K-6 classrooms. The ascending dif-
ficulty of items was determined by frequency analysis
of preliminary testing responses. All English and,
Spanish concepts do not occupy the same difficulty
level in their respective scales. No information is
available. The population was drawn from heterogenously
grouped classrooms at each grade level, involving 1,224
ch dren in grades K-6. Children chosen had to Meet
the following criteria:

(1) Mexican-American ancestry,
(2) Spanish wassthe first language learned and
(3) were reared in the cultural. milieu.

The Dos Amigos is based on the theory that language
development is a significant factor of intelligence.
It was developed on the Osgood model as adapted by
Joseph Wepmon and Sister Mary CarroTg, Some technical
data are provided but are difficult to interpret.
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Title: English and Spanish Phonemic Unit Production Tests.

Author: . R. V. Skoozylas

Publisher-: R. V. Skoczylas

Copyright
date:

Purpose af
test:

1972

Both the ErriLLsh and Spanish te.st:.-3 are designed to

measure the rIbild's ability to,duce phanemic units
that ere essential to the maste, of-English and Spanish.

E Qualific, The examiner should be a native ..1.-reaker itff the languagE
being assessEd.

Type of
test:

Description:

Cost:

These tests measure the ability of the studeat to
reproduce English and Spanish phonemic units, respectively,
through sentence repetition.

For both tests the child listens to a taped or spoken
utterance then repeats the utterance. The sentences
contain sounds that linguists and classroom teachers
have identified as difficult for non-native speakers.
The child's response is scored as he takes the test or
recorded and evaluated at a later date. scoring is
done with respect to only one phonemic unit within each
sentence.

For both Spanish and English tests: Scoring sheets and
directions for Form A and B, 1 set of 20 tests, $2.50.
Cassette Tape, $4.00 each (also recorded on tape are
the instructions).

Time limits) Eight minutes for each form.

Format: The child responds after each sentence has been repeated
twice. The child's response may be taped or scored' im-

mediately.

Ages: Kindergarten through college.

Validity: No data are given. The author states both instruments
were "consensually validated by a panel of bilingual
specialists." Contrastive analysis procedures applied
to English and Spanish were used to analyze the tests
prior to the validation by the bilingual specialists.
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Reliabiltty:

Administre
and Scoric

Test-retes= reliability estimates were .81 for- the
English test (N=63) and .76 for the Spanish te*t
(n=57).

instructions for the em.inistrator of eacii test are
ncise and provided on ea scoring sheet. .;Ithough

-1-is assumed that both tes=s would be administered to
:,:udents for bilingual educLation purposes, no statement

made regarding this assumption. The scog sheet
4also provides Instructions as to the specif-7-r phonemic

,7rqts to be scored. Scoring is subjective anI.to be
,ised on the following scale: 0 (no response) 1 (poor
response) and 2 (good response). The test is Individu-
ally administered. No inf_.:a_mation is presented regaYd-

A.rg scales and norms.
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Title: Gloria and David - Oral Bilingual Test Je teat manual

was not available. This evaluation is 1:.Ase,5 on information
provided on file by the Texas Education .qvT:cy).

Author: Language Arts, Inc.

Publisher: Language Arts, Inc.
3102 Maywood Ave.
Austin, Texas 78703
(512) 451-5365

Copyright
Date:

Purpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

1968

The purpose of this test is to assess tle,,.Mtild's ability
to repeat sentences and thereby ascerta jz..,.1. r"-,:q' comprehension

and phonology abilities. Structural interference cam be
determined in the case of bilingual chiqArem.

Examiner should be able to speak the child's language.
These qualifications are necessary only for scoring purposes
since a prerecorded tape is used.

Sentence repetition test of English and Spanish.

Description: The test is composed of 51 sentences keyed to 20 pictures
taken from the Gloria and David reading series. There are

25 English and 26 Spanish sentences recorded by a native
Texr..; bilingual woman. The English sentences range from
three to nine syllables in length while the Spanish siltences
range from three to thirteen syllables in length. The
sentences are presented in random order with no more than
two sentences in sequence in the same language. Each
sentence relates to one of the slides shown to the child.
The child looks at the colored slide, hears a .,,entence and

then repeats the sentence. His responses are :aped and
evaluated at a later time.

Cost: No cost information is available. However the need for
specialized equipment increase the cost of ibe test. Special

equipment needed includes: the Dukane Assiatamt (automated
filmstrip viewer), a headset with earphones are, a hoom mike,
cassette recorder and an individual cassette far-each child,
a master cartridge (a sound tape cartridge combined with a
filmstrip which the machine plays automatically).
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Format:

Ages:

10 minutes.

The child is ,quipped vitla a headset and microphone. He

is shown coL;_:- slides which are sycronizedirtzh a pre-

recorded tap. The-shila is instructed to r7r,eat the
sentence during the provided on the t--5'lle His

response is Alen recorded.

4 - 7.,

No information on va.:Ifdly was available.

No information on rFliabjltty was available.. 7flowever,

much research is aveilableby writing directly-to Language
Arts, inm., C)Tr to Dm. Mamas Horn, Department of curriculum
and Instruction, TheTni2ersity of Texas, Austin, 78712.

Admini-
stration
and 'Scoring: (1) Administration is relatively easy aa it is basically

done with prerecorded tapes and sycramized slides.
(2) Because of the lack of an available, leauwal scoring

criteria is unknown.
(3) The test is administered individuaIlF.
(4) The test is administered once.

Other:

NO normative data were available. It is unknown whether
the test manual contains this informatiom-

Provided the necessary equipment is available, the ad-
ministration of the instrument can be done 'with ease. -.Me

difficulty af evaluating the child's responaes.is unknown.
Data are available describing the. -r-a-rIze of phonemes and
words presented in. both the Engliah. and. SpanIsh sentences.
Also available are the Gloria and Datd. English Speedh
Training Series and a Chart of Phonological. and Grammatical
Features of the Assesgment.

-Some factors that may limit the effectiveness olE the
instrument include:

(L) The limited.syntatic measure.
.(7-23 Sentence repetition as the sole basis for evalion.
".-3) Me cost of mecessary equipment.
(1) The random cadering of sentences rather thatr..an

increasing afffIcult arrangement:and,
(5) The use of the-present tense only.

Also insufent da were available to .aluate other-
teChnical rrrisiderati=ms.
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Hoffman Bthz,42, Schedule

Authc-: Moses N. H. Hofiman

PubEzsher:: Teachers College Rtess

Copyright
Date:

Iypef

Type 'ci".

Testl

1934

It is a questi=onaire designed to measure a person's
bilingual bark-rInound. It can be used with groups.

This questionuatre measures aspects of a person's linguistic

background. arr.:does not indicate how deep is he person's
grasp of each Thanguage.

Descrintim: This questionnatre attemptsto determine the_languages a
lamily uses, howthey were acquired through heritages, and
how-they are presently used within the person's environ
ment. The questionnaire starts by asking: the student
familiar questions (e,g., name, age, grade), additional
informationisacquired to determine the birthplace of
parents and the number of years in-the U,-.S.; the names,
ages, school, and grade of siblings; AI parents understand
English, and tne other languages that parents underatand;
the 1mTguages spoken by parents, grandparents and siblings
and to what degree. Other questions eXamine the entertainment
-11,--rerns of the family (e,g., literature read, theatre
ar-Rndend, wilting letters, reading daily newspapers, lectures
attended) and. if they participate any of the above in
-1=guages _other than English and what frequency are they

e=ertai4-

Copstz In5ormation 4.1a.S. not available.

MinetT._i_mts Informationis not specilically given. -The manual merely
states "'should take only a short time". It appears it

conlat completed in about 15 - 45 minutes.

Tbmia03== Tke persza_firE2a out the questionnaire.

6tra g=aile or :,=>e. range 10 - 15.
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Validity: Concurrent vaLidity was assessed by correlating scores
on the sched.---:1s . with estimates of the extent of bi-

lingualism based on parent interviews.. The resulting
coefficient was .82, the coefficient based on ratings by
someone who wasLacquainted with the person was .73.

Reliability: Test-retest telim:hility was reported as .81 after a three
week interval- ±Z.blit-half reliability was reported to
be .92.when corrected for length by the Spearman-Brown
formula. The cormelatiomLbetween scorez from siblings
was repcillted as .69.

Admiml-
stration
and :Scoring: While the insr=ument is easily aminigflered, no instmmntions

were specificdily given.
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Title:

Author:

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

Description:

Home Bilingual Usage Estimate

R. V. Skoczylas

R. V. Skoczylas
7649 Santa _Inez Court
Gilroy, CaLifornia 95020

1971

To classi±T a child as.ei-br English monolimgual,
English domimant, apparent:Ttilingual, Spanish dominant
of Spanish monolingual by measuring language usage in the
home.

The interviewer-should be bilingual. The :Instrument

may be administered by an alde.

This is am:interview achedule that measures Tuages
used in the home-faint:1;y domain.

The interview r=sists of fclm-Iparts, eani.7. used to
determine the degree ,-r E. sh .andtca-._.Szris7rP spoken in

7mtious hone situations,. The f..s7t,..tim,-,parts are

interpreted ais opportunt" :Mk the subject.

?art 1.-sennr,ja the lengowe spoken hy-tthenother to the
lather, fatkez±:.to between,=.:iiiifngs. Part 2

i==tha.fnmily (encoemttfteaubject)
along-With tt:alr agslaraLs.anc. Iheimginterviewed

-then Is- askg-ii'--wihich 1angnages).hoth7paiwtamse with
each child- Fart 3 detrnimes which langxiege.:is spoken
tn the subje= hy vartnus family members ,IziadTdaymates.

Port 4 f-rr.dir-P-res the 7:,anguage spoken hy the sUbject by

the subjmt- rn pareats., -.511t1er famillymembors, and playmates.

For ithe..,±nterviewer records

a Z.unit±he =Maim VM*,11Th or SganitAh.) -Which represents
the Ianggespoken mas=of the:time. -2-1-the other language
isapOk:e13:-..aomenf7the7.time;aa. is-reccawhile 0 is
recorded-if ir .isalcaoken. rf-bothIsm.guages are
spokPn-witll eqnal Tr7-- a 2 is redeci in both columns.
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Cost: One set of 20 forms: $4.00.

Approximately 6 minutes.

Format: Interview schedule.

Ages: Any age. One or both parents should be interviewed if
the subject is a child.

Validity: Criterion-related validity was reported. An external
measure of twenty-five pupil's home bilingual usage was
obtained by an experienced bilingual educator. The
educator, who knew the children and their home environ-
ment, was asked to rate each child's language usage in
the home. The Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient was .95. The bilingual educator completed
his rating one week before the Home Bilingual Usage
Estimate interviews were conducted.

An estimate of reliability using a test-retest pro-
cedure, was .97.

Reliability: A Pearson product-moment reliability coefficient of
.97 was obtained; the time interval between the first
and second interview was four weeks.

_Admini-
stration
and Scoring: Instructions for the administration of the estimate are

provided with each form in a concise, easily understood
manner. Scoring criteria are given and describe adequately
the scoring process and the classification of the child
(by total score) with regard to his dominant language.
The interview is to be with an adult member of the
student's immediate family who is interviewed only once.

Other: The Estimate can be administered quickly and gives an
overview of the language usage in the home. It is not
designed to evaluate the child's production but can be
used as background information on which to base the
selection of further measures which do test language
proficiency. Date indicate the Estimate to be a
reliable, valid (though restricted) measure of language
dominance.
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Title:

Author:

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

Description:

Cost:

Timelimits:

James Language Dominance Test

Peter James

Learning Concepts
2501 N. Lamar
Austin, Texas 75705

1974

To determine language dominance in Mexican-American
children.

Can be administered by professional or para-professional
persons. All examiners must be fluent Spanish speakers.

To establish language dominance of kindergarten and first

grade Mexican-American children.

It consists of 40 visual stimuli designed to yield a
measure of the chils language dominance or bilingualism

in both production and comprehension. Questions are

printed in both Spanish and English. A manual provides
directions for administration and scoring. The test

itself is divided into four parts.

Spanish Comprehension: The examiner tells the child one

,

word in Spanish and the child responds by pointing to the

picture reflecting the question.

Spanish Production: The examiner shows the child more
pectoral illustrations and asks him in Spanish "What is

this?" The child verbally atriculates in Spanish the label

of the object (item). Similar subtests ara included to
measure English Comprehension and English ''-coduction. On

these two subtests the same pictures are used. The in-
structions and directons are in English and the student
responds in English

Information was not available.

7 - 10 minutes per child.
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Format:

Ages:

Validity:

Reliability:

Admini-
stration
and Scoring:

The examiner places the pictorial booklet in front of
the child. In the Spanish parts all instructions and
responses must be in Spanish. If a child responds to a
production item with an inappropriate answer because he
misunderstands the picture the administrator may ask,
"What else might it be?" or "Que otra cosa puede ser?"
However, the administrator may not interpret the picture
for the fzhild. If all efforts seem futile, aeminister
the test in English and return to Spanish later. If

the child still does not respond to the Spanish or misses
10 of the 20 comprehension items after examiner has ad-
-ministered the English version, the testing should cease.

Grades kindergarten and first.

After determining the item's difficulty, items were se-
lected from a larger set uo give a spread of difficulty
and to provide a representative language repertoire. The
author also reports high correspondence between performance
on this test and language usage in the home.

Information is not given.

Instructions for administering in both languages are
easy to follow. Scoring procedures offers a variety of

options. For example, in the Spanish and English Pro-
duction more up-to-date words may be used. Tennis shoe
in Spanish may be the word "tenni" and the Spanish
may use the word "tennie" instead of the traditional word

"shoe". There are 7 alternate words in Spanish and 9
alternate words in English.

The instrument may be used to plae a child in one of
the following categories: Spanish dominant, bilingual with
Spanish as a home language, bilingual with English and
Spanish as home languages, English dominant but bi-
lingual in comprehension, or English dominant.
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Title:

Authors and
Publishers:

Turpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Description:

Language Dominance Index Form

Developed and printed by the Department of Education
for the State of California.
Wilson Bdles
Superintendent of Public Instruction and
Director af Education
Department of Education
State Edocation Building
721 Capltdi Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

Theilndex is presented with a memo from Wilson Riles to
t:!la-FCoumty and District Superintendent of Schools, dated
1---el'iruary 23, 1973. The Index was designed to evaluate
a child's English proficiency and thus identifY those
clfldren with limited or non-English speaking ability and
to assess his proficiency in his native language.

at 1H given by a person who speaks both English and the
other-language spoken by the child.

laterlreliax includes sections that evaluate :the child's
:listening and reading comprehension, speaking, and writing,
together with a questionnaire dealing withwhat language
tbe child uses ia various situations. Throughout the
test, if the child does not understand a question asked
in English the examiner may repeat the question in the
child's mother tongue. The examiner's farm provides
space for immediate evaluation of the child's responses
±mterms of: correct responSe, incorrect response, no
tesponse few errar or can't write and as to which
language:was uSed by the child.

listening comprehension is evaluated by giving the child
four commands (sample item: "Show me your smallest
finger"). To ascertain the child's speaking abilities,
the child is asked four questions designed to elicit a spoken
response from the child (sample item: "Please describe some
of the things in this room and what they are used for").
The child is asked to read four items aloud, then to
read a sentence silently and answer questions orally.

To evaluate his writing abilities the child first is asked
to write an answer to three questions, then write two
sentences which describe his home or car.
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Cost:

Timelimits:

Format:

Validity:

Reliability:

Admini-
stration
and Scoring:

Other:

No information was available.

No information was available.

The form for the examiner contains all questions
included within the Index and provides a space for eval-
uating the child's responses. The child's form only
includes those items included in the written section of
the Index and spaces for the child to respond to the
questions in writing.

No data are available.

No data are available.

Instructions for the administration are brief and easily
understood and require little preparation by the examiner.
General scoring instructions are given. However, the
scoring process is subjective and provides only very
general categories. No indepth evaluation of the child's
responses is done. It is individually administered. No

normative- data are given.

The Index is primarily an English language assessment
and is used to assess another language only in cases
where the child is unable to understand the questions
in English (with the exception of the questionnaire
portion). The small number of test items allows the
Index to be given quickly but the range of items is re-
stricted. Although the test states it may be used at K-12
levels, the items appear to be most appropriate for
elementary age children.
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Title: Language Facility Test

Author: John T. Daily

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Examiner
Qualifi-

_

cations:

Type of
Test:

The Allington Corporation
801 N. Pitt St. #701
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

1968 test-plates, 1965.

The test can be administered and scored by personnel
with a minimum of trainiv.

Measures language facility which is independent of
vocabulary pronunciation, and grammar. In effect, it
gives a measure of how well a person can use the language
or dialect to which he has been exposed in either his
home environment or school.

Description: The test obtains a sample of speech in 10 minutes or
less by means of having the child tall stories about or
describe a series of 12 pictures.

Cost: Infurmation was not given.

Timelimits: The test is untimed. Rarely more than 10 minutes wilt
be needed for three pictures.

Format: The test obtains a sample of speech in 10 minutes or
less by means of having children tell stories about or
describe a series of pictures. Responses to each picture
are assigned scores on a 9 point scale according to
detailed scoring.

Ages: The test is designed to measure language facility at
all ages from about 3 years to maturity.

Validity: Virtually no empirical validity studies are reported.

Reliability: Inter-rater consistency in scoring ranged between .88
to .94, inter item correlations are in the 70s and 80s
and test-retest correlations ranged from .46 to .90.
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Admini-
stration
and Scoring: The scoring of the test requires no special training

other than a careful study of the scoring directions
and examples (contained in the manual). It is assumed
that the scorer is familiar with and can understand
the language or dialect in which the child's responses

are given.
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Title: Linguistic Capacity Index

Authors: Frederick H. Brengelman
Uohn C. Manning

Publisher: Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

1964

The test may be used as a measure of English language
readiness to :.,:list-the classroom teacher in grouping
pupils for English language instruction. The Index also
may be used to assess pupil achievement in learning
English as i foreign language.

The examiner should be a native speaker of English.
Special care should be exerted in the pronunciation of
each stimulus item. All words should be pronounced
naturally without exaggerating by stress or pitch or
enunciation the.features of each item that is being
examined.

This is a measure of receptive English language
readiness used to group pupils whose native language
is Spanish for English language instruction.

Description: Each child is given a booklet which contains a pretest.
designed to familiarize the child with: marking a line,
following symbol directions, and the sequences of test
items.

The test itself is designed to assess (in English)
contrastive phonology, vocabulary, and contrastive grammar.

The contrastive phonology section contains twenty items
that measure the pupils' ability to distinguish the
pairs of sounds which are contrasted in English but
not in Spanish. .

The vocabulary recognition section contains 20 items
measuring recognition of noun, verb, preposition, and
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Cost:

Timelimits:

Format:

Ages:

Validity:

Reliability:

Admini-
stration
and Scoring:

adjective forms. Pictures are used for the child to
mark such items as a hand, house, boy eating, and
drawing a circle around.

The 20 item contrastive grammar section measures the
pupils' understanding of English functions, words,
word order and inflectional constructions which do not
correspond to semantically similar constructions in
Spanish.

Information was not available.

Total test time is approximately 35 minutes;

The test is administered in the children's regular
classroom to no more than ten pupils at any one time.
In the pretest the examiner shows the children a
stimulus card reflecting a geometric symbol. Tie children
are to find a similiar one in their booklet and mark
through the correct response. In the vocabulary re-
'cognition, contrastive phonology and contrastive
grammar sections, the examiner holds up the same stimulus
cards (geometric symbols) and tells the children to
put their finger on the picture that looks like this.
Then the examiner proceeds to assess one of the three
areas by saying, "In the big square mark the .

All directions to the students are in English. Stimulus
words are repeated twice.

Primary grade pupils whose native language is Spanish.

No information is given.

No information is given.

Instructions for administering appear to be easy to

follow. The Index yields a raw score (number correct).
No further instructions are given. Percentile ranks
presumably are in the process of being developed.
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Title: Mat-Sea-Cal IP

Authors: Joseph H. Matluck
Betty Mace-Matluck

Publishers:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

Description:

Center for Applied Linguistics
815 4th Ave. North
Seattle, Washington 98109

Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 North Kent St.
Arlington, Virginia 22209

1974

The totally oral test is designed to:
(1) determine the child's ability

a. to understand and produce distinctive
characteristics of English;

b. to express known cognitive concepts;
c. to handle learning tasks in EAglishi

(2) to provide placement 'and instrue.tionai re-
conmiendations with respect to al4ernate.
programs.

The development of the test was from the point of view'
of identifying the basic communiCation conmsta a child'
must handle in order to perform in a sbhooi, ssentting,
i.e., the skills of identifying, classify±ng, luantifying,
interrogating, and negating, and of showing important
relationships such as spatial, case, and temporal. The
purpose for other language tests is the same with respect
to the particular language.

The test can be administered and scored by teachers;
however, the tester must be a native speaker of the
language being tested.

A series of oral proficiency tests in six languages.

The prototype English test-uses three modes of assessment:
(1) listening comprehension,
(2) sentence repetition, and
(3) structured responses.
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Language features incorporated within the three parts
include phonology, morphology, lexicon and syntax. The

test contains 81 sentences, strictly oral which employ
the three modes incorporating the catagories of recall
and recognition.

Part I - Listening Comprehension. There are three cartoon
pictures per sentence. The child marks his choice in
response to a taped stimulus.

Sample Test Item:
Pictures shown are 2 boys 1 boy 1 boy and a cat

Stimulus: "Find the boys."

Part II - Sentence Repetition. Twenty-six sentences are
prerecorded and played once. They are to be repeated 1_-,y

the child. The sentences are related to two pictures,
"In the Park" and "In the Neighborhood."

Sample:rest Item:
"The ttt7man has three ballons on a string."

Part ILL- Structured Responses.. This section contains
twenty-eight questions asked by the -examiner to which
the student responds.

Part III - A includes nine visuals (5" x 8") representing
particular action verbs.

Part III - B has as a visual reference a picture entitled
"In the Home."

Sample Test Items:
Part III - A -- "What's the little girl doing?"
Part III - B "What was Lily's mother watching?"

Cost: Cost information is available from Dr. Matluck.

Timelimits: 20 - 40 minutes, depending on the language being tested.

Format: All oral stimuli are prerecorded with the exception of
Part III.

Part 1 - Student booklet contains pages showing three
2 1/2" x 3" drawings for each sentence. Pages are color

coded to aid the child.

Part II - Two large pictures are shown the child while he
hears and then repeats each sentence concerning the picture.
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Ages.=

Validity.

Relimbility.

Admini-
stration
and Scoring:

Part III - A - Child's booklet showing one picture per
page. There are nine pictures shown in a flip card
manner.

Part III B - Visual reference is a 17" x 22" picture ,

entitled, "In the Home."

Each section of the test has a master chart whose
coordinates reflect the relationship between the concept
and the language manifestation for each grammatical
item tested. The examiner's packet includes:

(1) the master chart for each section;
(2) a set of visuals;
(3) -audio tapes;
(4) sainting and diagnostic sheets; and
(5) ,an Examiner's handbook.

There is one form for each language. Language versions
include teRrc in the following languages: English,

.Spanish, Tas:alog, Ilakano, Cantonese:and Mandarin..

K - 4 grades,

No validitr data available.

No reliability data available. Validity and reliability
data will be available by writing directly to the authors.

Instructions for administering the measure are given
generally in the introduction of the manual.- They are
given in detail in a clear, consise manner preceeding
each part of the measure. Instructions for scoring the
measure are given in the introduction to the test._ For

Parts I and II scoring has been made as objective:as
possible by simplifying the examiner's need to decide
whether the child's answer is right or wrol7g. Grading
by a native-speaker of an utterance made by a student on
a tape is basically subjective in nature. But the grading
of a lexical, grammatical, or phonological structure has
been objectivized by isolating it from every other element
in that utterance and scoring it right or wrong with respect
to specific and siated criteria as to the native pattern
involved. Detailed scoring procedures are given for each
of the three parts of the measure. The manual provides
one full page for each test item which gives the sentence
and pictures, identification of the item to be evaluated
and its catagory (phonology, morphology, syntax, and
vocabulary.) The test is individually administered.
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Other: With regard to practical considerations the estis
very well developed, and..the manual is well done.
having validity, reliability and normative data would
add to the strength of the manual and test.



Title:

Authors:

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cation:

Description:

Cost:

Timelimits:

Format:

Ages:

Validity:

Michigan Oral Language Test

Ralph Robinett
Richard Benjamin

Michigan Department_ of Education
Evaluation Director
Michigan Iti_lgrant Primary

Interdisciplinary Project
3800 Packard Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Not given

To assess the child's ability to produre- standard
grammatical and phonological features when he speaks.

They are not specified; however, teachers and other
school staff could administer the test.

Students label picturea *old verbally tell oral stories
abctit Olem. . There are tirreeH8. .x 11 pictures. The
examiner presents one xartUro a child and asks him
pertinent questions. -Theiatimulus card_ia structured
so that the child will giveresponses containing a
particular feature of grammar or pronunotharinn.

Information_was not given..

Approximately 15 minutes.

The child's responses are tape recorded. There are a
total of 43 items, all oral.and in Englishl., 'The examiner

always srartslout by saying 'let's name some things in
this picture" and allows the Child to name objects. The

child can point to the items helabels. Then the examiner
begins to point to those objects to be assessed.

Information is not given; however, it appears to be for
children in grades K.- 3.

InfGrmation was not given.
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Reliability: Information was not given. Instructions, test and
manual are all in one printout. It appears to be in
experimental stages. Instructions are not clearly
stated. It appears that could be caused because of
the test still being in a printout format.

Admini-
stration
and Scoring: Information on administration is not clearly stated.

Also information on scales and norms are not given.



Title: Oral English r.oficiency

Author: Steve Moreno

Publisher: Moreno Educational Company
7050 Belle Glade Lane
San Diego, California 92119

Copyright
Date:

Purpose
of Test:

Examiner
Qualifi-
cations:

Type of
Test:

1971

To place children at the proper instructional level on
the H200 curriculum. The test is intended to help
teachers gain an immediate insight into the English
proficiency of children who speak English as a
second language.

The test can be administered by a teacher, teacher's
aide, or a psychologist. A two-hour workshop to master
proper administration of the test is recommended. The
test can be used with children who speak a first
language other than Spanish. The examiner translates the
directions to the child's first language to assure that
the child will understand what is expected of him.

To measure oral English proficiency through controlled
response.

Description: The test consists of a booklet of eight pictures and a
score sheet. Ninety-one questions are used (e.g.,

E: "Does Juan have a dog?"
S: "Yes Juan (or he) does have a dog.")

Cost: No information was available.

Timelimits: Approximately 15 minutes.

Format: Directions and responses are given in either language
(Spanish or English). Directions in Spanish are designed
to assure that child knows what is expected of him or
English may be used if the examiner feels the child
understands English well enough to comprehend the directions.
Directions may be given in both languages if the child
understands both languages.
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Ages:

Validity:

Reliability:

Admini-
stration
and Scoring:

The examiner asks the child certain questions, using
the appropriate picture designed for that particular
question.

4 - 20 years of age.

The test is designed to be used with the H200 materials.
The questions have been taken directly froll H200
curriculum, therefore the test has content validity.
The correlation between where children were functioning
in their curriculum and their test scores was .72.

Test-retest reliability was .94- (N=30)..

All instructions for administration and scoring are
given in English and are easy to follow.



Title: Oral Language EvalUation (Ole)

Authors.: Nicholas J.-Silvaroli and J. 0. "Pocky" Maynes, Jr.

Publisher: D. A. Lewis Associates, Inc.

Copyright
date:

Purpose of
test:

E Qualifications:

Type of
test:

Description:

1975

Ole is designed to identify children who need
second language training and for evaluation of
the child's production of oral language structures.

Ole was constructed to allow teachers with limited
experience in language evaluation and/or structural
linguistics to administer it. If instructions are
to be in Spanish, a Spanish speaking or bilingual
examiner is required. However, if the instructions
are to be in English, the manual seems to ir;icate
a bilingual examiner is unnecessary.

Criterion referenced oral language measure of the
child's production of language structures.

Ole
"is

designed for use with Anglo, black and Mexican
American students. Part I is used to identify chil-
dren who need second language training. It serves
as a quick screening measure that can be used by the
classroom teacher. In Part I the child is presented
with a picture, and asked to talk about it. Emphasis

is placed on the child's responses in the language
in which he will be instructed. For example, if a
Spanish speaking child is to be taught in English,
his response should be in English. If an Anglo or
black child will be taught in Spanish he should re-
spond in Spanish.

Part II is to be used only with those children who have
been identified in Part I as needing second language
training. Using one of the same pictures available
for use in Part I, the child is asked to give a detailed
description of the picture. The examiner is to elicit
as much language as possible. The child's response
is taped and later transcribed and evaluated by the
teacher.
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Cost: Teacher's manual (with pictures needed): $3.95

Time
limits:

Format:

Part I: less than one minute
Part II: five minutes

The manual contains the four 7 X 9 pictures (park,
zoo, school, and hone) used for Parts I & II. In

Part I the examiner is not restricted to using the
given pictures, however, Part II limit§ the choice
of pictures to one of the four pictures. The manual
notes that Spanish speaking children generally were
more interested in the zoo and park pictures, while
black students appear to have more interest in the
pictures of the home and school. It is necessary to
use only one picture for each part.

Ages: All levels - - however the picture stimuli seem best
suited for use at the elementary level.

Validity:

Reliability:

Administration
and Scoring:

Other:

No validity data are given.

No reliability data are given.

The manual provides deviled information for the ad-
ministration of the Ole including the materials needed,
average testing time and procedures to be followed for
both Part 1 and Part 2.

Although scoring criteria are different for Parts 1 and
2, the manual provides specific scoring and language
usage examples for both parts. Ole is individually ad-
ministered.

The most difficult part of the evaluation would seem
to be in the area of scoring the child's responses.
However, the manual provides a large number of English
and Spanish usage examples and an author's analysis
for each of the pictures used. Insufficient reliability
validity and normative data are available to evaluate
the test's technical aspects.
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Title: Oral Language 'Inventory

Author: Irma Garcia

Publisher: Robstown I.S.D. - Bilingual Education Program

Copyright
date: No date given

Purpose: The inventory was locally developed for use within
the Robstown schools. The information ga,ned can
be used for several purposes:

(1) to determine language dominance
(2) to provide information and implications

for modifying instructional programs
(3) to provide information on specific chil-

dren in terms of their adjustment to
academic programs and

(4) indicate specific students who need to be
further involved in special programs.

E Qualifications: While no information is indicated, it is assumed a
bilingual examiner is needed.

Type of
test:

Description:

Questionnaire

The inventory is given first in English and then in
Spanish. It has two levels. Level 1 is used with
younger children and incorporates the use of picture
cues. Level 2 is used with older children. The
items are the same but the picture cues are excluded.

Cost: No information was given.

Time
limits:

Format:

While inventory is designed to be a quick test, no
specific information is given as to the time required
for its use.

A sheet on which the questions are written is given
the child. The examiner reads each question. With
younger chile n each question is preceded by a pic-
ture cue tc .1.p them keep their place. The child
puts a check under the column marked English or
Spanish (on Level 1 a hat is used to indicate Spanish
and a boot to indicate English).
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Ages: No age or grade levels are given.

Validity: No valiaty data are given.

Reliability: No reliability data are given.

Administration
and Scoring: The inventory is easily administered and requires

very little in the way of detailed instructions.
Scoring is simple, requirlag only an indication
as to which language is used with respect to each
question. Six or more responses siven in one
language determines language dominance, five points
in both columns indicates bilingualism. The test
.is individually administered. The English inven-
tory is given first followed by the Spanish version.

Other: The inventory was developed locally for use in
Robstown. For this purpose the practical consider-
ations may be adequate. However, if it is to be
used elsewhere more data are necessary. Insufficient
data are given in regard to technical consideration
for an evaluation.
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Title: Ott Test of Oral Language English and Spanish

Author: Elizabeth Ott

Publisher: Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

Copyright
date:

Purpose:

-1970

The test is designed to assess the levels of proficiency
in oral language production, including the principal
elem.:,:.ts of language: phonemic, intonation, and syntax.

E Qualifications: This is not stated. It appears as though it should
be administered by teachers, speech therapist or other
school personnel who are Spanish and English speaking.

Type of
test:

Description:

To.assess oral language ability.

The test consists of two parts. Part I is a test of
the more common phonemic differentiations recognized
as problems for Spanish speakers learning English.
Part II tests fluency, including elaboration and in-
tonation which are scored for each of three kinds of
responses: descriptive, inferential and imaginative.
Part II is translated into Spanish and can be given to
Spanish-speaking children immediately.

Cost: Information was not available.

Time
limits: Approximately 20 minutes.

Format: The examiner needs to be equipped with cassette tape
recorder, filmstriPs synchronized with an audio tape
and headsets. The examiner explains to the child what
he is about to experience. "When you put the earphones
on, you will hear a man's voice. The man will ask you
to say some words and sentences. He will also ask you
to answer some questions. Please speak loudly and
don't be afraid." This explanation should be made in'
the child's first language if the child is bilingual.
The child should be made to feel as much at ease as
possible before the actual test begins. After asking
the child his name, age, and how he feels, the actual
assessment begins by having the child answer questions
and repeat sentences.
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Ages: This is not stated. It appears to be for children in
K - elementary grades.

This information is not given.

This information is not given.

Validity:

Reliability:

Administration
and Scoring: If the required audio equipment is availabE, the test

should be easy to administer. Proper scoring requires
persons who have a good knowledge of linguistics. In-

formation on scales and norms are not given.

1 5 5
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Title:

Author:

Publisher:

Copyright
date:

Purpose of
test:

Perfil

Carol Perkins

1974

The purpose of the test is to enable the teacher to
determine the combination of English and Spanish instruc-
tion needed by the child. This is accomplished by the
analysis of the Child's responses in terns of production
and comprehension. The child then can be classified as
being English dominant, Spanish dominant, Bilingual
high, Bilingual middle or Bilingual low.

E Qualifications: The examiner should be bilingual and able to read and
write in Spanish.

Type of tet.t:

Description:

This language assestnent instrument is designed to
measure production and comprehension in Spanish and
English.

Perfil is a two part test consisting of an English and
a Spanish section. The child listens to a two minute
pre-recorded story in each language. At several points
in each story, the tape is stopped and the examiner asks
a question pertaining to the story. The examiner may not
replay the tape (with the exception of the trial questions)
but may cue the child in the manner indicated on the test
sheet. The child's response is written verbatim on the
test form and later analyzed in terms of comprehension
and production (expressivity).

Cost: No cost information is available.

Time
limits: approximately 10 minutes

Format: The child listens to two tape recorded stories (two
different stories; one in English and one in Spanish)
and responds orally to questions asked by the examiner.
Visuals are amitted deliberately in order to insure
that all correct answers given indicate aural compre-
hension of spoken English and Spanish.
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Ages: Children in K-6 grades.

Validity: No validity information is available

Reliability: No reliability information is available.

Administration
and Scoring: Instructions for the examiner concerning administration

of the test are adequate, and presented in a clear, con-
cise manner.

Production is scored subjectively and in terms of the
following criteria:
related complete answers (3 points)
related incomplete answers (2 points)
cued response or any other utterances (1 point)
mixed (language) response that is complete (2 points)
a mixed response that is incomplete (I point)
acceptance of the following speech patterns (traiba,
enmugrar) and
errors in tense, number and gender are scored as
incomplete responses.

Samples of children's responses on the Spanish section
are given but have not been scored. Therefore, the
examiner has no source of scoring examples. The com-
prehension section is easily scored. Sculing is done
in terms of the number of points received for each of
the child's pioduction responses. This measure is
given individually. Both parts are to be administered
to each child with no time lapse between them. No
normative or field test data are available.

The two tape-recorded stories are done in a manner which
would be very appealing to young children. They were
intentiolially limited to two minutes each so as Lo
remain within the attention span of young children.

The scoring criteria are non-specific. While several
pages of Spanish responses given by children are provided,
none of the sample items is scored. No samples of English
responses are given.

No technical data concerning reliability, validity or
normative data are given; therefore, an evaluation ef
technical data is not possible.
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Title:

Authors:

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Pictorial Test of Bilingualism and Language Dominance

Darwin Nelson, Michael J. Fellner, and C.L. Norrell.

South Texas Testing Service
P.O. Box 804
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403

1975

The test is desiEned to provide an objective measure of a
child's language development in English and Spanish (bi-
lingualism) and additional procedures to determine the
favored or predominant language.

Examiner Qual-
It may be given by a bilingual teacher or aide.ifications:

Type of test:

Description:

Cost:

Time limits:

Format:

A measure of language facility in English and Spanish

Part I, which is administered to all students, contains 40
pictures designed to depict a single concept and to elicit
a particular vocabulary word. The child is allowed to
respond in either Spanish or English. After giving his
first response, he then is asked to name the object in the
other language. The authors state the following information
will be obtained: " 1) total oral vocabulary for both
Spanish and English, 2) the preference or tendency to rely
on one.language or the other and 3) English and Spanish oral
vocabulary scores and the extent of bilingual and vocabulary
development."

Part II is administered only to those Children whose perfor-
mance on Part I indicates a more complete language sample is
needed. The child is shown two picture cards and asked to
tell a story based on the picture and to respond to questions.
This language sample may be used to evaluate the phonetic,
morphemic and syntactic qualities of the Child's oral language
production.

No information was available.

12-18 minutes.

The Part I booklet contains single pictures of objects. Part
II has two pictures, one showing activities at a birthday
party and the other showing a son helping his father construc-
ting a building. The 'answer sheet provides space for informa-
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Ages:

Validity:

tion about the child, the language profile, a summary of
scores, notes and comments made by the examiner as well as
space for recording the child's response.

Pre-Mndergarten to grade 2.. A total of 900 children were
tested from which 468 Mexican-American children were
selected. They ranged from preschool through second grade.
Children diagnosed as mentally retarded or havLng language/
learning difficulties were eliminated. -Forty-three percent
of the children were drawn from bilingual education classes,
thirty-one percent from migrant education programs and
twenty-six percent from regular classrooms. Fifty-four
percent of the sample was female while forty-six were male.
The measure was standardized only on Mexican-American
children.

Ample data are provided and cannot be summarized adequately
here. The English oral vocabulary test appears to be more
valid than the Spanish oral vocabulary test. Also, the
tests appear to pe more valid for kindergarten than for
first grade Children.

Reliability: Coefficients indicate that oral vocabulary scores provided
by Part I are relatively reliable measures of*language
development in English encl. Spanish. Split-half coefficients
were .85 for Ihe English oral vocabulary and. .89 for the
Spanish oral vocabulary. Stability coefficients obtained
for English and Spanish oral vocabulary, bilingual oral
vocabulary and totctl vccal'ulary y:anged from .35 to .96
(within a time interval of two to six months).

Administration
and Scoring: Information concerning testing procedures, establishing

rapport and specific ins'zructions for the examiner are de-
tailed in the manu1. Emphasis is placed on determining
that the child knows the word in both languages and that
the examiner should &how no indication of a preference for
using one languace.

Other: The manual is well-written with regard to. practical con-
siderations. The technical data provided with this instrument
are very extensive and informative, especially when compared
to other language dominance measures which provide little
or no validity, reliability, and normative data.
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Title: Primary Acquisition of Language (PAL)

Author: Prepared by Rosa Apodaca and field tested and edited
by Blanca Enriquez

Publisher: Board of Education, El Paso,Texas Public Schools

Copyright
date: 1975

Purpose of Test: The test is designed to determine the child's profi-
ciency in English and Spanish for instructional pur-
poses. It may also be used for determining language
dominance, placement of child in i....structional areas
(Language Arts, ESL, SSL, SSS, and Transfer of Reading
Skills) and as a diagnostic tool.

E Qualifications: Test should be given by a bilingual examiner specially
trained for the administration of the PAL.

Type of test: Oral language proficiency and dominance measure.

Description: The PAL is available in an English and Spanish version.
Each child is tested in only one language, at a time,
but is to be given both versions. The test has three
parts, each dealing with one of three pictures provided.
A total of 28 questions within the measure are designed
to elicit a comprehensive range of sentence patterns
that are evaluated in terms of comprehension and produc-
tion, with respect to such items as inflections, func-
tion words and idiomatic expressions.

Cost: $3.00.

.Time

limits:

Format:

5 - 7 minutes per test.

A picture booklet is shown to.the'child which dontains
three carton-like drawings of 'activities of children on
a playground. The scoring booklet and Folleto de
Respuestos contain the questions asked by the examiner
and spaces for recording and scoring the child's responses.

Ages: K 3

Validity: No validity data are given.
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Reliability: Alpha coefficients obtained from the administration of
the PAL in the Austin Independent School District in 1974
are as follows:

Lpanish Test English Test

Part 1 (10 items) 0.8981 0.9167

Part 2 (5 items) 0.5152 0.4535

Part 3 (5 items) 0.8402 0.7803

Total (20 items) 0.8999 0.8946

Administration
and Scoring:

Other:

The manual gives detailed instructions for administering
the test. The test questions also appear in the scoring
booklet and folleto de respuestos. Information is de-

tailed as to problems that may arise in the administra-
tion (e.g., no response, repeating questions and mixed
language responses). Scoring is subjective, with no
scoring key given. Sample responses and methods of
scoring are given in the manual. The responses are
scored only for grammar not vocabulary. Tables are
provided for converting the child's test scores to
language levels and language dominance.

As well as determining language dominance the measure
can be used as a diagnostic tool to indicate a child's
strengths and weaknesses in basic structures of both

languages. It provides evaluation of particular
grammatical items such as adjectives, adverbs, number,
possession, etc. Some possible drawbacks of the in-
strument might include: the need for a specially
trained examiner, subject judgment with regard to
scoring grammatical items, and the need to transcribe
the child's exact response at the time of the testing.

Tables are provided for interpreting scores to language
level (5 different language levels given). Another

table is used to determine langcage .dominance in terms
of language levels. While some technical data are
provided, validity and normative data should be in-
corporated in the data presented in the manual.
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Title:

Author and
Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Examiner Qual-
ifications:

Type of test:

Description:

Cost:

Time limits:

Pupils Language Usage Inventory

Brooks Consolidated ISD
Box 589
Falfurias, Texas 78355

(512) 325-3313

No date given

To determine language dominance and/or participation in a
state-funded kindergarten program.

A Spanish/English bilingual examiner.

Questionnaire to determine language dominance.

The Inventory has three parts: General Comprehension,
Language Preference, and Vocabulary. All items are admin-
istered in English and Spanish. Language dominance is
determined by the spontaneity of each answer, not its
precision or content. If a child responds to a majority of
the questions in both languages, he is considered bilingual.

General Comprehension: Questions are the same in both
languages and asked first in one language, then the other.
Sample test items follow.

English test: "Are you a boy or girl?"
Spanish test: " t Como te llamas?"

Language Preference: It contains questions concerning
language usage in the home.

"Which music or songs do you like best, English or
Spanish?" or
" e Qui lenguaje usas tu casa, inglis o espanol?"

Vocabulary: The child is shown a row of pictures and asked
to point to the one stated in English or Spanish.

Pictures shown: top, ball, net, "Put your finger on the
ball."

Pictures shown: feather, needle, wood. "Pon el dedo en
la pluma."

No information was available.

10 minutes.
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Format:

Ages:

Validity:

Reliability:

Administration
and Scoring:

Other:

In Parts I and II the questions are asked orally by the
examiner. In Part II the child is shown a picture and
responds to oral statement made by the examiner by pointing
to a picture.

Lower elementary.

No data are given.

No data are given.

The Inventory is easily followed and dhe questions'and
information for the interviewer are briefly stated. Scoring
is objective and easily accomplished. It is individually
administered. Spanish and English are used simultaneously.

The measure was developed for local use. Insufficient data
are available to evaluate high school technical considerations.
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Title: Screen±mg Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language

Author: Elizabeth Carrow.

Publisher: Learning Concepts Inc.
2501 North Lamar Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78705

(512) 474-6911

Copyright
Date:

Purpose f
Test:

1973

This screening test was developed by Dr. Carrow to meet
the need for a short form of her earlier test for auditory
comprehension of language. The STACL serves as an index of
basic English and Spanish language competence. If a child
performs below a selected cut-off score (10-20th percentile)
he is given the TACL for a complete evaluation of his com-
prehension level.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: Designed to be administered to groups of children hy the

classroom teacher.

Type of test: This is an index of basic English and Spanish language com-
petence. It is a group or individual assessment.

Description: The STACL is designed to serve three purposes:
(1) to assess basic competence in language;
(2) to identify children who need more complete

testing of auditory comprehension;
(3) to establish the dominant language of the child.'

The instrument is composed of twenty-five plates of line
drawings which permit the assessment of oral language com-
prehension independent of language expression. Each plate
has three pictures representing referential categories and
contrasts that can be signaled by form classes and function
words, grammatical categories, and syntactic structure.

For testing structural contrasts, one picture represents the
referent for the linguistic form being tested, the others for
the contrasting linguistic forms.

Should the STACL be.used to evaluate language proficiency of
Spanish and English with the same children, the test should
be administered first in that language in which the child
seems to be least competent.
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Time limits:

Ages:

Validity:

Reliability:

Administra-
tion and
Scoring:

Less than one-half hour.

3 to 6 years old.

None reported.

...

Test-retest=.60 on 100 children retested over a 1-3 week
period.

The manual contains adequate instructions for administering
the instrument.

Although there are no percentile ranks presently available
for Spanish scores, preliminary testing in Spanish revealed
that for those children competent in Spanish, the ages at
which. the itens were passed were similar to those of'English
speaking children. Consequently comparison can be made of
the scores in the two languages to judge the level of
bilingual proficiency.
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Title: Southwestern Cooperative Education Laboratory Test of
Oral English

Authors: Lois Michael and John Salazar

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laborator)i
220 Truman NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

1974

The SWCEL Test of Oral English Production was designed to
provide a means of evaluating that English proficiency of
non-native English-speaking children as well as programs that
teach English as a second language (specifically the South-
western Cooperative Educational Laboratory's Oral Language
Program for children in the primary grades). A major goal
of the test is to elicit responses in as "spontaneous" a
manner as possible in order to arrive at a reasonably
realistic assessment of a child's speech. Prompting is
often used to elicit questions and relatively complex con-
structions in the context of a structured verbal interchange.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: Examiners must be trained by SWCEL personnel. SWCEL also

scores the tests.

Type of test: SWCEL was designed to provide.a means of evaluating the
English proficiency of non-native English-speaking children
for programs that teach English as a second language.

Description: Items comprising the vocabulary section provide data used to
evaluate pronunciation. Phonemics ability is evaluated
through eleven voweJs and diphthongs, eight single con-
sonants and eleven clusters of two consonants. Grammatical
items comprise the major portion of the test and vary in
complexity. Noun phrases test the speaker's ability to con-
trol such constructions as articles, quantifiers and demon-
stratives, prepositional phrases, singular vs. plural nouns,
and direct and indirect objects.

Control of verb phrases is evaluated with respect to tense,
appropriate use of the auxiliary, negation and agreement with

now phrases. Prompting cues are used in many of the items
to elicit responses which would indicate the speaker's

ability to produce well-formed sentences. Conversations
between the test administrator and the child are tape recorded

and then scored at a later time by raters who have achieved

predetermined levels of inter-rater reliability.
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Cost: Information is not available.

Time limits: 7 to 10 mdnutes (once the tester is thoroughly familiar with
all aspects of the test).

Ages: Grades K to 3

Validity: Information was not given.

Reliability: Information was not given.

Administration
and Scoring: Administrators are trained by SWCEL. However, instructions

given in the manual are easy to follow ;1,16 give the reader
sufficient information to administer the cest. Scoring
information is not given; this is provided by SWCEL.
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Title: Spanish Test of Oral Proficiency

Authors: Developed by staff members of the Bay Area Bilingual
Education League (BABEL)

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Bay Area Bilingual Education League Media Center
1033 Heinz Street
Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 849-3191

1971

To determine a child's oral proficiency in Spanish

Examiner Qual-
ifications: A Spanish-speaking examiner.

Type of Test: Test of oral proficiency in Spanish

Description: The test contains four parts. Part I evaluates the child's
ability to comprehend oral commands. Part II covers visual
oral comprehension. Oral comprehension of common verbs is
dealt with in Part III. In Part IV eight questions are
asked orally by the examiner.

Cost: $1.50 per test packet (set of 30 answer sheets).

Time limits: No infdrmation is given; however, the test is relatively
short and should take only a few minutes per child.

Format: The manual contains directions for the administration and
the pictures shown to the child in Parts II and III. The
answer sheets also give the directions for the examiner and
spaces to record the child's answer as correct or incorrect.

Ages: No information is given. It appears to be designed for
Kindergarten or early elementary levels.

Validity: No validity data are given.

Reliability: No reliability data are given.

Administration
and Scoring: The instructions are clearly stated and appear in detail in

the manual and again on the answer sheet in abbreviated form.
Scoring is straight forward and done only on a basis of cor-
rect and incorrect answers. Test items are constructed to
elicit a specific answer from the child. The test is
individually administered..
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Other: The test can be given and scored quickly. It seems somewhat
adequate for its purpose, testing Spanish oral proficiency.
If a measure of bilingualism is desired the examiner would
need to use another measure that includes the use of
English. Insufficient data are available to evaluate the
measure with regard to most technical considerations.
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Title: Test for Auditcry Comprehension of Language
English/Spanish

Author: Elizabeth Carrow

Publisher: Urban Research Group
306 West 16th
Austin, Texas 78701

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

1973

(1) To measure the auditory comprehension of language
structure;

(2) The second function is diagnostic--performance on
specific items and groups of items allow the examiner
to determine the area.: of linguistic difficulty the child
may have.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: As a minimum, the examiner should hold a Bachelor's degree in

education, psychology, or sociology, and have significant
testing experience.

Description: The test permits the assessment of oral language comprehension
without requiring language expression from the child. The
test consists of 101 plates of line drawings. The pictures
represent refet-,:r,tial categories and contrasts that can be
signaled by form classes and function words, morphological
construction, grammatic categories and syntactic structure.
The plates which test the structural contrasts provide three
pictures, one of which represents the referent for the
linguistic form being tested. Alternate pictures represent
the referent for the contrasting linguistic forms. Where
there are only two contrasting structures and corresponding
referents, the third picture is a decoy. In testing gram-
matical forms, an effort was made to avoid redundancy in sig-
naling the grammatical contrast.

Cost: Information was not given.

Time limits: Approximately 20 minutes.

Ages: 3-0 to 6-11

Validity &
Reliability: Studies reported in the manual indicate the test has good

content and empirical validity and reliability. The.data
are too extensive to adequately summarize.
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Administration
and Scoring: Explicit directions in both English and Spanish are given.

On the back of the picture cards are printed the correct
responses in both English and Spanish. Directions for
scoring and interpretations also are found in the manual.
Raw scores may be converted to an age score, percentile ranks,
and standard scores.

7 1
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Title:

Author:

Publisher:

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

Test of Language Dominance (TOLD)

Willard P. Bass

Southwest Research Associates,'Inc.
P.O. Box 4092
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
(505) 266-5781

1973 (Revised in 1975)

To measure a child's proficiency in two languages by
assessing the child's passi.- understanding of word meanings
and active skills in word naming in both languages.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: Examiner must be bilingual in English and the other language

tested.

Type of test: A language dominance test measuring vocabulary.

Description: The test is divided into two parts. Part I (Word Meaning)
is designed to measure receptive verbal ability, while Part
II (Word Naming) assesses expressive verbal ability. Part I
includes 52 items arranged in order of progressive difficul-
ty. For each test item the child is presented with four
pictures and asked to mark the object named by the examiner.
Half of the items are given first in English and the other
half are gi,,en first in the second language. For the
English Navajo Test, Items 1-14 are presented in English,
15-40 in Navajo and 40-52 in English. The same pictures are
used for both English and the second language (however, the
sequence of the pictures is different).

Cost: No information is given.

Time limits: One minute for each test item.

Format: Part I: The child's test booklet containing 52 test items
and six examples. Each item consists of four
pictures in a row.

Part II: A statement is made orally by the examiner to which
the child responds verbally. One form available in
in English, Navajo, Spanish, Tewa (Indian) and Yap'ik
(Eskimo).

Ages: 5-F., years
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Validity: No validity information is available in the .manual.

Reliability:

Administration
and Scoring:

Other:

No reliability information is available in the manual.

The instructions for the administration of the test are

well written and concise. Scoring is objective and can be

done quickly. The child's booklet provides a page for

recording pertinent information about the child, pretest and

posttest scores, and recording a bilingual ratio and scaled

score. Part I may be administered to groups of children but

Part II is individually administered. Both languages are

tested simultaneously.

No normative data are available althougb a scaled score is

provided. The author's intent was tb develop a test, coo-

sistent with the theories of Piaget, that measures verbal

rather than mental development. In order to achieve this,

the conceptual level of the tasks within the measure were

kept relatively simple.

The measure is quickly administered and scoring relatIvely

simple requiring very little in the way of specialized

equipment and specially trained examiners. Insufficient

data are available to evaluate its technical considerations.
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Title: Tucson Public School Language Assessment

Author: Esther Cuesta

Publisher: Tucson Public Schools
P.O. Box 4040
1010 East Tenth St.
Tucson-, Arizona 85717
(602) 791-6138

Copyright
Date:

Purpose of
Test:

No date given

To assess oral language ability of child in English and/or
Spanish.

Examiner Qual-
ifications: No information is given,- Since only one fianguagejs tested

at one time, the examiner could be monolingual in the lan-
guage being tested or bilingual to administer both versions.

Type of test: Spanish/English language ability measure.

Description: The examiner begins the assessment in either Spanish or Eng-
lish.

Part 1 - Listening and Pointing. The tester labels a picture
and asks the child to label it. If three or more incorrect
responses are given by the child, it is assumed the child does
not understand the language and no further assessment is made.
Testing is continued, with the child who understands the
language until he completes Part I or can go no further.

Part 2 - Listening and Answering. I. picture card is shown
to the dhild, and he is asked to name the object. Any
response that is reasonable may be accepted provided that it
is similar to the given answer (e.g., the child is shown a
picture such as shoes and asked to name it).

Part 3 - Describing Actions. The child is shown a picture
and asked to tell what the person or object shown is doing.

Part 4 - Answering Specific Questions. The examiner asks a
question and records the child's exact response (e.g., "What
was the most exciting thing you did this past summer?").

Cost: No information was available.
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Time limits: Determined by the child's ability to complete all or part

of the assessment.

Format:

Ages:

Oral statement and questions an-. presented by the examiner
to which the child responds either orally or by pointing to

a picture. The pictures selected for the assessment are from
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Kit.

No specific information is given. Questions and pictures
appear to be most appropriate for Kindergarten or early
elementary grades.

Validity: No validity data are available.

'Reliability: No reliability data are available.

Administration
and Scoring: Directions for administration are clear and brief. Scoring

is simply a maLter of determining whether each response is
correct or incorrect for the first three parts of the mea-

sure. No specific criteria are given for scoring the answers

given in Part 4. The measure is given individually.

7 5
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The following tests were not available for review:

Auditory Pointing Test
Janet B. Tudala Ph.D., LaVern H. Kunze Ph.D., and

and John Ross
Academic Therapy Publications
1539 Fourth Street
San Rafael, Calif. 94901
(415) 456-1394

'Bilingual Dominance Scale
Project BEST
New York City Board of Education
110 Livingston St. - Room 601-C
Brooklyn, New York 11201

ESL Placement Test for Non-English Speaking Children
San Diego City Schools
4100 Normal Street
San Diego, Calif. 92103

Fluency Test Follow-Through Project
University of California
Room 2322, Library
S. Riverside, Calif. 92502

Spanish/English Language Preference Screening
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Austin, Texas 78701

Reading and Comprehension Functional Level in Spanish .

AVA Institute & Associates
2600 Richmond Avenue
El Paso, Texas 79930
(This test assesses reading in and comprehension of Spanish
for ages 6 - adults.)

Also see:

Samuda, R. Psychological Testing of American Minorities. New York:
Dodd, Mead, 1975 for a compendium of tests for minority adolescents
and adults.

Bilingual Instruments for Bilingual Education, Austin, Tx.:
Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education, 6504 Tracor
Lane for a listing of tests.
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Tests not available for review (cont.)

HABLA - Helping Advance Bilingual Learning in Abernathy - Language

Dominance Measure.
Abernathy I.S.D.
Drawer E
Abernathy, Texas 79311

Language Dominance Test
Fullerton Bilingual Bicultural Education Program
California State University at Fullerton
800 N. State College Blvd.
Fullerton, California 92634

Zip Test
California State Department of Education
Office of Compensatory Education
Sacramento, Calif.
(This test was designed to asses%English language reading and math

skills of migrant children.)

Project Frontier Bilingual Education Program. Student

Placement Questionnaire
Bilingual Education Center
1130 Fifth Avenue
Chula Vista, Calif. 92011

Many independent school districts are developing locally made language measures

for use in their district, Most of these have not been appropriately standard-

ized; some, however, appear promising. The following are some of the,locally

developed tests.

Screening Test for the State Bilingual Education Program

Corpus Christi (Texas) Independent School District
(This instrument assesses language comprehension, vocabulary, pronuncia-

tion, and verbal expreszAve abilities.)

Screening Test for the State Bilingual Education Program

Laredo (Texas) Independent School District
(This instrument assesses comprehension, vocabulary, articulation,

numerical analogues, and verbal imitation and verbal expression.)

Pupil's Language Usage Inventory
Brooks County Independent School District
Falfurrias, Texas 78355

Oral Language Inventory
Robstown (Texas) Independent School District
(This is A questionnaire type assessment of language dominance.)
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Locally developed tests (cont.)

Spanish-English Language Dominance Assessment
Dr. Bernard Spalsky
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
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